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Time Is precious ; hut truth is more
|
precious than time.—Beaconsfield.
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The American Automobile As
sociation and State Highway Po
lice will conduct a free brake and
light test on Mountain street,
Camden, Oct. 1 and 2, testing
brakes from 2 to 5.30 p. m. and
lights from 7 to 10 p. m. The full
equipment for such purposes will
be in use. The inspectors ask that
all cars enter Mountain street
from the town’s principal street,
a3 they can be handled to better
adva 'tage. All cars which pass
the tests will be provided with
O. K. sticktis
113 «17

REPUBLICAN NOMINATIONS

OCTOBER 2-3-4

PARK

For President

HERBERT C. HOOVER

One of the Publix Theatres

of California

TODAY

For Vice President

“THE SIREN”

$5,000 IN AWARDS
THE LARGEST FIELD OF HORSES IN HISTORY
OF FAIR

IN THE AIR

GEORGE DREW
Internationally Known Balloonist
Four or Five Parachute Jumps On Each Ascension
Daily

With

CHARLES CURTIS

TOM MOORE
DOROTHY REVIER

of Kansas

And

Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Toner went to
Portland yesterday to take Morton
Stoddard to the clinic at the Chil
dren’s Hospital today.
Morton’s
many friends will be glad to know
that this will be the final trip he
will have to make, as there is a
marked improvement in his condi
tion.

‘ARIZONA CYCLONE’
With

FRED HUMES
MONDAY-TUESDAY
ESTHER RALSTON
In

“THE SAWDUST PARADISE”

—

High Class Keith Vaudeville

Announcing the Opening
of

Rockland City Band

Carr’s
Bowling Alleys

WITH SOLOISTS

SPECIAL ADDED ATTRACTION
ALL PULLING CONTESTS WITH NEW

DYNAMOMETER

“At the Brook”

FIRST TIME IN SOUTHERN MAINE

Tuesday Evening
October 2

PINE TREE STATE SHOWS ON MIDWAY
RESERVE YOUR DATES TO ATTEND THIS
GREAT EDUCATIONAL EXPOSITION

at 7.30 o’Clock

117-118

Cash Prizes to Local Teams
PUBLIC WELCOME
Inspect these Fine Modern Alleys

■■■■■■hhe
CLOSEOUT SALE ALL NEXT WEEK
Second Hand Goods Not Sold to Eastern Furniture Co. When I

' Begin to Save

Sold Them My New Stock Last Year
These goods are in my garage back of my office—69 Park Street.

When You are Young
Teach the children to “save
the pennies” and the lesson of
Thrift will be remembered down
through the years. Habits form
easily when young.

Rockland Savings Bank

2
6
10
1
3
1
1
12
1

Open Fireplace Stoves
Cook Stoves
Parlor Heaters
Oak Dining Suite
Dozen Odd Chairs
Old Pine Chest
Antique Sofa
Antique Chairs
Saxophone
Banjo
Brunswick Phonograph
Pianos
Oil Stoves
Dressers with Glass
Several Stands
Several Commodes.

Sideboards
Several Iron Beds
Several Iron Springs
3 Tables
Oak Writing Desk and Book
case
1 Bakers Oven
1 Kitchen Cabinet
4 Tubs

2

1

Oil Heater

2
1

Gas Heaters
Wood Parlor Stove
Odd Rockers
Lawn Swing and Stand
Art Squares, all sizes
Sewing Machine

1
4

V. F. STUDLEY
CASH OR EASY TERMS

Rockland, Me.

96Stf

REAL ESTATE OFFICE

69 PARK ST., ROCKLAND
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Are YOU One of the
Nineteen?
In October, 1916, nineteen people took 89 shares in the Rockland
Loan & Building Association, and have paid since then $1.00 per
month on each share. The twenty-fourth semi-annual dividend
will be made in October and these shares will then mature at a
value of $18,086.58, payable in cash or matured stock certificates
as the owners may prefer. The interest return has been 5*/2% per
annum. The amount paid on each share has been $144.00. The
dividend per share will be $59.22. Shares are available at any time.

89.00

October, 1916

$

October, 1928

$18,086.58

a

I

North
National
Bank

T

At the feign

?! North National

Find Out, FIRST

Don't envy t’.ie man who is earning more money
than you are. at least until you find out how much
money he is saving as he goes along.
Spending money will not make the spender
rich. We will venture the guess that YOU have
known people who worked a lifetime at fairly good
wages, yet had nothing to show for their labors.
Keep your eye on the man who is SAVING. Don’t
envy him. l)o as he does. SAVE, and deposit the
savings at our Bank for safe-keeping.
FOUR PER CENT INTEREST
YOUR SAVINGS DEPOSIT IS ALWAYS AT PAR

Rockland Loan & Building Association
407 MAIN STREET

SANDWICH

WEATHER AT UNION

THREE-TIM ES-A-WEEK

FAIR
.

BRAKES AND LIGHTS

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Three doors South of Rockland National Bank

111-tf

North National Bank
Rockland, Main©

A Layer of Rain and a Layer of Sun, Seasoned By a Layer
of Hail Was North Knox Fair’s Lot
Rain intervened In the Union Fair
program seriously this year. Wed| nesday's races were held Thursday,
i and Thursday’s card was to have been
j presented Friday, but showers spoiled
the racing and the windup takes places
I this afternoon.
Many were surprised to find th<
I track in condition for racing Thurs
day, after the heavy downpour of the
previous day, but Boh McKinley or
somebody else went down there early
in the morning, waved a magic wand,
and presto! there was racing, and the
best racing that has been seen on the
Union track these many years.
But it needed something besides a
magic wand to get rid of the mud
puddles on the new midway which is
now located at the very threshold of
th ‘ fairground^. Loads of hay and saw
dust were dumped into this quagmire
and many of them disappeared utterly
before a fit “pavement” was provided
for the restless hundreds who wan
dered hack and forth amid the con
cessions.

•♦••

Old timers accustomed to seeing
the midway inside of the racing en
closure, and who tried to count the
hundreds of motor cars parked there,
lost their bearings when they crossed
the bridge and found that the mid
way and the cars had to be negotiated
before the race track was reached.
There was more concessions this
year than Union Fair has ever known
and a much greater variety. The
management had printed tickets for
100 concessionaires, and found that
the pasteboards were not nearly suf
ficient to go around. All sorts of
“games of skill’’ flourished, hut if
there were any of those contraptions
which robbed a man before he could
I get his glasses out, the writer failed
to see them Thursday. The boo,ths
offered an unusually wide variety of
eatables, ranging all the way from the
time honored soused clam to the
waffle sandwich with ice cream twixt
the layers. The good old fashioned
] merry-go-round found itself in comI petition with modern devices which
offered greater thrills, but as the same
concern probably owned both no harm
was done. Inside an enormous tank
two motorists made many thousands
of dizzy revolutions, but it is safe to
say that nobody kept track of the laps,
and nobody knows which won. Or
cares.
•• • •
There was one institution which
found its nose out of joint, and that
was the dance hall, which had been
converted into an exhibition hall for
machinery. Tom and Mary and John
and Susie have waltzed many miles in
that enclosure in the past 30 years,
hut that was in the days when there
was real waltzing, and under its
dreamy influence the couples were
cuite sure they’ loved each other. In
these days of jazz, they dance any
old pla?e, and the love element does
not keep pace with the gyrations quite
so steadily.
Handling a fair of this size, spread
ing over augmented territory, was a
task which required a large corps of
t fflcials. The Rockland police depart
ment loaned Patrolman John T. Berry
and Special Officer W. G. Richards
for this occasion, and their experi
ence was a decided asset in the hand
ling of the auto jam. City’ Marshal
Webster’s familiar form was seen on
the grounds Thursday, but he was
there in an unofficial capacity.
*** •
One institution which had not
shared in the general shakeup was the
secretary’s office. Here The CourierGazette reporter found Secretary
Herbert L. Grinnell and his able as
sistant, Mrs. R. K. Say ward trying to
do about a dozen things at a time, and
succeeding admirably. Through their
assistance the reporter was able to
get light on some of the higli spots
in the annual exhibit of fruit, vege
tables, cattle, etc.
To begin with, it has been a very
poor apple year in Union and vicinity
There was so much cold weather in
the spring that the blossoms didn’t
set, and there was the heaviest July
drop in years. Orchardists who paid
careful attention to spraying got by
far the best results, hut as a rule the
crop is off, both as to quantity and
quality. Probably the best producing
orchard in that section this year is
owned by E. A. Mathews, who will
harvest a goodly crop of McIntosh
Reds, Ben Davis, Baldwins and North
ern Spys. Baldwins and Spys are ap
parently’ the leaders in Knox County
this fall. Starks. McIntosh Reds and
the Delicious didn’t do their normal
stunt.
The largest fruit exhibits at the fair
were made by EJ. A. Mathews of
Union, and E. N. Hobbs and Miller
B. Hobbs of Hope. Among the not
able farm exhibits were those of E.
H. Calderwood and J. F. Calderwood
of Union and John Keinanen of War
ren. Seven Tree Grange of Union,
Evening Star Grange of Washington
and White Oak Grange of North War
ren are to be congratulated on the
fine exhibits they made and the very
tasty’ arrangement thereof.
• • • *
The sweet corn crop was very sat
isfactory around Union this year. It
got away to a late start, hut the tropi
cal August weather made it ripen off
in fine style. The Monmouth Can
ning Co. did a lively business in
Union, while both that factory and
Black & Gay Canners, Inc., did well
with blueberries, in spite of the fact
that it was not an average blueberry
season.
Potatoes were raised in large quan
tities, and are said to be rotting in
proportion. In the Union sector much
more attention was paid to beans than
formerly, and a good crop is reported.
Big pumpkins and big squashes
continue to thrive In the gardens of
Northern Knox, and they figured to
quite an extent in the splendid vege
table showing made in the exhibition
hall. Henry Hills, Herbert Hills and
P. L Carroll were among the com
petitors in this line.
Knox County folks were always
fond of posies and each year finds
them raising better and prettier ones,
Gladiolus and dahlias take the lead,

as they must necessarily in the fall,
but there were lots of others whose
names could probably have been told
off hand by Adella Veazie, author of
that popular column known as
“Rambles Afield.” Among the princi
pal exhibitors in the floral depart
ment were Mrs. O. A. Start of the
Grassy Pond Floral Gardens, Mrs. E.
H. Calderwood and E. L. Daggett of .
Union and Mrs. Hazel Perry ol' Appleton.
E. N. Hobbs had a novel exhibit in
the form of several “Hope Peaches,’’
which he had grown and propagated.
A young tree yielded about 40, and
they matured nicely.
The display of preserves and fancy
work told an eloquent story as to the
kind of housewives they have up that
way.
The cattle exhibit claimed the at
tention of every real “dirt farmer,”
and strangers unfamiliar with Knox
County’s reputation for good cows,
were frankly amazed at the fine
showing at Union Fair.
One row of stalls was devoted
wholly to Ay reshires, and the feature
of this display was the five herds of
thoroughbreds shown by Wlalter J.
Rich and Ralph Cripps of Camden.
Mr. Rich has 18 head of the finest
Ayreshire stock in Eastern Maine, and
has earned with them a big supply of
blue and red ribbons, principally the
former. Other large exihibitors of
cattle included C. T. Burgess and P.
C. Oakes. thoroughbred Jerseys;
Hawes Bros., Holstelns; and .Wilbert
Mank, Herefords. The principal poul
try exhibitors were Hawes Bros.,
Henry V. Keller and W. L. Merriam.
•• « *

The inside of the race track en
closure amost resembled a deserted
village, but its recompenses were
seen when the races started, for there
was absolutely nothing to obscure the
view of the grandstand patrons and
the “railbirds.” Never were races
more thoroughly enjoyed in Union
and seldom have there been better
ones.
Between heats there was plenty to
attract the eye and the ear.
The airplane manipulated by Jack
Dodge found all of the patrons it could
handle and was almost constantly
making flights.
Union Fair this year had the bene
fit of the Rockland Band, and its
playing, under the leadership of H.
E. Kirkpatrick was a revelation to
many patrons of what a fine organiza
tion Rockland has. Gilbert Auld of
Tenant’s Harbor sang a number of
popular selections to band accompani
ment and got deserved applause. The
band also furnished a concert each
evening.
“The Funny Ford” was the feature
vaudeville stunt and it certainly was
funny. One artist showed how easy
it was to get out of a straight jacket—
if you know how. The fireworks dis
play Thursday and Friday evenings
amply rewarded all who paid the
nominal admission to see them.
Thursday’s races opened with the
2.27 class which produced 11 starters,
presenting a problem which was
skilfully handled by C. Earle Ludwick,
the starter. This race was won in
straight heats by Randolph Direct,
owned by E. E. Foye of Gardiner, but
the field was well bunched each time
around.
An extra heat was required in the
2.15 class, which was a very pretty
contest between Mac Aubrey owned
by W\ V. Douse of Attleboro, Mass,
and Mary Montgomery, owned by B.
G. Ingraham of Portland. Honors
went to the Bay State contender,
which came under the wire the first
heat in 2.13%, the fastest time of the
day.
Donno Volo Peter, owned by T. S.
Wheeler of Augusta, and driven by
Mr. Bean overcame a long lead in the
first heat of the 2.22 class, and not
only won that, but the next two heats.
Bob Braden entered from the Sim
mons Stables was the runner up.
The summaries:
2.27 Class-Purse $200

Randolph Direct, E. E. Foye .... 1 1
Possibeauty, T. S. Wheeler..... 2 2
Jimmy Direct, Waldoboro Ga
rage ............................................ 6 3
Braden I). M. F. Donohue......... 3 10
Varro, A. M. Stratton ............ j 4 3
Tramp Jolla, F. M. Blackington .............................................. 9 4
Ruth Rose, Byron Ludwig....... 8 9
Dusty Peter, Ed McAtee .,
. 5 8
Etawah Boy, R. R. Hall ....
11 6
Baby Bond. H. R. Dockham .... 10 7
Betsle L, E. P. Dearborn........... 7 11
Time, 2.19%, 2.18, 2.19%.
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HOOVER’S BIG LEAD

rALK OF THE TOWN

Shown In the Literary Di
gest’s Straw Vote — But
Many More Democrats.

The Copper Kettle is being en
larged to provide for additional
cha mbers.

Herbert Hoover maintained his
two-to-one lead over Gov. Smith at
the end of the second week of the
Literary
Digest’s
19,000,000-ballot
Presidential straw poll, according to
figures made public Thursday. Par
tial returns were available from 12
states.
Smith is given 92,855 votes, or 31
percent, and Hoover has 198,292, or
67 percent of the total of 294,247
votes reported received. The 2 per
cent remainder is distributed among
the three minor candidates.
A significant feature of the poll is
that over one-half of Smith’s votes •
to date have come from former Re- i
publican voters while Hoover has |
gained only about 12 per cent of his i
strength from erst-while Democrats
according to an analysis of "how the
same voters voted in 1924.”
No returns are scheduled as having
been received yet from any of the
States in the “Solid South." Mary
land shows 11,5416 votes for Hoover
an against 7.396 for 'Smith.
The Democratic strength in this
1928 poll is twice that of the 1924
poll at the same relative time and
with comparative returns, the Lit
erary Digest points out. Coolidge was
then leading Davis by a margin of
over 4 to 1, it is said, while Hoover
now leads Smith by 2 to 1. In the
final returns the Coolidge lead was
reduced to less than 2 to 1. If the
Democratic aspirant now gains sim
ilar strength as the present poll
progresses it is presaged that the
contest will be closely fought.
While Hoover Is leading Smith by
30,814 to 12.882 votes in the latter’s
native State of New York, it is in
dicated that these votes are only a
fraction of the total to be received
and include as yet none from New
York City.
“Several details combine to temper
the strongly Republican suggestion
or this early vote.” The Literary Di
gest states. “Perhaps the most sig
nificant is that Gov. Smith seems to
he drawing more than one-half of
his total vote from sources which
were Republican in 1924, for in his
total of 92,855, it will be noted 33,817
Republicans as of 1924 are represent
ed as against only 35.054 Democrats.
Nor is this surprising drift of Repub
licans counterbalanced by the Demo
cratic drift to the Republican can
didate.
“An important factor in the first
scattering vote from New York
State, shown as 30,814 for Hoover to
12,822 for Smith, is the fact that the
ballots thus far tabulated come en
tirely from districts outside of New
York City.
“This more than two-to-one vote
in favor of the Republican candidate
may be compared with analogous
figures from the second week of The
Literary Digest poll in 1924, when
17,920 New York votes were shown
for Coolidge as against 2,764 for -Da
vis. a preponderance of more than
five to one as against two and a half
to one in the present poll.
“The actual election vote in New
York State in 1924 gave Davis
950.796 to 1,820.058 for Coolidge,
while, in the same election Smith
ran ahead of Roosevelt by 1,627,111 to
1,518,552. The vote of New York
City, generally admitted to be
strongly for Smith, will begin to ap
pear in these columns in the near fu
ture, together with the vote of the
‘Solid South' as yet unreported.
“These factors, judging on the ba
sis of the 1924 poll, may be expected
considerably to cut down the Re
publican lead, if not to bring the two
candidates to a practical parity.
“In all considerations of The Lit
erary Digest poll at the second
week's stage, it must be remembered
that It shows approximately twice
the Democratic strength shown by
the 1924 poll at the same stage.”

LOOKING AHEAD

Maine Political Gossip Deal
ing With Baxter and the
Senatorship.

2
Looking forward to the program of
3
4 work for 1928-29 the Chamber of
Commerce has issued a questionnaire
7 to its membership, asking each in
5 dividual to express his desires as to
10 how the Chamber could best serve
6 them. This questionnaire has already
11 appeared In these columns.
8
It should he clearly understood that
the Chamber is here not only to
serve its members but the entire
2.15 Class—Purse $300
Mac Aubrey, W. V. Douse....... 12 11 community, hence the publishing of
these questions, which all are invited
Mary Montgomery, B. G. In
graham ........................................ 2 12 2 to study, and if so inclined, to an
John Opp, O. W. Bachelder .... 3 3 4 3 swer by letter to the Chamber head
Western Gale, F. N. Brown .... 4 4 3 4 quarters.
Oct. 31 the Chamber will have com
Margaret Wilkes, A. M. Strat
pleted five years of its existence, dur
ton ............................................ dis.
ing which time it lias been of very
Time. 2.13%, 2.13%, 2.15%, 2.13%.
distinct service to the community.
2.22 Claes—Purse $300
It has meant the sacrifice of much
Donno Volo Peter, T. S. Wheeler 1 1 1 time and effort by its board of di
Bob Braden, Simmons Stable .... 2 2 2 rectors to see that it properly func
Hollywood Viceroy, E. E. Foye 5 4 3 tioned for the best interests of the
Johnny Dugan. Richardson ....... 7 3 4 community. Looking at its history
Diomore Bill, R. R. Hall ........... 3 7 7 as a whole it has made few mistakes.
Peter Scott, Jr., W. V. Douse .... 4 6 6
Through its secretary, Charles G.
Princess Roch, J. W. Jordan ..... 6 5 5 Hewett, and his predecessors, it has
Tramp Chimes, F. P.Knight ..... 8 dr. a close contact with the various civic
Time. 2.18, 2.14%, 2.14%.
interests, he being a member and
It was entirely to Starter Ludwick’s officer in most cases of these civic
credit that the Thursday races, with organizations:
Community Chest,
24 starters should finish at 4.45. Bet Rockland Community and School Im
ter satisfaction has seldom been given provement
Association,
Rockland
in the handling of the Union races, Playground Association, Rockland
and “Buster” Richardson, the only Baseball
Association,
Rockland
participant to offer any sort of pro
Yacht Club, Knox County Fish and
test. was unmercifully razzed by the
Game Association, Knox, Waldo and
crowd.
Lincoln County Good Roads Associ
With Mr. Ludwick in the stand
ation. Maine Coast Airport Associa
Thursday were Oscar A. Tolman of tion and the Forty Club.
Bar Harbor and N. C. Crawford of
Mr. Interested Public Citizen, take
Wlarren, as judges; Fred E. Burkett
and Charles A. Simmons as timers, the time now to submit your sugges
tions as to how the Chamber can
and R. M. McKinley as clerk.
best serve yours and the community’s
needs.
Two showers put the kibosh on
yesterday’s races after two heats
had been run, and the fine card 2.13 and 2.25 class, and ten heats
planned for that day will be corn- will probably be witnessed. A good
pleted this afternoon, and admission i sized crowd was on hand yesterday
to the park and grandstand being [and the perverse weather was a greut
free. The card calls for the 2.18, disappointment.

Harold E. Jackson has bought a
lot at the corner of 'Beech street and
Shaw avenue and will build there in
the near future.
Daylight saving in other states
ends tomorrow morning, and Rock
land will again be hack in the world.

Winslow-Holbrook Post
resumes its fortnightly
evening suppers one week
morrow. Better’n ever this
officers promise.

Auxiliary
Saturday
from to
year, the

Members of General Berry Lodge
K. of P. are notified to meet at their
ball Sunday, Sept. 30 at 1 o’clock to
attend the funeral of their late
brother, Charles W. Halstead.
The LIbby-Burchell Fisheries Co.,
Vinalhaven was fined $25 and
costs in Rockland Municipal Court
Thursday on the charge of violating
the child labor law.

Mrs. Beulah Stevens of Chestnut
street substituted Wednesday and
Thursday for Miss Relief Nichols in
thf reading and literature depart
ment of the Junior high.

Raymond Stevens broke one of his
arms the other day while playing
on the schoolhouse grounds. He re
ceived surgical attention at Knox
Hospital and will soon be back at at
his desk.

Leola Landry of Rockport was
committed to the Woman’s Reforma
tory in Skowhegan Thursday. She
gave the local officers a bit of a
scare by having a heart attack while
confined in the police station.
Gov. Smith’s Milwaukee speech to
night will be broadcast through sta
tions WJZ and W1BZ in the east and
many other stations throughout the
country. The broadcast will begin
at 11 o’clock Eastern Standard time.
1 am hoping that “Uncle Fernan
do Philbrick was not seriously hurt
out In Denver," writes William H.
Hosmer of 77 Mechanic street, Cam
den "I don't know him personally,
hut 1 like to read his articles In “The
Courier-Gazette,"
Manuel Silva, whose place In St,
George was successfully raided by
the deputy sheriffs Wednesday,
pleaded guilty In Municipal Court
Thursday to the charge of illegal
posesslon of a still. He was fined
$100 and costs and sentenced to two
months in jail.

The young people of the Universa
lize church are to have charge of the
flower booth at the annual fair.
Donations of plants, slips from
plants, straw flowers, Imlbs, etc., will
be greatly appreciated and called
for, Fleu.se notify either Mrs, E. L.
Toner or Wilbur Senter, president of
the Y.P.C.U.
Deputy Sheriff Ludwick Is a Re
publican to the core but he adver
tised the Presidential candidacy of
Gov. Smith quite extensively the
other night. All herause he was so
intent on official business that he
did not notice the sign that practical
jokers had affixed to the rear of his
car.

That Belfast means to have a hall
team again next season was the as
surance which a Courier-Gazette re
porter received from a number of
prominent Belfast men at Union
Fair Thursday. And they were fans
who would not have made such a
statement idly. It seems to he up to
Rockland and Camden to get rid of
their debt before the winter has far
advanced.

Mrs. C. F. Snow leaves next
Tuesday to attend the National Con
vention of the American Legion and
Auxiliaries In San Antonio, Texas.
Oct. 8-12. The delegates leave Bos
ton Oct. 3, stopping in Detroit for a
day where they will visit one of
Ford’s factories and other points of
Interest. A day is provided in St.
Louis, and another at Hot Spring.
Ark The next stop is in Austin.
Texas, where the governor of the
State will give a barbecue in their
honor. Then on to San Antonio for
the convention. It is planned to hold
the convention meetings forenoons
only, the afternoons to he devoted to
sightseeing trips and other forms if
entertainment for the visitors. On
the return trip a day in New Orleans
will be arranged.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had to live my life again I would have
made a rule to read some poetry and listen
to some music at least once a week. The
loss of these tastes is a loss of happiness. —
Charles Darwin.
MY OLD KENTUCKY HOME

The sun shines bright in the old Kentucky
home:
’Tls summer, the darkeys are gav:
The corn-top s ripe, and the meadow's In the
bloom,
While the birds make music all the day.
The young folks roll on the little cabin floor.
All merry, all happy and bright
By-’n’-by hard times comes a-knocklng at the
door:—
Then my old Kentucky home, good night !
Weep no more, my lady.
•O. weep no more today!
We will sing one song for the old Kentucky
home.
For the old Kentucky home, far away.
They hunt no more for the possum and the
coon.
On the meadow, the hill, and the shore:
They sing no more by the glimmer of the moon,
On the bench by the old cabin door
The day goes by like a shadow o'er the heart.
With sorrow, where all was delight ;
The time has come when the darkeys have to
part;—
Then ray old Kentucky home, good-night!

The head must bow. and the back will have to
bend,
Wherever the darkey may go:
A few more days and the troubles all will end,
In the field where the sugar canes grow
A few more days for to tote the weary load,—
No matter, ‘twill neier be light ;
A few more days till we totter on the road : Then my old Kentucky home, good night!
Weep no more, my lady.
O. weep no more today!
We will slug one song for the old Kentucky
home.
For the old Kentucky home, far away.
—Stephen Collins Foster.
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The Courier-Gazette
CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT
RorkUud. Me.. Sept. 28. 1928.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle. who
on oath declares that he is Pressman In the
Special to The Courier-Gazette
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
Issue of this paper of Sept 27. 1928. there was
Augusta,
Sept. 27—It's early to be
printed a total of 6233 copies.
thinking about Christmas hut when
Before me,
Fli.VXK R. MILLER.

AIR MAIL PROGRESS

POLITICAL
GOSSIP

Less than a year after 'Colonel
Lindbergh’s ‘non-stop Washjngtonto-Mexico City flight, the air mail
prepares to follow him across the
border.
Post Office departments of the
Mexican and the I’nited States gov
ernments have fixed tentatively on
September as the month in wnieh to
start the new international service.
“Thus 11)28 should see the crea
• * » *
tion of an air mail route 2.800
Senator Rorah. of Idaho, who spoke miles long, the longest in North
last week at Bowling Green. Ky., and America.” says a bulletin from the
a*. Nashville, wired the following Washington, D. C. headquarters of
the National Geographic Society.
statement from Tulsa. Okla.:
“Sentiment in Kentucky and Ten
Longitudinal Section of Continent
nessee fs entirely satisfactory. The
“Cities which will be stations on
people of these states are tremen- the I’nited States-Mexico service
dously interested in the issues of are: Boston, New York. Washington,
the campaign. Earlier reports have Richmond,
Atlanta.
Birmingpiam,
not revealed the Republican candi Mobile. 'New Orleans, Houston (pos
date’s real strenjrth among them. sibly San Antonio). Laredo, Nuevo
I find a much greater sentiment for „
u„ (where lllv
Laredo
the Mexican division
Str2"gIr supi>,,rt..f0- ' hvL-itul. Monterey. San Luis Potosi
him in Kentucky and Tennessee than and Mexico City.
I had expected to find. I had sup
When citizens finally attain to
posed that the tendency was in his the privileges of a stamped letter.
direction, hut. in my opinion, his the new air route will unroll for
strength down here is greater than travelers a longitudinal section of
has appeared on the surface."
the continent. The service will slice
North America just as the New
local branch, which sends them at
**•♦
A straw vote being taken in rural York-San Francisco air line cuts a
once to Washington headquarters.
Very satisfactory progress has been districts by “The Farm Journal" cross section of the I’nited States.
Checks should he made payable made in controlling white pine blis shows such Hoover strength in 28 In about 48 hours planes will pass
ter rust the past summer notwith- states, as to indicate that they will fiom the land of baked beans to the
to American Red Cross.
rhe standing of the fund this standing the great amount of wet go Republican. The straw vote land of chili con came: from the
weather that has held up the work allows 36,000 votes for Hoover and seaside metropolis of New York
morning:
more or less frequently. This re 22.000 for Smith. In the 20 states the mountain valley metropolis of
Previously Reported ................. $61S 75 port comes from W. O. Frost of the classified as Republican. Hoover Mexico City: from the heat of Wash
Charles Armata .......................... 2 00 State forestry department in charge votes arc twice as numerous as ington and Richmond to the cool
Emma Bradford .........................
1 00 of the work, who has just brought f-mith votes. They are California. breezes of San Luis Potosi: from the
Mrs. Lillian Mortland ..............
5 00 it to a close for this year.
Colorado. Delaware. Idaho. Illinois. cotton fields and cane brakes of the
Mr and Mrs. Parker S. Mer
Exhibits of diseased pine, the cur Iowa. Kansas. Maine. Maryland, South to the orange orchards and
riam. Owl's Head .......... .......
5 00 rant and gooseberry bushes which Massachusetts.
Xew
Hampshire. corn and wheat fields of the ‘South
Baptist Church, Warren ......... 20 00 carry the spores, and photographs of X’ew Jersey. Ohio. Oregon. Pennsyl ern Republic.
A. Mabel Fernald, Thomaston.
1 00 crews at work have been placed at vania. Rhode Island. Utah. Vermont,
Four Days Cut to 20 Hours
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Fickett ....
5 00 many of the fairs this fall and con Washington and West Virginia. The
“Air mail planes leaving Boston at
Alar F. Me Alary ........................ 2 00 siderable interest has been shown, publication gives Smith Alabama. 6.15 p. m. will carry letters scheduled
No Name ...................................... 10 00 Mr. Frost said. He believes addi Arizona. Florida. Georgia. Louisiana.
arrive at Laredo at 2.30 p. m. the
E. F. Berry ...................................
2 oi» tional towns where the disease is Mississippi. Nevada. X’ew Mexico. next day. The transit time hy train
E. D. Spear ..................................
5 00 spreading will at their next annual X’orth Carolina. South Carolina. Ten is four days. Although the details
F. C. Flint ...................................
1 I"' meetings make appropriations for nessee and Wyoming. The remain are yet to be worked out. Mexican
Girls’ Club St. Peter’s Church .
1 00 eradication work.
ing states are called doubtful.
planes will probably pick up the re
B. S. Gregory, Glencove .........
5 00
3 ♦ • •
♦♦••
lay at once reaching the capital
L. A. Walker ................................
2 00
Representatives of 447 Methodist about 9.30 p. m., cutting the letterThree young women from Maine
Anonymous, Thomaston ......... 25 00
delivery time between New York and
Rosa E. Teele. Thomaston .....
1 00 were individual stars at the sum- cor-gregations In Southern California Alexico City by three to four days.
were on record Wednesday as op
Luther L. Smith .....................
2 00 mei institute of the National Train
“In one sense the service can be
Mrs. H. G. Caddy. 'St. George .
1 00 ing School for Institutional Execu posed to the election of Alfred E. considered a tri-national creation be
Mrs. J. E. Kinney, St. George .
1 00 tives at Dobbs Ferry. N. Y. Smith setting forth that the "moral cause the mail from Boston will meet
Rotary Club Luncheon .........
51 50 They are field workers of the State crisis facing our country" has "bro- the mail from Montreal at Hadley
M. E. Wotton .............................. 5 00 department of public welfare and ken through party lines." The group Field near New York City. It is
E. M. O’Neil ............................ 5 00 took a four weeks’ course. Mildred pledged itself to tight the Democratic even true that the three capitals of
Daniels of Augusta it.eived a rat candidate.
Mrs. Lizzie Boyles ....................
1 00
North America. Mexico City, Wash
••♦•
Ida T. Libby. Warren .............
5 00 ing of 99 percent, and Elizabeth
Endorsement of Gov. Smith "for ington and Ottawa, will be connected
Mary Wiggin Spear ................
2 00 Chase of Rangor and Aurilla Griffin
by air when all the various services
Lucy E. Rhodes ..........................
2 00 of Auburn made the grade of 96 per his belief in State's rights in con dovetail because Montreal and Ot
cent each.
nection
with
the
development
of
the
E. L. Brown .............................. 5 00
Prof. Leonard W. Mayo, acting ' Colorado river" was given the Demo- tawa are already connected by air
Local Branch. K.K.K................. 10 00
dtan
of the school and a graduate of cratic nominee Wednesday in the mail.
Mrs. F. James Ray ...................
1 00
“While Mexico must build an en
Colby College, writing to Ihe de
State platform adopted by the Ari
tirely new air route over its section,
rartmental
office,
said
the
young
zona
Democratic
convention.
$803 25
the United (States must extend its
••«•
women were very conscientious in
At Red Cross Headquarters:
present service. The service south
attendance at classes, seemed to enIowa,
the
center
of
support
for
the
George E. Carr ........................
1 00
to Atlanta went into operation last
Snow Marine Co.........................
5 00 joy themselves while there and were -McNary-Haugen bill, has abandoned spring and is now being operated
very
popular
members
of
the
(
the
equalization
fee
Idea
for
the
farm
Camden Branch Red Cross .... 100 00
school's younger set. "You are sure- . relief program of Herbert Hoover, regularly to New Orleans. f’rom
A. B. Higgs ................................
2 00
New Orleans to Laredo a completely
Carinis .........................................
2 00 ly to be congratulated on your type , according to Gov. Hamniill and Rep- new route must be prospected and
of staff members if these are rep- resentative Cole, of that state, who
“Guess Who?” ...........................
1 00
arranged for.
McDougall-Ladd Co................... 10 oo resentative members, which I have called on the Republican nominee
“Names of all the American towns
no
doubt
they
are,
’
he
wrote.
Wednesday
at
his
Massachusetts
2 00
Dr. E. B. Howard ................
••••
avenue headquarters. Furthermore, on the route ring familiarly, hut the
Mexican cities, with the exception
Approval of Maine's present indi the West didn't know from the of Mexico City are little known
Total to date ........................... $926 23
speeches
of
Mr.
Hoover's
Democratic
cations of becoming "air conscious”
north of the Rio Grande. Thumbnail
was expressed in heart}’ terms by opponent. Gov. Smith, they said, sketches will fix them in mind:
No weather-vane was ever more
whether
he
was
for
the
equalization
Litut. Donald Duke, commanding of
Nuevo Laredo, Mexican twin of
variable than the present claims com ficer of the Boston airport, who has fee or against it. Both Iowans chal Laredo. Monterey, the Chicago of
lenged
the
New
York
Governor
to
ing from both political folds at the recently made several flights to __
...
_
Mexico and San Luis Potosi, a rich
■ *. tr. arnm®n>' 8 farm pro- mining town.
present time, and the average reader Maine. Lieut. Duke Is also much in- |‘_'
tcrested in the construction of air- ,
cue or excluded the equalican simply wonder and wait. Prob ports in this state.
13at'°n feet
did
it Over Desert, Plateau and Mountains
“Once in Mexico the new air mail
ably the best slant will be furnished
Air travel is something to sell,” ™ade much difference which way the
route will follow the National Rail
aiTirr,an> c ampion decided,
by the Literary Digest which has he says, “and if you are going to sell
ways of Mexico line south from
asked for an expression of persona! it you have got to make it attractive
c~TD /km Ti~zF~
Nuevo Laredo. For 165 miles over
to
the
prospective
buyer.
An
airport
S1KAND
THEATRE
preference from 19,000.000 voters, and
the sun-baked, cactus-spiked, semi
Now showing is Reginald Der.nv desert there is almost nothing of in
which Is analyzing the results from should display its wares and cater to
its customers as invitingly as a de- in "Good Morning Judge" and "Stage terest: but Monterey. the first stop,
a purely non-partisan standpoint partment store.”
I Kisses" with Helene Chadwick and is a good introduction to Mexico,
A similar straw vote taken hy the
He recommends that in the Kenneth Harlan
partly because it is not entirely
Literary Digest in the last presiden building of airports as much thought I “Two Lovers.” with Ronald Col
Mexican. English is spoken quite
tial election named not only the should be taken for the comfort and man and Vllma Bankv as its leading widely and there arc American mag
winner, but the result in practically convenience of the passengers as of players, comes Monday and Tuesday azines and even an English language
the Planes and declares that the day as the farewell presentation of the
every State. Its forecast of the has passed when an airport was a most famous duet in screen history newspaper to assure the traveler
from the North that he has not en
electoral vote was more than 90 per field with a hangar and not neces- With the completion of "Two Lovers"
tirely cut himself off from his home
Colman and Miss Banky are begin land. Monterey also smokes famil
cent correct, nnd as the poll pro sarily anything else.
ning their individual starring careers. iarly with many factories, for it is
gressed it was eagerly watched in all
Together they have appeared in The the chief manufacturing city of Mex
quarters of the globe. If tile poll was
TESTING THE HENS
Dark Angel," "The Night of Love
ico, and in this industrial activity
reaching only a few thousands it
—
.
"The Winning of Barbara Worth," there is a reminder which has given
might well be said that tho result Department or Bacteriology and The Magic Flame."
the city its nickname, ‘the Chicago of
vv.if merely "happenstance." but with
Mexico.’
Is Flooded With Requests baXmunTof‘ war.’
“From Monterey the air mail plane
18,006.000 ballots going forth a very
(ells the story of Mark Van Rvcke. will have to climb over encircling
definite line ought to be furnished.
From Owners.
son of the patrician burgomaster of mountains* to skirt 'Saltillo which
fJtient, and of his secret adventures may be an emergency stop. Peaks
Already applications have been
Most of us knew that it had been
u
, „„
.
:a-s "Leatherface," mysterious and and ridges, confront the pilot on
a foggy year, but just how misty is tested fo ” haXr"^ L m h,ens I faithful aid to William. Prince of every hand from Monterey south and
. ,be
’ Wl“‘: dlarrl’pa I Orange, who seeks to lead the en- the farther he goes the higher they
not fully understood until we hear
p
i n a ,
acc5rd,ng t0 Dr; slaved country of Flanders to free rise. It is not flying country.
the statistics kept by the llghtkeepers Russell, head of the department of ;
dom from the oppressing hands of
Spic and Span Mining City
along the coast. Take, for instance bacteriology at the University o£ the Spaniards.
Wild night rides,
“At Saltillo the air mail will be
the report of A. B. Hatnor, keeper Maine. This is considerably in ex- hair-raising duels (of wit as well as
cess of the number making applica
over the capital of Texas—or what
of the Egg Rock Light. In May the tion in any previous year before this of sword) reveal Ronald Colman, as was once the capital of Texas—for
fog signal was blown for 128 hours. same date. The number of hens “Leatherface” In a role more color Saltillo is the capital of Coahuila, a
ful and varied than any he has ever state which at one time included
In June the record was just one tested has increased each year since attempted.—adv.
Texas but has been shorn of most
hour short of 200. In July the record the work was started in 1921.
Dr. Russell states that prepara
of the vast acreage it commanded in
climbed to 162 and August took the tions are already underway to start
PARK THEATRE
Mexico’s heyday.
record of a great many years; for in the work at an early date and ex
“Lovely San Luis Potosi, a dean,
The double feature program at the
August Egg Rock Light fog signal pects his department will be ready Park today is Tom Moore in “The sparkling city. lies in a beautiful
Although it is below the
sounded its warning for 231 hour.- to begin testing by the first of Oc Siren" and Fred Humes in “Ari valley.
Tropic of Cancer line, its summer
an average of something ^ike seven tober or earlier. Recause of the fact zona Cyclone.”
that the test is being made earlier
Step right up ladies and gentle temperatures are cooler than Ihe
hours for every day. These arc dis this year than usual Dr. Russell
men ! the show starts right now. hottest spells most American cities
mal figures, but Capt. Hatnor is able urges that all applications be sent in See the beautiful diving Venuses.” must endure; and yet <San Luis Po
to offer the consolation that rain and at the earliest possible date in or Such, in effect, is the repartee of the tosi has groves of citrus and other
log conie in cycles, and that it will der that arrangements may be more beautiful blonde actress, Esther Ral tropical fruits at its very doors
satisfactorily made for taking the
“Fortunately the mines that have
be some years before the like of the blood sample. The department may ston. in “The Sawdust Paradise,”
which comes for Monday and Tues made the city and have built its
present season is witnessed.
not be able to accommodate those day. Miss Ralston portrays the role innumerable magnificent churches
whose applications are not received of a carnival “barker” for her act of occur not too close to tarnish the
The recent splurge against Hoover prior to the time when a person is six diving girls. There are the div municipal housekeeping.
And al
made by Senator Blaine of Wiscon In the community for the purpose of ing girls, handstand, sideshow freaks, though they were discovered by the
taking blood samples since it will not the merry-go-round, the ball throw Spaniards, the mines continue to be
sin brings from Chairman Kietzsch
bo possible to duplicate trips made ing games, the hot dog and lemon worked to this day.
More than
of the Hoover-Curtis Volunteer Club to the same territory.
ade stands, the ring tossing games,— $3,000,000 in silver 1 said to be mint
the statement that few persons will
This test is proving of especial a'll the colorful familiar street car ed every year in San Luis Potosi.
care how Senator Blaine marks his interest to poultry men who are mak nival concessions shown to adequate Queretaro, Where History Was Made
ballot, but that the entire State will ing a business of selling day old advantage in the picture.
“About halfway between San Luis
chicks or hatching eggs because they
A new type of role is portrayed Potosi and Mexico City the air mail
rebel against the spreading of his find it their most satisfactory way
absolute falsehood and half-truths. of knowing whether or not their by Miss Ralston in this picture. will pay its respects to Queretaro,
There is more of a dramatic touch I the chief historical shrine of Mexico,
chicks are likely to die from this dis in “The Sawdust Paradise” than has ' yhe Mexican Republic was born here
The employes of the Boston & ease. It is also the best assurance marked her previous successes. Miss! when plotters, who have become
Maine Railroad are evidently not of the buyer as to whether the Ralston demonstrates she is equally | heroes, planned the overthrow of
chicks which he purchases are like
adaptable to this sort of role as she Spain's power.
Later Queretaro
lacking in faith, as the ranks of
ly to live.
is of the light-comedy type.—adv.
lived amid more great days when
stockholders among them have been
Application blanks and instruc
Maxmilian and his handful of de
increased 3030.
The stock was tions relative to the requirements
The Carr bowling alleys will open fenders were captured, tried and exe
quoted recently on the Boston Stock for an accredited flock may l»e ob Tuesday night at 7.30.
Manager cuted on the hill where the Aus
tained from the local county agent
Exchange at $110, and was offered
trians have built a memorial. Few
or the College of Agriculture, Orono. Carr has decided to split the $60 it
ttould have cost to get "Lefty” towns can support life on history as
to the employes at $103. There was
Mitchell here between 12 local teams. Queretaro has found, to its regret.
25 percent over-subscription.
or. tap. and the community can furn The first two of these will roll for One of Queretaro’s hits of good luck
$10 Tuesday night the others as they has been the finding of opal mines
Belfast has high hopes of getting ish a large number of trained opera chcose The public is invited to In- In the neighborhood—a paradox
tives.
The
up-bay
city
has
Rockanother shoe factory concern to lo
spect the plant and try out the al- when the world's superstitions are
cate there It lias a factory already land’s best wishes.
leys.—adv.
taken into account.”
Notary Public.

one has 2.300 children to buy gifts
for, that makes a difference.
Pure religion anil undetlled before
This is not a personal appeal from
God and the Father is this. To visit Santa Claus although he may have
the fatherless and widows in their a hand in the proceedings.
affliction, and to keep himself un
It is from the State department of
spotted front the world.—Janies 1:27. public welfare, formerly the depart
ment of charities and corrections,
which is beginning thus early its
THE RELIEF FUND
plans for bringing Christmas joy to
the boys and girls who have been
Tire local contribution to the committed to its guardianship and
Hurricane 'Relief bund continues care.
Secretary Cornish of the depart
steadily to grow as appears by the
ment has figured out that $1 petfigures printed below. This is child is about tire right amount for
illustrative of the nationwide Christmas gifts and takes care of
growth toward the total of the matter very nicely. The depart
$5,000,000 which the American ment therefore needs $2,300 and up
to the present time has received $20
Red Cross has called for as the This came from the Women’s League
minimum sum required to meet I of Vpl.k Village, an organization
the calls of the suffering and des-' which is always generous in re
titute in Florida and Porto Rico. sponding to the appeal for Christmas
funds for these needy children. It
It is the Knox County Branch is
of great advantage to receive con
that has charge of the raising of tributions to the gift fund as early
funds here. There is no canvass as possible. Not only does this per
—the contributions are purely mit the department to know what it
voluntary. The Courier-Gazette can do for its little wards, but it
also permits of actual economy
acts as the medium for their re through cash buying and quantity
ceipt, passing the funds to the buying.

Gov. Robinson, of Delaware, and
former Governor Townsend brought
to National committee headquarters
Tuesday a delegation which assured
Mr. Hoover that the outlook is fa
vorable for the success of the entire
Republican ticket in Delaware, and
that so far as the national ticket is
concerned it appears the state will
do better by Hoover and Curtis than
it has done with its normal majori
ties.

Do YOUR
Trading in
Ask Any of the Following Merchants
They Will Explain Why

ROCKLAND

What Has Happened Since
Col. Lindbergh Flew To
Mexico.

“ON MY SET”
Yesterday’s electrical storm
brought so much static that last
night's reception was anything
but pleasing to the ear.

The resumption of standard
time to the westward tomorrow,
will make it easier for radio
fans, who will then know that the
schedules mean what they say.

••• •••
Conduct of future political
campaigns through the medium
of talking motion pictures is pre
dicted by J. E. Otterson, presi
dent of the Electrical Research
Products, Inc. He forsees cam
paigns in which few if any o£
the electorate would have a first
hand view of the candidates.
He also expected talking pictures
would be put to use in the future
for advertising purposes, for ed
ucation land for religious propa
ganda. Its use in education, he
said, would insure instruction by
the best teachers to all students.

• U*OFE AW
hXGOKSlONS
iwrxcoRi
.
•-

By E3win RoWrt Wtrc
WILD OVER TULIPS

THE CORNER DRUG STORE, INC.

THURSTON’S SERVICE STATION

APOTHECARIES

104 PARK STREET,
ROCKLAND
GREASING, OILING, CRANK CASE SERVICE
AIR AND WATER
DUNLOP TIRES
COLONIAL GAS
H. T. GAS
ETHYL GAS

Established 1868.

Incorporated 1926

COR. MAIN &. LIMEROCK STS.

ROCKLAND

HUSTON-TUTTLE BOOK CO., INC.
BOOKS, STATIONERY. OFFICE AND SCHOOL
SUPPLIES
Photographic and Athletic Goods
ROCKLAND

The Most Complete Line of
PAINT IN ROCKLAND
PAINTING AND PAPERING
ATWATER KENT ALL ELECTRIC RADIOS
RADIO TUBES AND BATTERIES

JOHN A. KARL & CO.

W. H. MILLIGAN
ROCKLAND SHOE REPAIRING COMPANY
491 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND
(Opposite the Municipal Clock)
QUALITY SHOE REPAIRING

C. E. MORSE
DIAMONDS, WATCHES, CLOCKS
JEWELRY, SILVERWARE, CUT GLASS
Opposite Strand Theatre
Rockland

ROCKLAND

In several countries of Europe the
coming of spring is welcomed with all ’
the fantastic age-old ceremonies of
Walpurgis Night hut in Holland it is
n t needful to enact special cere
monies. for the arrival of the tulip
t« Us all that winter Is gone. I was
there in the middle of May this year,
and it seemed as though the entire
population was wild about the tulips.
Heavy and stolid Dutch face mel
lowed and shone with delight as the
restraint of the normal day was
tl.rown aside. It was a true national
festival. The bulb fields were visited
like holy shrines. Cyclists pedalled
over the pathways to vast acreages of
daffodils and tulips, even tourist trains
puffed slowly by the flower-filled fields
that all might drink in the beauty and
the perfume. Of course, any land
might be gay with such beauty, but
when you see it amid quiet, canalrimmed meadows, where lazy cattle
browse, with tree-avenues running
away into the distance and below the
white sails of old windmills .against
the blue sky. then you feel that only
Holland, or that part of it which I
saw between Haarlem anti Leiden can
give such a show.
THE FROWNING CITADEL OF
WIMMIS

J. F. GREGORY SONS CO.

“MEET ME AT GONIA'S”

EDWARD O’B. GON1A

GOOD CLOTHES
Kimball Block, 416-418 Main Street,

FRED T. VEAZLE

J. A. BLACKMAN

VEAZIE HARDWARE CO.
Kstablished 1834
HARDWARE AND STOVES
441 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND

Rockland

Telephone 294

CROCKERY, CHINA. GLASS WARE
FRAMED PICTURES. WALL PAPER, PAINT
509-513 Main St.
Bicknell Block
Rockland

KNOX COUNTY GRAIN CO.
C. M. RICHARDSON. Treasurer
FLOUR, CORN, OATS, COTTON SEED MEAL
AND MILL FEEDS
PRESSED HAY AND STRAW
Park Street, Near M. C. R. R. Station,
Rockland
Telephone 746

F. W. FARREL COMPANY

THE VOGUE

AUTOMOTIVE AND RADIO SUPPLIES

PARK STREET.
ROCKLAND
LADIES' DRESSES. COATS AND HATS
AT WONDER VALUES

■ PWVWJUMIC KADIO

BATTERIES

HUB SHOE STORE

AND RADIOS

286 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND
SHOES FOR EVERYBODY
AT LOW PRICES

PERRY’S MARKET
EVERYTHING TO EAT
ROCKLAND

E. O. PHILBROOK & SON
WILLYSKNIGHT
WHIPPET
SALES AND SERVICE
Telephone 466-W
632 MAIN STREET_________________ ROCKLAND

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
COMPLETE HOME FURNISHERS
313-319 Main Street
Tel. 980
Fockl.-nd
COLUMBIA PHONOGRAPHS ANO RECORDS

634 Main Street
Telephone 661
Rockland

M. B. & C. O. PERRY
COAL,
WOOD,
COKE
Telephone 487—Rockland

,

RICHARDS’ MARKET
MEATS AND GROCERIES

Wimmis is situated on the left bank
Tel. 75-3 and 75-11
Camden
f the Lake of Thun, in Switzerland,
a little back from the shore and was
built on three steps of the mighty hill
DEPOSIT YOUR FREE COUPONS AT ROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK
staircase. It goes back to the ages
114-S-126
when its baron owners were beseiged
by the people with catapault and bat
tering-ram and its grim, windowless
dungeons today tell of horrors which
An American claims that he can
As we understand the anti-SmithNothing else dispels the allure of
history has almost forgotten. In the
14th century the overlord would plun ites among our Democrat!" friends, play the saxaphone while blindfolded. the Good Old Days, so called, like a
der all who passed his way between the South will be neither solid nor Handcuffs seem to be the qniy remedy. short journey through tilt family
Simmental and Berne, and molten liquid this year.—Asheville Times.
—Punch.
album.—Detroit News.
lead or boiling pitch was poured on
the head of any who thought it pos
sible to resent his plunderings. In the
last years of that century, however,
the Bernese finally subdued him and
the great key to his fortress was taken
AND FINER MOTOR CAR
THE WORLD HAS A NEW
and hung in the Kreuzgasse as a token
that forever after the Bernese could
visit the castle when they wished.
Advanced Six “400” Sedan
The latchstring is still out and any
who love to climb stairs may go there.
Today it is a castle of offices and lovers
go up those hundred steps to publish
/. •. K factory
their banns and local fathers climb
them to register the arrival of new
villagers in their homes—all making a
different tramp on the stairs from the
shuffling march of the haggard pris
oners of long ago.

*1950

TO LIVE IN BELFAST
The Irving Barbours of Deer
Isle Buy a Fine Estate
There.
One of the outstanding real estate
transactions of the season in Waldo
County was this week’s sale of the
very attractive home of Mrs. Mar
garet K. W’ade of Baltimore to Mr.
and Mrs. Irving G. Barbour of-Deer
Isle, ‘who plan to make their home
in 'Belfast. This property, located
next south and adjoining that of
Miss Anne C. Crosby on the Atlan
tic Highway, comprises some 10
acres and is one of the best cottage
homes along the coast. It was built
some years ago by the late George
R. Williamson, who planned to spend
many years there, but his untimely
death placed the property on the
market.
Mr. and Mrs. Barbour plan to
make this an all-the-year residence
and will open in a few weeks once
of the most attractive homes in the
city.
They are taking over the
house all furnished, which is most
complete and the reopening of the
house, which has been closed for the
past year, will he most welcomed.
The- property offers an excellent
frontf^ge on Penobscot Bay. has a
fine orchard, large stable and atractive grounds with fine shrubs
and well kept lawn. It is one of the
show places along the road and the
new owners, coming here from th ‘ir
island home, will be most welcomed
to the city.—'Belfast Journal.

Clarence C. Hamlin. Republican na
tional committeeman from Colorado,
who was at National Committee
headquarters Thursday, said he be
lieved Gov. Smith lost 10.000 votes in
Colorado on his Denver speech.
Senator Erazier of North Dakota
told Mr. Hoover Thursday that
North Dakota farmers are convinced
that Gov. Smith is promising more
than he can deliver, while the plan
of Mr. Hoover appears to them to
be a reasonable and practical one.
,,,•

Every Word you Lear about tLe
new Nash *4OO"is a Good Word /
A LOT of talk about the new motor

A

cars, a lot of things being said
both “pro” and "con”—

But every word you hear about the
new Nash "400" is good!

Easy steering, too, in the Nash 'MOO
“400””j
People everywhere are saying it’s the
easiest steering car they ever laid
hands on.

No one can look at the slender grace,
the smart modern style of the new
"400” Salon Body without a feeling
of genuine admiration.

And the motor car industry’s greatest
value! Bijur chassis lubrication; Houdaille hydraulic shock absorbers;
bumpers front and rear; and a long
list of other important features.

And the new Twin Ignition motor!
Here is the engineering marvel of the
year. You’ll be amazed at the difference
between this and older motor types—

The whole world is saying—and they
mean every word of it—Nash has built
the car of the year. Be sure to see it,
and drive it.

b Xrilmiu from 9SSC to 91999, f. o. b. factory
8 Cotrpeo, Cabrioletu, Vtctoriao from 9SSS to 91t99, f. o. b. factory

NASH 400"
Lead* the World tfn Motor Car Value

IMPORTANT FEATURES-Jro OTHER C.1R H.lft THE.1t .1EE
Twin-Ignition motor
12 Aircraft-type spark
plugs
High compression
Houdaille and Lovejdy
shock absorbers
{txclmivt Nash mountint:

Salon Bodies

Aluminum alloy pistons
I Invar Strain
New double drop frame
Torsional vibration
damper
World's easiest steering
7-bearing crankshaft
(bellow crank pint)

Bijur centralized
chassis lubrication

Longer wheelbases
One-piece Salon
fenders
Electric clocks
Clear vision front
Exterior metalware
pillar posts
chrome plated over
Nash
Special Design
nickel
front and rear
Short turning radius
bumpers

THOMAS-NASH CO.
Park Street

Rockland
(87781

Every-Other-Day
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TALK OF THE TOWN

Judge Miller is going to try an

experiment i^ Municipal Court, to
wit: In case the respondent in a
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
liquor case pleads guilty his fine will
Oct. 2-4—Lincoln County Fair In Damar'.a- be $109 instead of $500 and his sen
cotta.
Oct. 3—Tranquility Orange fair In Lincoln* tence will be4Wo months instead of
six. It remains to be seen how many
vllle.
Oct. 4.—World Series begins In New York.
will take advantage of tls nine cent
Oct. 1 (6.30 p. m.)—Supper and bridge at
day idea.
the Country Club.
Oct. 4 Evening school opens at Rockland
Commercial College.
Oct. 4 (8 p. m.)—Annual meeting of Past
3!atrons and Patrons Association at Masonic
hall. Union.
Oct. 5—Educational Club picnic will be with
Mrs. Austin Smith, 46 Grace street.
Oct. 5—County Teachers’ meet In Rock
land.
Oct. 9-11—-Topsham fair.
Oct. 10—«St. George Grange Fair, Wiley’s
Corner.
Oct. 12—Columbus Day.
Oct. 16—Camden special town meeting.
Oct. 19-30- Race meet at Rockland Trotting
Park.
Oct. 24-26—States teachers’ convention In
Bangor.
Oct. 26 Annual fair and baby show Penob
scot View Grange hall, Glencove.
Oct. 31 -Halloween.
Nov. 6—Presidential election.
Nov. 29—Thanksgiving Day.
Nov. 29- Baseball dance In Temple hall.
Dec. 23—Christmas Day.

Winston Fifield has returned to
Boston where he has winter employ
ment in a hotel.
Elmer C. Davis, treasurer of the
Security Trust Co., embarks on a
week’s vacation Monday.

This is the day of the meeting of
the 4-H Clubg of Knox and Lincoln
Counties in the Methodist vestry.
Over 100 youngsters and leaders will
be in attendance and the public is
given a cordial invitation to come
up and see tlie fine exhibits of agri
cultural products, canning, sewing,
etc. The couttty champions will be
^hosen to compete in the Orono meet
and the variowa prizes awarded

and plans of the new
are on exhibition in the
the Johnson drug store
found very interesting.

M. E. Wotton and Charles C. Wot
ton leave the first of the week for
New York where they will attend the
eastern games of the World Series.
Mae Edwards Players will present
entirely new Broadway plays at the
Park Theatre three days starting
Thursday Oct. 4. Reserve seats for
the evening will go on sale Tuesday.

Among the many interesting an
nouncements made by Starter Ludwick at Union Fair was the one con
cerning the fall race meet to be held
at Rockland Trotting Park Oct. 19
and 20 Further details will appear
in due season.

Friends in mailing copies of news
papers to The Courier-Oaiette office
should mark the articles to which
they wish attention called. So many
newspapers come to the office desks
that unless this precaution is taken
the matter desired to be noticed does
not receive attention.

A final cleanup of all the merchan
dise of the Guarantee Clothing Co. is
being conducted by Proprietor Joseph
Dondis.with an expert sales manager
in charge. aFt. Dondis is absolutely
retiring from the clothing and shoe
business and has issued orders that
every last article in the store be dis
posed of regardless. The big sale
started this morning at the store,
corner of Maip and Elm streets. Mr.
Dondis will divote his entire time to
his theatre properties hereafter.

Rockland friends will be interested
in this clipping from Hallowell news:
“The M. M. Johnson estate, 21 War
ren street, Hallowell, has been sold to
Dr. E. W. Campbell of Augusta. Dr.
Campbell has bought this fine old
estate, consisting of handsome dwell
ing house and about two and onehalf acres of lands for a home and
w’ill occupy the property at once.”
Dr Campbell is well known here
through his connection with the
State Department of Health and
through the fact that Mrs. Campbell
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Alton
Decrow, Talbot avenue.

Primary nomination blanks for the
selection of Chamber of Commerce
directors have been received by the
membership. *ttere is the definition
of “an ideal director:” One who is
open minded, tolerant, forceful, will
ing to work, tactful, humanitarian,
non-partisan, a leader in his own
sphere, one who lends prestige to the
board, who w ill not use the Chamber
of Commerce for personal ends and
who has absolute faith in the Cham
ber of Commerce and the future of
Rockland. Members not eligible to
serve, by virtue of present member
ship or other reasons are W. I. Ayer.
H. B. Bird, E. L. Brown. W. H. But
ler, H. P. Blodgett. Elmer B. Crock
ett, W. A. Glover. W. C. Ladd. J. N.
St uthard, F. S. Rhode*. H. E. Rob
inson, George B. Wood. Kennedy
Crane and
D. Talbot.

M. A. Green of Lowell, Mass., head
of the corporation, which bought the
Moffitt block property, has been in
the city this week. Beyond the an
nouncement that repairs and im
It has been 79 days since the diaprovements are to be made there w*as
phone blew’ for a business reason.
a dearth of news as to the disposition
There have been several still alarms
of the company’s local holdings.
but no fire to cause any damage in
al! that time. The “hoys” help the de
A new volume of poems by Edna partment from getting too rusty by
St. Vincent Millay, the ^irst in five frequent house cleanings jnd an oc
years, will be published by Harpers casional practice run. Central Fire
this week, under the title “The Buck Station is worthy of a call these days.
in the Snow,’’ in two trade editions, The new' doors are very convenient
one in cloth and one in leather, uni with a small center entrance and the
form with Miss Millay’s other vol whole front swinging on tracks readi
umes. A limited edition, numbered ly to the wall*. The apparatus pre
and autographed, will also be issued, sents an excellent appearance “three
with 31 copies printed on Japan vel in line” and Capt. Cheyne keeps
lum paper with parchment back, and things spic and span. The big panel
469 copies printed on Arches hand has been removed and the clock and
made paper.
indicator are now' set over the doors
for drivers’ convenience. The tele
A unique social happening at the phone and signal transmitter are at
Country Club during the past sum the rear as is Uie big turtle gong and
mer, which was not reported, at the the radio. A number of arm chairs
time because the chief actors in it and plenty of Veadahles make this a
wished the matter reserved, was a comfortable corner for the regulars.
wedding. It was a young couple who The new’ front gives Ladder 3 an ex
presented themselves at the club cellent chance to get out, especially
house, stating their errand.
A on the Main street swing.
clergyman who was enjoying his aft
ernoon game of golf was brought in
The Rotary;',,Club yesterday satis
from the course, the essential ma
fied itself with .another of those fa
chinery was set in motion, and in
mous “poverty luncheons." so called,
not much more time than it takes to
though to say truth Landlord O'Neil s
relate the incident the newly cre
rich pea soup, coffee and dough
ated man and wife were on their way.
nuts are so satisfying that
tnat tne
the menimem
bers never
er coanplain at paying the
When Mrs. J. F. Cooper was elect
e, especially in this ease,
full price,
ed president of the Civil, War Memo
le turned in the entire $51.50
when Gene
rial Association she set as her goal as the Rotary Club’s condition to the
the thorough renovation of Grand Southern Hurricane Relief Fund, thus
Army hall inside and out, and a new furnishing th^ luncheon free of
heating system. With the new ceil charge. Golf was the impromptu sub
ing in the main hall completed and ject of the hour, Homer E. Robinson
the same painted and papered she telling the stQry of the recent con
has realized her desire with the ex clave at St. Andrews, N. B.. at which
ception o-f the heating proposition. .the Rockland club had 16 representa
The Blake Wall Paper Co. donated tives. including a foresome of golfers,
all the paper for this work and the who played daily in spite of the steady
members of these orders are sincere rains. Walter B. Rounds gave a high
ly grateful. They invite the public ly entertaining narrative of the re
to step in and see the effect. The cent National Amateur Champion
sum of $100 has been voted hy the ship match >layed by Brae Burn
Corps for the furnace and Mrs. When Bobby Jones, the U. S. cham
Cooper proposes to have it installed pion, defeated, Perkins, the amateur
as early as possible. Edwin Libby •champion of England. Mr. Rounds
Corps and allied orders are very was one of the 5000 in the gallery
proud of their home and intend to that followed the match and his ap
keep it looking as well as possible. preciative reflew of the wonderful
Mrs. Ingraham and Mrs. Choate were performance of. the players were highly
the committee on repairs for the main enjoyed by his listeners. Two members
hall. This hall is becoming very were welcomed back after sustained
popular with the clubs of the city absences—Rev Mr. Knickerbocker
and dates are already being reserved with illness, and Edwin L. Brown
by them for meetings this winter. on a visit to <Bpain, w hile James F.
Airs. A. I. Mather has given a fine Carver the club's newest member, sat
sectional bookcase and 18 valuable in for the second time in that capacity.
books on the Civil War to the Asso Mr. Carver as a Rotarian represents
ciation, a most generous gift and the business classification of books and
much appreciated. Mrs. William T. stationery. Visiting Rotarians were
Cobb also presented an old flag used Oscar Emery and Kendall Hopkins of
on the field and belonging to Major Camden and guests were Charles S.
Banks, her father. It is an immense Grotten of Glencove and William Mor
affair and wonderfully preserved.
gan.
Do you leave your car out in the
rain? Then order a waterproof hood
cover $1.50 up. Rockland Awning
Co. Tel 10T2-M, 18 Willow street.
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The Carr bawling alleys will open
Tuesday night at 7.30.
Manager
Carr has decided to split the $60 it
would have Cost to get “Lefty”
Mitchell here between 12 local teann.
The first two"nf these will roll for
$10 Tuesday night the others as they
choose. The public is invited to in
spect the plant and try out the al
leys—adv.

E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
WALDOBORO, ME.
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS in
STONE
8SL

at the

FIRST
BAPTIST CHURCH
Sermons by

“Firpo” Frye is playing tackle on
the Higgins Classical Institute team.
And the Rockland boy will make

good, too,

CHURCHES

10.30

“MIND YOUR BUSINESS"
Junior Sermon
"The Boy Who Slept Under the
Sidewalk”
7.15
“Lost, Strayed or Stolen”
Special Music by tho Choir
Big “Fanny Crosby Sing" at 7.15

erous.”

Pictures
Yacht Club
window of
and will be

SUNDAY

J. CHARLES MacDONALD

A local Democrat, who figured
Penobscot view Grange is to have
its fair and baby show Oct. 26, with prominently in the recent county
campaign, confesses that he is pro
public supper and dance.
foundly puzzled.
He reads the
The regular meeting of Miriam statement John H. Dooley, treasurer
Rebekah Lodge will take place of the Democratic State Committee
Tuesday evening at Odd Fellows that the receipts of the committee
wer£ $7148, and. that all but $148 of
Hall.
it came from the National committee.
Charles McIntosh has moved from “Inasmuch as we raised $100 in Knox
the Leo tenement, Gurdy street, into County,” says |he local Democrat,
the upstairs apartment of the Bick “we are forced to believe that other
Maine Democrats were not very gen
nell house, Knox street.

Well baby conference at the Red
Cross rooms, 497 Ma-in street, Mon
day from 2 to 3 p. m. Babies to be
weighed and measured.

Page Three

Come and Sing With Several
Hundred Others

FORTY CLUB WON
Trim Their Rotary Rivals
At Golf By a Two-Point
Marg in.
The second golf contest of the sea
son between the Rotary and the Forty
Clubs, played on the Country Club
course Thursday afternoon saw’ the
Forty Club victorious by a score of
16 to 14, Nassau scoring. It was an
ideal autumnal day for golf, the fair
ways and greens in excellent con
dition.
The Rotary Club players were
Homer E. Robinson, M. E. Wotton, W.
O. Fuller, E. S. Levensaler, James F.
Carver, A. C. McLoon, Elmer B.
Crockett, Walter C. Ladd. A. W. Foss,
(A. C. Jones substituting).
The Forty Club players were
Charles G. Hewett, E. R. Veazie, H.
W. Fifield. W. H. Rhodes, E. L. Scarlott, A. S. Peterson, Linwood Rogers,
W. C. Bird, Arthur F. Lamb, E. W.
Peaslee.
Fuller heat Hewett ......................... 2-1
Veazie beat Wotton ....................... 2-1
Levensaler beat Flfteld ................... 2-1
SScarlott beat Carver ................. 2Vi-V6
McLoon beat Peterson ............. 2%-H
Rhodes beat Crockett ..................... 3-0
Rogers beat Robinson .................... 3-0
Ladd beat Bird .................................. 3-0
Lamb beat Foss ................................ 3-0
Jones beat Peaslee ........................... 3-0
Total. Forty Club 16. Rotary 14.
Under the rules of the contest the
losing club provided suppers for the
entire score of players and as it was
one of Mrs. McRae’s best suppers the
day was completed with general hap
piness.

George Wardwell of Boston is the
guest of his sister, Mrs. Leila Ben
ner. Pleasant street.

Mrs. John Whalen returns to her
home at The Highlhands Monday
after a week’s visit in Boston.
Miss Glenn A. Stevens left Wed
nesday for her home in Portland
called there by the illness of her
father.

SERMONETTE
Ye Must Be Born Again

Nearly two thousand years ago
Nieodemus, a Jewish ruler, came
to Jesus and said, "Rabbi, we know
thou art from God; for no man can
do these miracles that thou doest
except God be with him." Jesus
said. "Except a man be born again,
he cannot see the Kingdom of
God.”
Nieodemus died; Christ
died: but the church Christ found
ed lived. It pushed its way into
every land, it upset kingdoms, revo
lutionized society, civilized the
world. It did not agree as a body.
The earth has been drenched with
the blood of martyrs. Yet, wher
ever the church has been insistent
that to he saved a man must be
born again, it has had vital power.
Now, tw’o thousand years later,
a man studying the Christian year
books notes that in 3269 Presby
terian. 3173 Baptist. 4651 Method
ist churches, last year, theie was
not a single convert. You will ob
serve he does not say these
churches were not active in humane
and social work. It may well be
that they were social centers in
their communities. Membership
in Catholic and Protestant church
es may he made easy, but to change
a human life into the kingdom of
God, a human soul must be born
anew.
TV. A. H.
The Gospel Mission services Sun
day afternoon at 2.30 and Sunday
evening at 7.15 will be conducted by
Herbert Elwell.

«•*•

Universalist services tomorrow
will include preaching at 10.30 by
Rev. C. A. Knickerbocker, subject
“The Future of Universalism.” The
choir will sing the anthem “Still,
Still with Thee,” Foote and the so
prano solo “Hear My Cry," Hosmer
will be sung by Mrs. Veazie. Church
school will meet at 12.
* • * *
First Church of Christ, Scientist,
Cedar and Brewster streets. Sunday
morning service at 10.30 o’clock.
Subject of lesson sermon. “Christian
Science.” Sunday school at 11.45.
The reading room i3 located at 400
Main street, over Daniels’ jewelry
store, and Is open each week day from
2 to 5 o’clock.
• • • •
Services will be resumed tomor- |
row at the Congregational church.
Mr. Rounds will preach on the sub- I
ject, “The Worship Which Is In !
Spirit and In Truth." The Pilgrim j
Choir will sing. The Sunday school
will convene at the noon hour. Teach- ,
ers and pupils are urged to be pres
ent. Classes will be arranged for
the year’s work.

♦♦••

Mrs. H. P. Blodgett and guest, Miss
At St. Peter’s church, Episcopal,
Beatrice Carty of Boston, left Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the serv- j
Thursday for Poland Springs where Ices for tomorrow will be appropri- .
they will be over the weekend.
ate for the seventeenth Sunday after
Trinity; Holy Communion at 7.30;
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Hall who Choral eucharist and sermon at 10.30;
have been at the home of Mrs. W. church school at noon.
Evensong
O. Cummings, Broadway, have re
and sermon at St. John Baptist
turned to their home in Charlestown, church, Thomaston, at 7 o’clock.
Mass.
Litany on Friday night at 7.30.

»••♦

Lionel C. Wilson arrives from
Morning worship at Littlefield Me
Duluth, Minn., tomorrow’ to be the
morial Church is at 10.30 at which
guest of his sister, Mrs. John O. Ste
time Pastor Stuart will speak from
vens. Talbot avenue, and Thomaston
the subject “The Head of the Cor
relatives.
ner.” The Bible school will meet
at n-oon and B.Y.P.U. at 6 o’clock
II. P. Blodgett has been at Poland
when Miss Ruth Conant will lead.
Spring this week attending a meet
ing of the National Electric Light The pastor speaks at 7.15 from the
topic “God’s Investments.” The choir
Association and a regional confer
will sing the anthem “1 will lift up
ence of the New’ England Public
mine eyes,” Rucbush, at the morning
Seivice Company.
service and a ladies’ quartet will sing
He careth for you," Wilson. At the
The first meeting of the Wawenock Club’s 1928-29 season will he evening service special musical num
bers will include a piano selection
held Monday evening at the home of
Mrs. Elizabeth Eaton, the president, by Howard Chase and an anthem
"My Light and my Salvation," Lorenz.
Grace street. The members have
• ♦ • •
token the subject “Noted Americans"
Rev. J. Charles 5lacDonald, pastor
for their course of study and antici
of the First Baptist church, will use
pate an interesting season.
as his subject at the morning service
The
A complete and dependable year “Mind Your Own Business."
round awning and truck cover serv anthem will be “I Saw the Holy City.”
ice is maintained by the Rockland Francis, and “Jubilate Deo.” Corbin
Awning Co.. Inc., whose plant is at The church school will meet at the
IS Willow street, next door to the noon hour and the Christian En
C. M. P. Co.’s new’ building. One of deavor at 6 o’clock. At the evening
the company’s services is to take service,' 7.15, the subject will be “Lost
down, store (insured) and rehang Strayed or Stolen.” There will be a
ownings in the spring for a nominal duet by Osmond Palmer and Carrol
fee. Several collections of awnings Boardman, “My Only Hope.” Ackley,
are made from Oct. 1 to Christmas, and the choir will sing “Ten Thou
a phone call to 1072-M or 862-R get sand Times Ten Thousand,” Schenting the result desired. A specialty of ecker.
••••
truck covers in storm proof and
At the morning service at .Pratt
weather proof duck has found general
favor with Knox County patrons, the M< morial Methodist Church at 10.30
covers being plain or fitted as de Rfv. J. G. Rogers of West Somerville.
sit ed with grommetts for lashing. The Mass., will preach. He comes as the
prices are very reasonable. Spray advocate of “Zion’s Herald.” one of
hoods and boat covers are a specialty the most distinctive and energetic
with satisfaction guaranteed. Goods of Methodist weeklies. The growing
shipped to any point promptly. Write Sunday School meets at 12 noon.
to Rocklar.d Awning Co.. Inc., for es “Train up a child in the way he
timates. Prompt deliveries. A very should go, and go that way yourself.'
satisfactory price can be set on awn Epworth League at 6 p. m. will be led
ings made in Ute winter months. We by Donald Haskell and his topic is:
make canvas bags and aprons, sleep “Eyes Front.” The evening session
ing bags, tent floors, etc.
117*119 at 7.15 will open with a song serv
ice using again some of the great
There will he a regular meeting of hymns of the church. The pastor
Ifcith Mayhew’ Tent next Monday will preach on “What the Cross
evening. Supper will be served at Means To Me.” At the Tuesday eve
6 o’clock, with Mrs. Lizzie French ning prayer and Bible study service
and Mrs. F. Helen Paladino in the subject will be “The Teaching
charge. Inspection of the Tent is of Jesus About the Coming King
to be made in October. The com dom.”
mittees for the Old County Fair are:
Miss Ruh Curtis has sold her home
Fancy work, Mabel Cross, Lizzie
French and Alta Dimick. aprons-, at 11 Frederick street through the
Mrs. Karl, Irene Winslow and Mary V. F. Studley agency.
Brewster; cooked food. Ava Jackson,
BORN
Allie Blackington and Carrie House;
Achorn Bockland, Sept. 21. tp Mr. and
pickles and preserves, Clara Thurs
Ernest Achorn, Jr., of Warren, a son.
ton and Bessie Sullivan; candy table, Mrs.
Moore-Warren. Sept. 26, to Mr. and Mrs
Carrie Brewster, Lena Rtokes and Earle 'Moore, a son.
Abbie Allen: rug and patchwork ex
DIED
hibit, Eliza Plummer, Emma Doug
Halstead—Rockland, Sept. 27, Charles W.
lass and Octavia Bartlett; baby show,
Halstead, aged 63 years. 1 month. 28 days.
Bessie Haraden, Lena Adams and Funeral Sunday at 2 o’clock from Burpee
Mary Cooper. F. Helen Paladino is parlors.
Law- Waldoboro. Sept. 14, Mrs. Sarah Alice
to have charge of the supper, which Law,
aged 71 years.
will be open to the public. She will
have Mrs. Mabel Bowley as first as
IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of our beloved motlur.
sistant and these two ladies assure
Faroline
F.
Schwartz,
who died Sept. 30, 1926.
a success of this feature. Mrs. Lena
Today recalls sad memories
A. Fales will have charge of the dec
Of a loved one gone to rest.
And those who think of her today
orations. The president, Mrs. Mary
Are those who loved her best.
Cooper, feels that she has a fine
In our hearts your memory lingers
committee and that the fair will be
Sweetly tender, fond and true ;
There Is not a day dear mother,
a success. The date has not as yet
That
we do not think of you.
been definitely set but will be some
A. lie lie Arnold, Blanche S. Prince. Priscilla
time in October.
Q. Knight.
*

THIS IS THE DAY OF REAL BARGAINS
Joseph Dondis is
Going Out of
Business
Entire stock of Cloth
ing,Furnishings,Shoes
and Rubbers going on
the bargain block.

Open Evenings
During Sale
I am here to give you the bar
gains of a lifetime. In my experi
ence of conducting sales for leading
merchants over the United States
and Canada, I have found one rea
son for their unusual success—
VALUES !

Everything must be
sold to the bare walls.
Buy to the limit. Don’t
miss this opportunity,
it means a saving to
you.

JOSEPH DONDIS
GUARANTEE CLOTHING & SHOE CO.

SALE NOW
GOING ON
Claremont Commandery has Im
portant matters to dispose of at its
bionthly conclave Monday night.
The R. & R. Relief Association will
hold its quarterly meeting Monday
night at 7.30 at the Northend dis
pensary.

From 8 Rockland street this morn
ing came lilac blossoms picked by
Miss Mary Seavey from one of sev
eral trees laden with them.
Past high priests’ night of King
Solomon’s Temple Chapter has been
unavoidably postponed from Oct. 4
to Oct. 18.

Emery "Runt’ Trafton is pledged
to the Beta Theta Pi fraternity at
the University of Maine. "Runt” is
putting up a great fight for quarter
back berth on Bill Kenyon’s year
lings.

The remodelled Carr bowling alleys
will open Tuesday night with two
crack local teams competing. The
public is invited to see the match and
inspect the fine plant also to try out
the rebuilt and newly levelled alleys.
Miss Frances Beane, R.N., former
ly of Appleton, who four years ago
went t oBoston for training as a
nurse, is to spend the coming week
at the Knox Hospital as special
nurse, arriving Sunday hy automo
bile.

“I SHALL NEVER SEE
CARCASSONNE”

Carcassonne, in southern France, I
is celebrating its 2,000th anniversary. I
I arrived late last night from Bor- I
deaux, too late to reach the Hotel
de la Cite, so put up at the Terminus.
Rut up the hill to the walled city I
tlimbed this morning and except for
the sight of an occasional motor car,
It were easy to believe that 1 had
climbed back to the Middle Ages. I
hgve’just bought, in a souvenir store
a musical setting for Gustave Nadaud's famous old song, “I Never
Shall See Carcassonne,” which for
three-quarters of a century, all over
the^Vorld. has expressed the lament
for the unattainable, and the unend
ing longing for romance. In 72 B.C.
Julius Caesar found this city among
the "noble” cities of France, so it is
probably much older. I have always
fell that the peasant who said he
never would isee Carcassonne ex
pressed his sorrow for us. for though
I am here now and have been here
before, I also shall never see it—the
wonderful citadel of the Visigoths
nnd the Romans, but today, with the
gay fanfare of trumpets and the
tramp of armed guards on the walls,
it almost re-appears from the mist
of the ages.

The rubber industry and the scrapiron trade are the latest to choose
dictators. The motto of business is
“Hitch your wagon to a czar.”—The
New Yorker.

An Essex sedan of 1929 model
parked in front of The Courier-Gazette
office yesterday and from it alighted
a strange young man and a very at
tractive young lady. The stranger
had brought tho car from Portland
for the delivery to tie* young lady,
who was Miss Faith Ulmer. The car
was the reward of Miss Ulmer’s vic
tory in the recent contest conducted
by the Portland Evening News and
is a prize well worth winning.

Probably the remotest control of
all remote controls nowadays is pa
rental control.—Louisville Times.

The fall schedule of the Rockland
& Vinalhaven Steamboat Uo., go»:
into effect Monday with the learn
er Vinalhaven leaving Vinalhaven
at 8 a. m. daily and arriving in Rock
land at 9.39, returning, leave Rock
land at 2 p. m. arriving in Vinalhaven
at 3.30. Steamer Gov. Bod well will
handle the down east run leaving
Swan’s Island daily at 5.30. Stoning
ton at 6.30. North Haven at 7.30 ar
riving in Rockland about 8.40. The
return trip leaves Rockland at 1.30.
North Haven at 2.30, Stonington at
3.40 arriving in Swan’s Island about

SPECIAL FOR SALE
One farm, fine house and larue barn with
60 acres land. Held cutting 40 tons hay. ha I
ance land in pasture and wood, buildings oulv
23 years old; fine water, lights, and reii«»
under hou.,v and bam. Must he sold at once
at very low price, $3,300. Near Rockland on
flue road.
House and new garage. 6 rooms and Path
large lot land ; furnace, bath. Must be sold
at once. Frederick street.
Rooming house partly furnished. 13 large
rooms. It has two light housekeeping apart
ments, paying $53 month. Price complete,
$'..300.
House Five rooms, all latest Improvements
with flue cellar and garage. To be sold at
once, $3,600.
Fine house on Camden street, known as
Oxton Tea Room. Large house nnd barn ; three
acres land, suitable for over night camps.
Six room house with garage. Low price; fine
location.
New bungalow with garage, all improve
ments. Low price.
Mouse aiul barn, also housing for 300 hens,
House, all Improvements. $3700.
Farm. West Rockport, low price, city water
and lights.
Small house.
late Improvements; 1 mile from Rockland
Pofitofflce; 9 acres best field, cut 8 tons hay
this year. Very low price.
House and him. several acres land latest
Improvements, Warren. $_’ ooo.
Two cottages Mcguntlcook Lake.
Cash or easy terms on any property I sell

5 o’clock.

I have a scheme for ending war.
It is this—no nation is allowed to
enter a war until they have paid for
the last one.—Will Rogers.
There is more freedom but unhap
pily there is less knowledge of how
to use it.—Lord Larnbourne.
“Brake linings have been strength
ened to endure mqdern strains.’ So,
apparently, have stomach linings —

Publishers Syndicate.

It is the caddy these days who car
ries a great deal of the white man’s
burden.—Dayton Journal.
There will he a food sale today at 2
o’clock at Fuller-Cobb-Davis store
for the benefit of the Eastern Maine
Festival Endowment fund.—adv.

We wash CHE.VROLETS for $1.75 any time
You may have them Greased for $1.00
It makes no difference to us how dirty your car is,
bring it in
Yale fires
Yale Batteries
Johns-Manville Brake Lining
All Guaranteed Articles
Yours for Clean Cars and Good Brakes

NEMO'S REPAIR SHOP
19-33 Spring Street

116 tf

Rockland
116-117

ALLEN’S
PARLOR FURNACE
More Beautiful—Effi
cient — Economical

Than Ever
Allen’s is the Original Par
lor Furnace. Resembles a
piece of beautiful period
• furniture. Finished in por
celain
enamel — natural
grained walnut effect. Easy
to clean. Heats the whole
houtsc.
Circulates
clean,
moist warm air like a pipe
less furnace. Saves fuel.
HEAT RADIATING FINS
increase heating surface 100
per cent — strengthen the
castings—prolong the life of
the heating unit—save fuel.
The greatest feature de
veloped during recent years
in a heating system. Only
in Alien's do you got this
improved construction.

Don’t buy a heating plant

until you see and learn more Whcn the outer cabinet
about the wonderful Allen’s doors are openec you have
r, , r.,,
all the cheer and glow of
Parlor furnace. It will pay the fire—an exclusive Allen
you to come in and inspect it feature,
at your earliest opportunity.

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
LOUIS MARCUS. Proprietor

313-319 Main Street
CASH OR EASY TERMS

V. F. STUDLEY
69 Park Street

YES

Tel. 980

Rockland
FREE DELIVERY

Every-Other-Day
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UNION CLUB WOMEN

CLARION’S
POPULARITY

The Community Club’s Fine
Program For the Season
of 1928-29.
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MRS. QUIMBY

FOR HOOVER

Because On Prohibition He Stands For What the W.C.T.U.
Has Always Battled For

ii

IO

FALL SCHEDULES
effective

SUNDAY
SEPTEMBER 30

The executive committee of the
“We urge upon all who remember dry Congressmen, but Notwithstand
FOR SERVICE
Is the result of Quality
Community Club of Union has com
I
CONSULT AGENTS
14
o
what the saloon was and what it did, ing all the highpowered ammunition
The story of Clarion
pleted the following program for the
115-117
to vote for Herbert C Hoover for of the Association against prohibi
quality has been told
—
tion, each Congress has been drier
yeai 1928-1929:
18
lb
19
Jl
17
President
and
Charles
C.
Curtis
for
for more than three
than the one preceding. The “baker’s
MAINE
Oct. 9—Women in child welfare
vice president.” Such was the appeal dozen” wets have found themselves in
generations and today
entral
22
23
:e
work: roll call; most enjoyable book
made by Mrs. Althea G. Quimby, presi lonely minority in our National Con
Railroad
Clarion Ranges and
gress.
of summer; address. Miss Soule; Our
dent of the Maine. Woman’s Christian
Furnaces are better
isr
27
2b
Although National Prohibition has
25
State Children, Miss Myrtie Kinney.
Temperance Union in her address met all of these attacks, it no\y faces
than ever.
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
Meeting at the home of Mrs. Carrie
Wednesday at the annual convention. its greatest test. Although it has in
it
30
STEAMBOAT CO.
Ask any Clarion user.
Ames; hostesses. Mrs. Carrie Ab
creased efficiency, wealth, health and Vinalhaven. North Haven, Stonington and
She said:
♦ ♦ * ♦
bott, Mrs. Carrie Ames, Mrs. Lina
Swan’s Island
happiness: banished the saloon and
32
Burkett.'
FALL AltRAXGKMFNT
That prohibition is a political issue, decreased drinking, poverty and the
(Subject
to
( hau'e Without Notice)
Oct. 23—Women in girl’s welfare
is shown by people leaving parties abuse of little children.- it now faces
J
IN EFFECT OCT. 1. 19ZS
35“ 40 41 42
14 35 3b
38
work: roll call; My Favorite Maga
both ways. Dry Democrats are flock a crisis as the political issue of the
BANGOR, MAINE
Established 1899
DAILY. SUNDAY EXCEPTED
zine; singing, America: poper, re
ing to the dry candidates and wet Re day.
VINALHAVEN LINE
MM
view of Jane Addams’ “Twenty
4b
It is true there are still problems—
43
publicans are giving allegiance to
Steamer leaves Vinalhaven ut 8 A M ar
Years at Hull House,” Mrs. Clara
VEAZIE HARDWARE CO., ROCKLAND
wet candidates regardless of party appetite, bootleggers thrive because riving at Rockland ut 9.30 a. M.. returning
Light: The Girl's School at Hallo
of appetite and avarice; it takes time leaves Rockland at 2 I». M., due to arrive at
lines.
49
A. T. NORWOOD. WARREN
46
47
Vinalhaven about 3.30.
well, filecta Lucas. Hostesses, Mrs.
In a telegram to the Democratic to get over the “smart Aleck” stage
Lilian Alden. Mrs. Mary Barker,
and we still have our long border STONINGTON AND SWAN’S ISLAND LIN!
Convention
which
nominated
him,
51
53
Steamer leaves Swan's Island dally except
52
50
5,
Mrs. Josephine Bessey.
line. Nevertheless National Prohi Sundays
Gov. Smith said:
at 5.30 A. M., Stonington at 6.30,
SCHOOL AND COLLEGE
V1NALHAVEN
Nov. 13—Women Immigrants; roll
bition has rid the nation of the saloon, 8 40 AM*”
I
believe
there
should
be
funda
"‘30 ’ UUe “l Rw,'kla,Mj about
Union church circle will hold the tall; suggest the title of a new book
57
58
5b
55
ntal changes in the present pro- 177,000 licensed saloons, (there were
me
Return—leaves Rockland at 1.30 P M
Impressive List of Students annual fair at the vestry Oct. 4 at for the library; singing, America;
visions for National Prohibition. I more saloons than votihg precincts) North Haven at 2.30, Stonington at 3.40 ; duo
2.30.
paper. Review of Mary Antin’s
bO
feel it to be the duty of the chosen and probably resulted in closing twice to arrive at Swan’s Island about 5.00 P. M.
59
Which Rockland Is Send Tuesday night at the G.A.R. rooms ••promised Land,” Mrs. Ethel Love
leader of the people to point the way as many speak easies and dives.
B. H. STINSON.
Lafayette Carver Corps will hold in joy; hostesses, Mrs. Inez Burkett,
General Agent.
Under Prohibition United States
which in his opinion leads to a sane,
b2
bl
ing To Other Institutions. spection.
Mrs Annie Butler , Mrs. Nanna
sensible solution of a condition which has become the richest^nation in the
Capt. Frank Rossiter is home from Burns.
I am convinced is entirely unsatis world—the total income in 1926 being
Otm( IHTtSNATIONAl. SYNDICATE.
Thf Courier-Gazette otters today New York and his cousin Fred Fish
Nov. 27—Women in the Making of
factory to the great mass of our $90.000,000.000,000.
a list t 78 boys and girls who are of Waterville is his guest.
HORIZONTAL
America; roll call; Our Pioneer
Arrests for drunkenness have de
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
people.”
going a ■ ay this fall to seek higher
Mrs. Ralph Brown was in Rockland Women; singing. ‘‘Battle Hymn of
1-An Intended slight 50- Gulded
In his acceptance speech at Albany, creased—in 100 cities to less than
17-Chlneee coin
edura >n in colleges, academies and to visit Mrs. Sadie Cobb who is re the Republic; paper, Julia Ward
5-Pen pointe
N. Y., of Aug. 22. 1928, Gov Smith on? half of former days and drink
51- Mexlcan (Western
Farms, City Homes,
19-Otherwlse
other institutions. Additions will be ceiving medical treatment at Knox Howe. Clara Barton, Mrs. Grace
9-Aeslgned ehare
made the following statements rela ing is said to have decreased 70 o-r
U. S.)
21-Metalllc veteele for
welcomed together with possible cor Hospital.
Williams; paper, Harriet Beecher
more
per
cent
and
Rum
Row
has
dis

10-Smal| bay
tive
to
Prohibition:
54Soldler
of
the
boiling liquids
Cottages, House
rections in the appended list:
Mrs. Annie Benner entertained the Stowe. Frances Willard. Mrs. Lina
12- Game played with
“I personally believe that there appeared.......... Still Prohibition faces
European War
23-Sherp-polnted
Phillips Andover—Albert Emery, Washington Club Wednesday at her Burkett.
Hostesses, Mrs. Agnes
a
crisis
as
the
political
issue
of
the
Iron rings
hould
be
changes
(in
the
prohibition
(abbr.)
instrument (pi.)
Lloyd E. Clark, Jr.
home in honor of Mrs. Eva Smith Creighton, Mrs. Ethel Creighton,
and Cottage Lots
13- Blt off
law), and I shall advise the Congress day.
55- Keep
25- French city
Boston
Bible
School—Arlene of Boston and Mrs. Louise Cooper of Mrs. Iva Cummings.
• * • •
15- Entreat
in accordance with my constitutional
57-Sang In a low
26-Cltadal
Cha pies and Olive Biagg.
Portland.
Dec. 11—‘Women’s Work Among
Gov. Smith’s second proposal to
16- Bolled
duty of whatever changes 1 deem
undertone
29- Contalner for
B ston College of Optometry—Brad
EARLE LUDWICK
Mrs. Effie Smith and daughter the Mountain Whites of America.
18-Accompany
necessary or expedient. Some imme amend the 18th Amendment and legal
liquid*
59- Vexed
ford Burgess and Kenneth Green.
Pearl left Monday for their home in Roll call; singing; paper, Mrs. Cora
2O-Pedettrlan
ize
the
manufacture,
sale
and
impor

diate
relief
would
come
from
an
60- Numerou* chemical 30- To be drowey
38 CHESTNUT ST. ROCKLAND
Bay Path Institute—Ruth Scarlott. Gloucester.. Mass.
Wilson Stuart and her moonlight
22-Money paid to a
amendment to the Volstead Law giv tation of intoxicating liquors under
compounds
34- Phoenician tun-god
Boston University—Oscar CrockTelephone 723-M
George Newbert visited Union Fair. school, Mrs. Mabel Grinnell; My
State
control
would
be
getting
back
landlord
61- State of confutlon
35- Foeall retln
ing a scientific definition of the alco
ett and Sidney Segal.
W. Y. Fossett was in Rockland Work Among the Mountaineers.
24- Small lelanda
84Stf
62- Obtalne
36- Conductor
holic content of an intoxicating bev to the old conditions * and worse.
Bowdoin College—Sidney Bird. I Wednesday.
Mrs.
Edith
Cameron;
personal
25- To fondle
erage. Each State would then be al Each state would then he open to the
VERTICAL
33-Homa
of
the
John McLoon, Arthur Orne. Donald j Mrg t. E Libby has been the | glimpses of an aunt who spent her
27- Prophete
lowed to fix its own standard of alco aggressive attack of the liquor traf
1- Form of Latin word
Leaning Tower
Merriam. Norman S. Wlaldron, Het- guest of her sun A. E. Libby at Ban- life in this work, Mrs. Ethel Griffin;
28- Fog
holic content, subject always to the fic. Opponents of Prohibition now
for “hla"
40Olly
fruit
(pi.)
bert C. Prescott and Frederick Bird.
gor the past week.
29- Blrd'e claw
hestesses, Mrs. Sadie Cunningham,
proviso that that standard could not claim that it is unenforceable be
41Plerced
2Sounda
B ston School of Music—Helen
31- Pertalnlng to the
Mrs. E. J. Bragdon who has been Mrs. Nina Fuller, Mrs. Lottie Glea
exceed the maximum fixed by Con cause smuggling cannot be stopped.
3- Say publicly
42- Prlnter'a mark.
Bird.
Celts
the guest of her brother Llewellyn son.
gress. I personally believe in an With state control this problem would
4- Startlng point
“Let It stand”
Bates College—Alice Helller.
32- Journey
Smith, and sister Miss Sara Smith,
Dec. 27—Women in Music. Roll
44-Feaat
amendment to the 18th Amendment be just 48 times as difficult to manage.
B-Near
B yant & Stratton—Francis Orne.
33- A forest
left Friday for her home in Gorham. call; My Favorite Hymn; paper,
There is no guarantee that states
46-Recluae
which would give to each individual
6lnterlor
Colby
College—Horace
Maxey,
34- Sphere
At the regular meeting of Ocean Fanny Crosby, the blind hymn-writ
7- Dashlng fellow*
48- Freee from
State itself, only after approval by a such as New’ York once given an op
Since 1840 this firm haa
Mary Wasgatt, Marion Richardson,
37-Havlng
two
legs
er,
Mrs.
’
Ethel
Creighton:
paper,
8- Stltch
Bound Rebecca Lodge these . officers
moisture
referendum popular vote of its peo portunity to decide their own method
faithfully served the faml>
Wendell Thornton. Marguerite de
39-Tree
trunks
Mrs.
Edward
McDowell
and
the
49- Two-epot
were elected: Noble grand, Eleanor
9- Subdue*
ple, the right wholly within its bor of handling the liquor traffic would
lie* of Knox Ceunty.
Rocliemont and Richard Hodson of
43-Ruler of
11— Flat canopy over a 52- Flnl*he*
Conway; vice grand, Cora Peterson; Peterboro Colony, Mrs. Myrtie Jud
ders to import, manufacture or cause follow Gov. Smith’s suggestion of the
Lady Attendant
South Thomaston.
a
Afghanistan
kins;
hostesses.
Mrs.
Ethel
Griffin.
53- Roughen
recording secretary, Nellie Wilson;
bed
to be manufactured and sell alcoholic Canadian system. They might have
Tel. Day 450; Night 711-1
Dartmouth College—Wesley Was
45Title
of
respect
12- Preflx meaning
56-Book of the Bible
financial secretary. Villa Calder Mrs. Mabel Grinnell, Mrs. Etta Grin
beverages, the sale to be made only free rum, high or low license. If some
AMBULANCE SERVICE
gatt.
(abbr.)
“appearing ae If”
46- Slave
wood; treasurer. Lettie Moore; new nell.
by the State itself and not for con should adopt the Canadian system, it
Eastern State Normal—Vora Nye.
Jan. 8—Women in Science and
'14-Darllnga
58-Doctore of Medicine
would mean that there would be huge
47- Degraded
sumption
in
any
public
place.
”
trustee,
Arthur
Pears.
Installation
Eastman School of Music—Ruth
* * * *
Il5-To float on water
Medicine; roll call; the most desir
(abbr.)
manufacturing interests legally es
will be held in October.
49-With for
Lawrence.
able vocation for women; music; pa
In
his
address
accepting the Re tablished in wet states from which
John
Wentworth
and
family
have
ROCKLAND, ME.
Eastern Baptist Theological Semi- ,
, ,
„
per. Madame Curie and other ScienSolution to Previous Puzzle
publican nomination for the Presi safe vantage point they would inun
narv—Kenneth Havenor Cassens and reJ2*rne^ from Bangor.
date the dry states. We have recently
dency Herbert Hoover said:
Dwight Mosher.
I Tuesday evening at the home of tists. Mrs. Nanna Burns: women In
WALDOBORO
“I do not favor the repeal of the seen the havoc and the difficulty in
Farmington Normal School-Mar- Mr’'
Carver. Mrs. Eva Smith medical work—Dr. Elizabeth BlackHarvey
Lovell,
who
spent
the
sum

18th Amendment. I stand for the combating a delOge of water which
garet Johnson. Irene Lunden.
‘Jrs'Cooper entertained well. founder of women's medical
DR. BLAKE B. ANNIS
college of New York. Dr. Alice Ham mer recess with his parents Mr. and
efficient enforcement of the laws en has swept from State to State. How
Faelton Pianoforte School—Edna
Washington Club.
Chiropractor
acted thereunder. Whoever is chosen much more difficult of control, how
Gregory.
I The attendance at Union church ilton. professor at Harvard medical Mrs. J. H. Lovell has returned to
111 Limerock Street
college.
Mrs.
Nina
Fuller.
Hostesses
much
more
havoc
could
be
wrought
President
has
under
his
oath
solemn
Gordon Bible School—Ruth Conant
was unusually large ThursCambridge. Mass.
(Corner Lincoln)
duty to pursue this course. Our coun by a deluge of liquor?
and Chauncey Stuart.
da>’ ni*ht- The housekeepers; Mrs. Mrs. Lizzie Hawes, Mrs. Edith
Mr. and Mrs. Eli Osier of Auburn
Lady in attendance
Bowes,
Mrs.
Dorothy
Howard.
In
this
amendment
Gov.
Smith
pro

try
has
deliberately
undertaken
a
Gorham Normal School—Mary Bird, Frank Rossiter. Mrs. Fred Greenlaw,
spent the weekend with Mrs. Jane A.
Phone 1163
Jan. 22—Famous Women Educa
great social and economic experiment, poses to institute something similar
Helen Moulaison and Dana Cum- Mrs- Robert Carney and Mrs. Effie
Osier.
Painless System
tors.
Roll
call;
name
some
out

to
the
State
Dispensary
Liquor
Sys

noble
in
motive
and
far-reaching
in
mings.
, T>a\is.
Mrs. Busan Maxwell has returned
of Adjusting
purpose. It must be worked out con tem. which existed in South Carolina
Higg’.ns Classical Institute—Henry
Marshall Sails was in Rockland standing person in the educational from Long Cove.
world;
music;
sketches
of
Mary
from
1893
to
1915.
In
1905
a
legisla

structively.
Common
sense
compels
Marsh. Jerome Frye and Ralph Thursday.
Miss Sadie Van Tassel of Blooms
DR. E. B. HOWARD
us to realize that grave abuses have tive investigation of the dispensary
Fowler.
I ^Irs- William Smith entertained the Lyon, founder of Mt. Holyoke Col burg, Pa., is the guest of her aunt
lege.
Sophie
Smith,
founder
of
Smith
occurred abuses which must be reme system revealed an almost unbeliev
Hebron Academy—George B. WTood, - Variety Club at her home recently.
Mrs .T. F. Turner.
Dentist
died. An organized, searching inves able extent of political corruption and
Jr., Cedric French and Theodore Bird. • Thursday afternoon at her home College, Mrs. Gertrude Rowe; paper,
Edward A. Trowbridge of Boston is
Dental X-Ray and Diagnoela
Elizabeth
Palmer
Peabody,
who
the
dispensary
experiment
came
to
tigation
of
fact
and
causes
can
alone
Harvard College—Philip Rounds.
’ Mrs. Oscar Lane entertained these
visiting his sister Mrs. Emma Trow- ,
Office Hours: 9 to 12—1 to *
determine the wise method of correct an end in 1915 when South Carolina
Howard Seminary—Virginia Snow, guests at luncheon in honor of Mrs. started the first kindergarten, Mrs. bridge Potter.
OPEN EVENINGS
Doris
Robbins:
hostesses.
Mrs.
Lela
adopted
statewide
prohibition
by
a
ing
them.
Crime
and
disobedience
of
Kents Hill Seminary—Ethel Hol Clara Pendleton who leaves next
Rev. Guy McQuaidee of Portland
BY APPOINTMENT
vote of 41,735.
Haskell.
Mrs.
Alice
Hills,
Mrs.
Muriel
law
cannot
be
permitted
to
break
down
brook of South T*homaston.
week for Boston: Mrs. E. R. Graffam,
has been in town.
Tel. 1020
• • • •
the Constitution and the laws of the
Lasell Seminary—Jeannette Smith Mrs. Carrie Dickenson, Mrs. Carrie Hallowell.
Miss Annie O. Welt and Mrs. Er
407 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
These
are
the
proposals
of
Gov.
Feb.
12
—
Women
in
Sculpture
and
United
States.
Modification
of
en

THE THUNDERSTORM
nest Walter attended the funeral
and Rose O’Neil.
Thomas. Mrs. Leo W. Lane and Miss
Smith
—
to
change
the
Volstead
Act
to
Art.
Roll
call;
Name
a
famous
forcement
laws
which
would
permit
services of the late Mrs. Theresa
Maine Central Institute—Judson Clara E. Pendleton.
Dr. Lloyd M. Richardson
sculptor or artist; music; paper,
what the Constitution forbids is allow’ light wine and beer, to change
[For The Courier-Gazette]
Flanagan.
Marguerite Chapter. O.E.S., will Mrs. Harry Payne Whitney and oth Creamer at the home of her daughter
Cloud banks slowly rising
nullification. This the American peo the 18th Amendment to allow state
Mrs. Alan Bird in Rockland.
Maine School of Commerce—Etta hold regular meeting Monday night
Dentist
From out the distant west,
control, w hich means the legal manu
er sculptors, Mrs. Bessie Stephen
ple will r.ot countenance.”
• • • •
L. Brown.
Mrs. Elizabeth Morse left Friday
Will) mutterings of thunder
Rockland
Prohibition is the issue because of facture of intoxicants and all the at 400 Main St.
Along their jagged crest.
Massachusetts 1 Institute of Tech for Portland. She was accompanied son; paper. Women in the world of
Mrs. Sarah Alice Law
the President’s appointing power. tendant evils of the liquor traffic to
Opp. Thorndike Hotel. Tel. 339-M
nology—'William Wood. Sidney Snow to Rockland by her sister Mrs. Angus art. Mrs. Carrie Ames; hostesses.
Nearer yet and nearer
Mrs. Lena Heald, Mrs. Stella Han
Funeral services for the late Mrs.
It is to be expected that there will be foisted under government sanction.
Offlce Hours—t to 11—1 to I
Richard Snow, Hugh Snow and Hennigar.
The clouds come creeping on,
nan. Mrs. Electa Lucas.
Sarah Alice Law, 71, were held Sept.
be vacancies on that high bench in Because of these wet proposals w’e are
With gathering forces vengeful,
15»*nln«a bv Aooolntroent
Francis Merchant.
Mrs. Nelson Bunker left Friday for
Feb. 26—Guest Night. Play, “The 16 at her home in North VYUldoboro
-Mutterings loud and long.
the next administration and the or opposed to Gov. Smith.
Miss
Wheelocks
Kindergarten a visit in Boston and Connecticut.
On
the
other
hand
we
have
the
First
Mrs.
President
and
Her
Cab

where
she
had
spent
all
of
her
life
ganized
friends
of
the
liquor
interests
Training School—Eleanor Bird.
At last in all its fury,
Mrs. Louise Cooper returned to inet.”
E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
Committee,
Mrs.
Minnie excepting a few months, and where
are calling attention to the fact that stand of Herbert C. Hoover for the
With mighty rush and roar,
Nasson Institute—Louise Anderson. Portland Friday.
Matthews,
Mrs.
Carrie
Ames.
Mrs.
she
died.
She
was
the
oldest
child
The
storm clouds loose their burden
a wet President could appoint to the enforcement of the Volstead Act and
New England Conservatory of | Mrs. Eva Smith left Friday for
And rain holds back no more.
Bernice Payson.
Hostesses. Mrs. of Alden and Rosalinda Newbert
next vacancies on the Supreme Court the maintenance of national consti Ofllc* Hours: 1 to 8 and 7 to I P. M
Music—Adelaide Cross. Dorothy Bird goston afler a lwo weeks’ stay in
Clara Light, Mrs. Euda Lermonl, Flanders, and on account of her
jurists who could undo the strong tutional prohibition.
Residence until I A. M., and by
Lightning, wind and thunder,
George, J. Paul Jameson and Nellie town.
The Woman’s Christian Temper
Mrs. Sadie Lenfest, Mrs. Ariel Leon mother’s ill health she became the
The storm is at its height.
support given to the 18th Amendment
Snow.
The angry gods are marshaling
head
of
the
home
while
still
in
her
ance
Union
is
not
a
partisan
organi

Appointment Telephone 184
ard,
Mrs.
Ethel
Lovejoy.
by
the
court
in
the
past
eight
years.
Northeastern University — Peter
Armies left and right—
March 12—Women in Politics. Roll ’teens Married in middle life her hus
That is one reason why the wets want zation. We believe this is not a ques
NORTH HAVEN
Pellicane.
THOMASTON. ME.
tion of partisan politics and it is not
to elect the next President.
Then, as if forgiveness due
Institute—
At the North Haven Baptist church call; Our Maine women in politics; band lived only two years. After his
Newton
Theological
The earth in God’s own sight,
• * * *
sudden
death
she
returned
home
with
our
purpose
to
urge
change
in
party
singing,
America;
paper,
Mrs.
Mabel
Sunday will he observed as Rally
Marian Brawn.
Clouds pass, sun shines in spleudor—
The President appoints all Federal affiliation, except w’here prohibition is DR. LINWOOD T. ROGERS
Simmons College—Eleanor Snow.
Day. There is a change of time to Willebrandt and other women poli her young daughter and cared for
Again the day is bright.
both
her
parents
during
their
last
ill

ticians.
Mrs.
Lela
Haskell;
paper.
Clara S. Overlook.
district judges, prosecuting attorneys at stake This is a question of the
University of Maine—Richard Bird, the fall and winter arrangement of
Washington, Sept. 25.
and United States marshals. He ap undermining or maintenance of na
Osteopathic Physician
Emery Trafton, Atwood Levensaler, services. The Church School meets Lady Astor, Mrs. Ariel Leonard. nesses. After their death she lived on
constitutional
prohibition.
points the Secretary of State, our am tional
Robert McCarty, Lester Stewart, Mary at 9.45. Parents are urged also to Hostesses, Mrs. Flora Lovejoy, Mrs. with her brother Charles at the old
homestead,
endearing
herself
to
all
Therefore
in
order
that
the
dry
sen

Ida
Bessey.
Mrs.
Ruby
Martin
bassadors
to
foreign
countries
and
398 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
Sylvester, Martha Wasgatt, Carl see that all the little ones are en
GREEN’S ISLAND
March 26—Women in Industry. by her kindness to her family and
members of the diplomatic service timent may be fully represented in
Herrick, Katherine Veazie. Ethel rolled in the school. There will be
Telephone 1295; Reeidenea 253-M
' Walter Simmons is again at the all over the world, whose influence the coming election, we urge all who
neighbors.
The
death
of
her
daugh

Roll
call;
women
who
have
made
Thomas, Tony Gatti, Maryon Davis. a men's class conducted by the pas
lobster pound. Mrs. Simmons and upon the attitude of other nations recognize the corrupting influence of
79-tf
Donald Small, Charles Coughlin and tor and a woman’s class taught by good; music: Experiences in the ter Millie Law Tibbetts, two years
age was a terrible blow from which little Junior are expected this week. toward prohibition is immeasurable.
the liquor traffic, the degenerating ef
Frank Stewart.
C S. Staples, also a young ladies’ business world, Mrs. Edith Bowes; she never fully recovered, and her
Smacks Fannie, Trimembral and
fects
of
alcoholics
as
a
beverage,
the
The
President,
leader
of
his
paper.
Successful
Business
Women,
Wheaton College—Margaret Hellier. class will convene. Worship at 11
DR. E.L. SCARLOTT
grief of this loved child hastened her Gladys Loring were at the pound party and by virtue of his vast ap waste of money caused by the con
Wentworth Institute—Arnold Nel- o'clock when the pastor will preach Mrs. Bernice Payson; hostesses. Mrs.
own death. The last services were last Tuesday with lobsters.
sumption
of
liquors,
the
baneful
ef

(Successor
to Dr. T. L. McBeath)
Edna
McKinley.
Mrs.
Lena
Moody,
pointive
powers,
exercises
the
great

son.
upon the theme “A King's Appeal.”
conducted by Rev. H. O. Megert and
Mrs. Fred Robbins returned Mon est single personal influence over fects of strong drink upon public
Osteopathic
Physician
Wesleyan
University — Robert jn the afternoon at 2.30 the Sunday Miss Ruth Moffit.
April 9—Women In Literature. Ro were by her request in charge of her day from a week's visit at Vinalha legislation. His official messages to morals and public health, we urge
Tweedie.
1 School at the North East will meet.
By Appointment—Tel. 136
nephew Harold W. Flanders. The ven. She was the guest of Mrs. Congress and his other public state upon all who remember w’hat the
call;
Your
Favorite
Author;
music;
Sunday night at 6.30 the young peoRockland
floral tributes were many and beau Mary Noyes, and Mr. and Mrs. Reu ments are given wide publicity and saloon was and what it did to vote for 35 Limerock St.
Bowdoin Freshmen to the num- pje wm hold their first meeting for Some of Today's women in Litera
Graduate of American School of
tiful,
testifying
to
the
great
esteem
in
Herbert
C.
Hoover
for
President
and
ben
Carver
and
while
there
Mrs.
exert a tremendous influence. By
her of 140 have been accepted. The the fall and Sunday night at 7.30 ture, Mrs. Mary Barker; Other Lit which she w*as held. Mrs. Law is sur»
Osteopathy
Noyes and Mrs. Robbins were host his veto power the President may de Charles Curtis for vice president.
Doris Webb
list includes John Creighton Jr., of the pastor will speak upon the sub- erary Women.; Mrs.
vived
by
her
granddaughter,
Mhjs
esses
to
the
Washington
Club
and
feat appropriation bills for prohibi
FORECLOSURE NOTICE
Thomaston. John Dvorak of Waldo ject ‘‘What the College Presidents hostesses. Mrs. Zena Nelson, Mrs, Blanche Tibbetts of Jefferson, three
Whereas, Edmund A. Wotton of Rockland In
invited guests.
Progressive flinch tion enforcement and any other dry
Bernice Payson, Mrs. Geneva Pres
FRIENDSHIP
boro and Stephen A. Lavender of are Saying to Young People.”
the County of Knox and State of Maine, by
brothers Charles E. and John W. was enjoyed both afternoon and legislation which he disapproves. He
his mortgage dated the 27th day of February.
Thomaston.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Willard
Pitcher
and
Tuesday night the pastor met with cott
Six o'clock supper was can make it impossible to adopt dry Gould Pitcher of Brockton, Mass., 1926. and recorded In the Knox Registry of
April
23—Women
Famous
In Flanders of Waldoboro and Harry A. evening.
* •• •
the teachers and officers of the
Flanders of Portland, two aged uncles
Deeds. Book 206. Page 83, conveyed to the
Malcolm B. Mower, registrar at Church School at the parsonage for Opera. Roll call: name an opera and an aunt Nathan Flanders, Frank served. Saturday evening the same legislation unless it has the support visited Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Lawry this undersigned the Rockland Loan and Building
Association, a corporation legally organized
Colby College announced Wednesday a conference. Ice cream and cake singer, music from one of the lin Sprague and Mrs. Hulda Flanders, company was entertained at the of a two-thirds dry majority in both week.
operas: review of Schumann-Heink's
home of Mr. and Mrs. Ivory S. Lit Houses.
night that the Kappa Delta Rho Fra were served at the close.
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn A. Law-rence under the laws of the State of Maine, and
Nationally the Democratic party of Rockland were in twon Tuesday. located at Rockland in said Knox County, a
life. Mrs. Edna McKinley; hostesses three nephews Edwin, Ralph and tlefield when flinch was again en
ternity leads the men’s division of
certain parcel of real estate, with the build
Harold
Flanders
and
two
nieces
Mrs.
joyed and refreshments served.
has not been a saloon party and mil
Mrs. Sarah Plnkham, Mrs. Doris
the college in scholarship standing
Miss Eda Lawry left Wednesday ings thereon, situate In Rockland, in said
Glenys Smith and Mrs. Marguerite
PORT CLYDE
September 25 was the 41st wed lions of dry Democrats are forsaking morning to visit relatives in Brock County of Knox, bounded and described as
Robbins. Mrs. Gertrude Rowe.
for the eighth consecutive semester
follows, to wit:
Melvin Plnkham and family of
May 14—Famous Pioneer Women Orff. Those from out of town who ding anniversary of Mr. and Mrs their party ticket, because of the ton.
and that the Sigma Kappa Sorority
Beginning at a stake and stones on the
leads'in' the" scholarship standing of ' Stockton Springs were guests of Mr. Roll call; The name of one of the attended the funeral were Harry A. Fred Robbins. The day was quiet stand of their party presidential can
Northerly side of Rankin Street, and at the
Carlisle
Lash
spent
several
days
pioneer mothers;
music;
paper, Flanders, Mr. and Mrs, Ralph M. ly passed at their home at the light didate with reference to the 18th recently visiting his mother Mrs. Jes Southeasterly corner of the Rockland Water
the women's division. The general . and Mrs. Lewis Marshall Sunday
Company reservoir lot; thence Northeasterly
Amendment and the Volstead Act.
average of the entire college for the
The Advent Sunday School held Women of today as compared with Flanders and Miss Marion F. Flanders house.
sie Lash
by said reservoir lot nine (9) rods and
We certainly recognize the frank
Andrew Bennett, keeper, returned
second semester of last year was | a picnic Saturday at Forrest Davis those of fifty years ago, Mrs. Ida cf Portland, Nathan F. Flanders. Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Jonah A. Morse and eighteen and one-half (18%) links to the
Pessey; poem. Mrs. Doris Robbins Susie Ludwig and Roger Ludwig of to Saddle Back Light Station last ness of Gov. Smith in his statement on Mr. and Mrs. C. Waldo McFarland of Northeasterly corner of the same: thence
75.358 a raise of one point above cottage.
by said reservoir lot ten (10)
Percy Hupper of Stockton Springs hostesses Mrs. Lucy Simmons, Mrs. Rockland.
Tuesday after a vacation spent at the wet and dry question. He has Damariscotta visited Mr. and Mrs. Northwesterly
that attained during the first sem
rods and one (1) link to stake and stones at
has been a guest of his mother, Mrs. Rose Stewart, Mrs. Bessie Stephen
his home at Manset.
Alamander been much mojje frank than some of Wardell McFarland Sunday.
land now or formerly of the heirs of H. Ben
ester of the year.
«*«•
ner; thence N. forty-seven (47) degrees E. by
Lewis Marshall.
Alley, 2nd assistant left Wednesday his apologists.
son.
KNOX COUNTY’S “YES”
William Wotton and A. Dwight said heirs land twenty (20) rods and twenty♦ ♦ ♦ •
Theodore Sweet of Boston has
May 28—Annual meeting.
Roll
for his home at Beals.
The registration of upper classWotton left Friday for New York on two (22) links to stake and stones; thence
Herbert Hoover is equally frank
men at Bowdoin College Thursday charge of the work being done on the call, the subject I have enjoyed most
Considerable interest has been mani
the “Mary Ellen," to be gone about N. fifty (50) degrees E. by land formerly sup
and pronounced in his stand on the a week.
posed to belong to David Watson thirty-one
during the year; singing; election fested in the outcome of the railroad
taxed the force at the Dean's office Craven estate.
(31) rods and one (1) link to stake and stones
dry side.
Mrs. Maud Stone and son Charles of officers; paper, the Girl of To referendum in Knox County. The
to the limit and it will be several
For a Cold or Cough
W. L. Tompkins of Madison, N. J., at land formerly supposed to belong to Joseph
Gov. Smith has two proposals, both
day, Miss Muriel Hallowell; host total “Yes” vote was 4.295 compared
Ingraham
thence S. thirty-eight (38) de
days before exact figures of regis were in Portland Thursday.
arrived Friday to accompany Mrs. grees and ; thirty
(30) minutes E. by said In
seeking to undermine Prohibition.
Several from here attended the esses, Mrs. Mary Wallace. Mrs. with 1629 opposed. Rockland had
tration are available. It was stated
Tompkins, enroute to their home graham land twenty-three (23) rods and nine
Gov. Smith's first proposal to liberal Saturday.
Keep the bowel* open and taka
that the student body would number surprise party given to Key. and Mrs. Grace Williams, Mrs. Doris Webb,
1750 voters in favor of the measure
teen (19) links to a stake and stones: thence
ize the Volstead Act is a light wine
something over 500, of whom 150 are Sidney Packard at Glenmcre Tuesday
and only 538 opposed. The Thomas
Mrs. J. W. Tufts returned Thurs S. forty-six (46) degrees and thirty (30) min
BROWN’S RELIEF
utes W. about sixty-one (61) rods to said
and beer proposal. Beer has been
THE CRANBERRY CROP
freshmen, while several new stu night.
ton vote was 322 to 143 and these fig
day to her home in Jamaica Plain, Rankin Street, to stake and stones; thence
thoroughly discredited along with
Ansel Ilupper, who has employment
on rising and retiring
dents have been admitted to the up
ures are characteristic of this whole
Mass., after spending several weeks North forty-two (42) degrees W. by said Ran
other intoxicating beverages, as
The total crop of cranberries in section.
Street sixteen (16) rods and seven links
per classes.
Twenty additional at Whitehead spent a few days with
Norway Medicine Co.
at her summer home at Martin's kin
to the bounds first mentioned, containing nine
habit-forming, economically waste Print. •
freshmen have been been admitted his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles the United States this year was estiacres
and nine rods, more or less.
ful, injurious to home life, and the re
during the past twenty-four hours. Hupper this week.
mated Wednesday by the New EngAnd whereas the condition of said mortgage
The Mary Ellen. Capt. Floyd Wot
turn of beer really means the return
having satisfied the requirements of | Mr. and Mrs. George Brown at-, land crop reporting service as. 525.000
has
been
broken.
ton, sailed for New York Friday.
Now, therefore, by reason of the breach
of the saloon under whatever name
the recording committee.
! tended Union Fair.
barrels. With the exception of last
She is to be sold by her owner, Ar of the condition thereof the said Rockland
it may be called. Governor Smith’s thur Crisp.
- -------------------I Mrs. Rose Ulmer who has been year's short crop this would be the
Loan and Building Association claims a fore
plan to liberalize the Volstead Act and
Wife__ John, dear. I felt I must come managing The New Ocean House the lightest since 1921. Recent reports
closure of said mortgage.
In witness whereof, the said Rockland Loan
allow each state to fix its own per
to the office. 1 suddenly had such a past two years has returned to her indicate that the Massachusetts crop
"When I was young,” remarked and Building Association has caused this in
centage of alcoholic content would
longing to see you.
home on the Marshall Point road.
will total 325,000 barrels as compared
strument
to be sealed with its corporate name
Aur.t Sarah, “we used to pull down
be farcical and urworkable and not
Husband—And did you bring the I
--------------------with 370,000 barrels harvested last
by Harry O. Gurdy its Secretary, thereunto
our skirts to hide our ankles, not duly
authorized,
this 14th day of September
in the interests of temperance and so
"Wall Street's Chief Worry is Tight year. The berries are expected to
bill as well.—Montreal Star.
our knees.”
in the year one thousand nine hundred and
briety. WJhat could be more harmful
Money."—Head-line/ For once we be of medium size in most places
twenty-eight.
to the sobriety of this nation than to
[Corporate Seal)
can view Wall Street with sympa- Quality and keeping prospects are
ROCKLAND LOXN & BUILDING ASSN.,
put an appetite forming beverage be
thetic understanding.—Florence (Ala.) very good Weather conditions dur
(Signed) Bv HARRY O. GURDY.
fore the weak, before the youth and
Herald.
ing the balance of the harvesting
THE DIAMOND BRAND.
A
IS
DELICIOUSLY
CREAMY
Secretary.
Ladleat AtkyoarlT
of head or throat is usually
into the now sober homes of our peo
--------------------- season may modify prospects mate
STATE OF MAINE
€hl*chM.t«r-« Dial
Knox, SS.
Rockland, Sept. 14, 1928.
benefited by th« vapors of—
Pills In Red and <
ple? Wine and beer would brtoig in
National traffic experts plan to give rially. Barnstable Count)' growers
Try It! You Will Like “No-Oil’
boxes, sealed with
Personally appeared Harry O. Gurdy, Sec
calculable opportunity for law vio
the pedestrian the right of way but expect a crop 20 per cent better than
retary, aforesaid, and made oath that the
AU Dealers Sell “Yo-Oil"
lation.
above instrument by him subscribed in said
the pedestrian is in a ticklish position harvested a year ago while Plymouth
capacity is true, before nie.
Frantic and determined have been
years known ts Best, Safest, Alw
for enforcing his right. -Cincinnati County growers expect a total about
„ VAPORUB
(Signed) EDWARD K. GOULD,
the attacks against the election of
On.. 2/ Million
Enquirer.
14 per cent short of last year.
SOLOBY WUOOISTS EVERYWHERE lll-S-117
Justice of the Peace.
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SMITH’S CHANCES

FLYING CIRCUS COMING

J^t\Kc«nomiea1 Tran»porlati»»

Depend Upon Democratic
Landslide Which Has Not
Yet Developed.

From the Democratic point of view
the most hopeful way to look upon
Governor Smith’s Western trip is to
vi< w him as seeking not merely the
Democratic vote but the combined
Democratic and I.aFollette vote as
revealed in the 1 924 election. If it
he assumed that Smith can get all
tl.e LaFollette vote of 1924, plus all
the Democratic vote of that year, the
total would lie such as to cause the
Republicans more than a little con
cern
In tlie entile West, omitting south
ern and border states, but including
Wisconsin, there are 18 states. No
one of these states was carried by
the Democrats in 1920. No one of
them was carried by the Democrats
in 1924. Mr. Coolidge carried them
all. This way of putting it is the one
that makes Smith’s trip seem vain.
There is, however, another way of
looking at it. There were three par
ties in 1924. While Mr. Coolidge
carried every one of these states,
nevertheless in eight of the states,
Mr Coolidge did not have a ma
jority.
In eight states Mr. Coolidge’s vote
was exceeded by the combined votes
of LaFollette and the Democratic
candidate Davis.
In Wisconsin LaFollette plus Davis
had 210,179 votes over President
Coolidge.
In Montana La Follette plus Davis
had 25,543 votes over President
Famous Gates Planes Will Be Here Thursday
and Friday proximately
,h(> last
a d has carried «p- Coolidge.
*
800,000 passengers durIn Nebraska LaFollette plus Davis
ing this time. It was chosen for the had 25,405 votes over President Cool
At Stover Field—Stunts Every Day
tour by the aviation society because idge.
of its national safety record. The air
Ir. North Dakota LaFollette plus
planes will open the exhibitions Thurs
The American Society for Promo dollar. Officials of the society believe day at noon by flying over the city in Davis had 8,849 votes over President
tion of Aviation has completed ar- that the combination of free exhibi- battle formation, banking, turning Coclldge.
In Idaho LaFollette plus Davis had
rangements for sending the airplanes tions and flights at cost will win more and giving both triangular and line
and pilots of the dates Flying Circus converts to aviation < than any other formation maneuvers. After loops in 8,537 votes over President Coolidge.
In Nevada La Follette plus Davis
and Aviation Corporation to Hock- I medium.
line formation,
the ships
land for a two-day series of free exhi- I The al, planes now are on national over
Penobscot Bay,
each will
pilot stunt
run- had 4,435 votes over President Cool
fcltions to increase interest in flyinK ! toUr. Maine being the eighteenth State njnR through his individual bag of idge.
In New Mexico La Follette plus
here, it was announced today by rep- and Rockland the fifty-seventh city \ tricks.
resentaUves of the society.
| visited since the tour started Dec. 1
There will he no parking or other Davis had 3,340 votes over President
Coolidge.
The Gates organization will make last. It is expected that the completecharges of any kind at the afternoon
In Utah La Follette plus Davis had
its headquarters at the Stover farm route, embracing every State in the j exhibitions at the Stover field. Among
field, on the old Thomaston road next j Union, will take at least two years to j the events will be stunt flights and 2,236 votes over President Coolidge.
Ir. South Dakota LaFollette plus
Thursday and Friday. The airplanes negotiate.
The aviation society. ' 'dead-stick” landings by the pilots,
will be utilized in both noon flights ; sponsoring and directing the tour, was [n addition to this, there will be wing- Davis had 1,270 votes over President
over tlie city in battle formations and founded in December. 11123, by eight I walking by Ben (Diavalo) Mathews, Coolidge.
Here in these eight Western states,
in giving exhibitions of wing-walk members of the Koval Flying Corps nationally known aerial acrobat,
ing. aerial acrobatics and stunt flying during the World War and at present Mathews will stand on the top wing carried by LaFollette and Davis
at the Stover Field.
has more than 35.(MMi members. It has of an airplane while the pilot sends combined, are an aggregate of 46
Because the Oates airplanes and been active .in sponsoring local Hying ■ it througli a loop, hang by head and electoral votes out of the country's
equipment are leased and subsidized clubs, building airports, urging the hands from the undercarriage, stand total of 531. If Smith should carry
by the aviation society, which has construction of airways, and in spon- j on his head on the top wing, stand all these eight states his trip would
Forty-six electoral
guaranteed to make up any deficit in soring national air and lecture tours, between struts during a barrel roll be justified.
operations cost, pilots will carry pas
The Gates Flying Circus has been and then "fall” from the plane, only votes out of the West would com
pensate him for the loss of some
sengers at the non-profit rate of a operating with consistent success for to be caught by a slender ladder.
states in the East, which, at this
stage of the campaign, he seems des
speaking
is
done
find
that
his
in

FROM WASHINGTON
EAST UNION
tined to lose.
tensive knowledge of the affairs of I
As to whether Smith can win all
government enables him to analyze :
Mrs. Elia V. Hilt
(Continued From Page One)
tho issues of the campaign and the I The silent messenger has entered these eight Western States there are
■Washington, D. C. Sept. 25.—With conflicting position of the two par- OUr midst once more and claimed one qualifications running both way3.
The net resultant of them is difficult
only six weeks remaining of one qf tic8 upon them iu a. remarkably In- I of our highly respected neighbors,
to calculate. The first and obvious
the warmest presidential campaigns structive manner. Another factor in i Mrs Ella V. (Bowley) Hilt, widow question is what portion of the La
his favor is the appreciation of his ! of William E. 'Hilt,
on record, Herbert Hoover will con legislative battles from removal of , Mrs. Hilt was a woman of sterling Follette vote Smith can get. In Wis
fine himself to a discussion of the human handicaps, notably in tlte in- character, a good home maker and consin and Nebraska Smith would
practical issues upon which the con stance of woman.’-suffrage and in devoted mother. She had reached need to get only about half the La
Follette votes In order to carry them
test pivots, and will avoid persona! faint and labor legislation.
the age of 80 years and had been able under this calculation. On the other
* • * *
criticisms entirely.
That course,i
to attend to some household duties hand, in South Dakota Smith would
which he has adhered to not only ir.
Democratic leaders in Eastern until several weeks ago when taken
need to get more than 95 percent of
the present instance but throughout States are frantically trying to make
with severe cold followed by heart Da Foliette’s vote in order to carry
his public career, was emphasized in prohibition the principal issue of the
failure. Her daughter Mary and son it under the calculation.
his remark to assembled Republi campaign, claiming tiiat their can Merle lived with and cared for her
If it be assumed that Smith can
can leaders of New Jersey at Newark didate carries tho magic wand which
doing everything possible to make get only half the La Follette vote, he
that “the good sense of the Ameri will make each commonwealth its
her last days comfortable.
would carry only two of these eight
can people will form its judgment on own arbiter in matters relating to the
Mrs. Hilt was married to the late states. As to what share of the La
records, policies und issues and not sale of intoxicants, Down South and
W illiam E. Hilt 57 years ago and had Follette vote will actually go to
upon personalities.”
tint West the tune is different, and reared a family of nine children, all
Smith, there |are widely differing
A striking contrast in the tactics in the determinedly dry States of
of whom survive her. They are Ern estimates. Chairman Raskob claims
or the opposing presidential candi those sections Smith supporters are
est Hilt of Thomaston: Elmer Hilt, for the Democrats 80 percent of the
dates was noted in their speeches on crying that come .what may, the Vol
Whitinsville, Mass.; William Hilt, La Follette vote. That, of course, is
succeeding nights at Newark and stead act cannot possibly be changed
Worcester, Mass.,. Herbert Hilt, partisan claim.
The Republicans
• ♦♦ *
Omaha. Mr. Hoover at the former
Martha Tolman and Elizabeth Hilt,
.city devoted his entire address to an
It is worth while in discussing also of Massachusetts: Laura Star- claim that the La Follette vote was
virtually a Republican vote which in
analysis of the problems of labor Gov. 'Smith’s attitude on prohibition
i ett. Warren: IBenjamin Hilt, Mary 1924 was insurgent and A.W.O.L.
from the standpoint of a prospective to consider the opinion of Silas 11
Hilt
and
Merle
Hilt
of
Union.
There
From this the Republicans infer that
president. On the following night Strawn, able Chicago lawyer, former
at Denver, Gov. Smith employed the president of the American Bar As are also several grandchildren and virtually the whole La Follette vote
tjiree great-grandchildren. All of will be back with the Republicans
usual political device of attacking his sociation, and an opponent of the
the children were in attendance at this year. That, like Mr. Raskob's
Republican opponent throughout his principle of prohibition. (Says Mr.
the funeral services, except Mrs. estimate, is, of course, partisan
speech on agricultural relief while Strawn:
Starrett who was ill at her home in claim.
advocating in the most general terms
“Assuming for the sake of argu Warren.
A sign pointing in favor of the Re
a solution of farm problems which ment. that Governor Smith’s plans
That the deceased had many publicans is the fact that among the
qualified authorities have previously were adopted and the regulation of
friends was shown by the large at leaders sympathetic to La Follette
pronounced not only economically the manufacture, sale and distribu
tendance at the funeral also by the in 1924, the bulk are now for Hoover.
impractical but probably unconstitu tion of intoxicating liquor were re
profusion of beautiful flowers. The
Out of 10 Republican Senators
tional as well.
ferred back to the states, some of service was conducted by Rev. C. E.
• • ••
which would he dry and some wet. Paul of Warren. A good neighbor sympathetic to La Follette, only one
is now openly for Smith. That is
There is no reason to believe that the amount of smuggling and boot
and fond mother has beert called to Blaine of Wisconsin. The one In
either candidate will depart from the legging that would obtain between
her
eternal
rest
and
the
heartfelt
dependent-Farmer Labor man in the
course he has adopted. Mr. Hoover the states and the amount of crime
sympathy of the community goes out Senate, Shipstead, of Minnesota, is
has never joined in an exchange of that would result therefrom would
to the bereaved sons and daughters. so far silent as between Smith and
personalities at any stage of his be infinitely greater than that which
We shall miss thee more and more,
Hoover.
career. Even during postwar days, now prevails.”
Thy hands are folded and at rest:
Considering Smith’s chances in the
when opportunists who had failed to
Patient mother, earth’s race Is run,
We would not call thee back.
West in connection with his chances
block the Hoover program of feed
Herbert Hooven withstood as
Mother
rest
!
thy
life
work
done,
in the country, it is virtually indis
ing Europe and keeping American much abuse as any man in public
Sweet by thine eternal rest.
agricultural prices up were endeav life at the end nf the war. when a
pensable to Smith that he get out of
Mother rest! thy night has passed,
And thy glory has begun.
the West at least the 46 electoral
oring to discredit hint, he ignored cocksure group ofl Democratic office
votes in the eight states named, or
their Intentional misrepresentation holders vented their spleen upon him
and stuck to his job. His experi because he had defeated their efforts
the equivalent of them in other
CUSHING
ence in that instance and others has to break the agricultural market, and
Clarence Wales is suffering from Western states.
The virtually absolute maximum of
been that the country is able to dis break the farmer»at the same time. pleurisy.
tinguish between real and distorted He withstood those vicious attacks
Mrs. Pastoriah Cummings of Leo Smith's chances can be stated geo
facts.
has others*.equally baseless in minster, Mass., is a guest at R. J. graphically. He must have 266 elec
The campaign at tills juncture has the intervening years. One of the Marshall's.
toral votes in all. Give him every
developed into a desperate attack by secrets of the high regard the Amer
F. I. Geyer is acting as care-taker one of the Eastern States that there
- the Democratic candidate and his ican people have for Mr. Hoover is at Faraway Farm while Mr. and Mrs. Is the faintest possiliility of his citr
i followers upon Republican policies his refusal to pay attention to cow A. R. Carle are vacationing.
rying. These would make exactly
Hoover supporters welcome this ardly efforts to defame him.
Mrs. Hattie Ames is visiting with 100 electoral votes for him. Give
turn, since it makes a direct issue
Most people familiar with the ways relatives in Milford where her son him every one of the solidly Demo
between present conditions and the of Congress realize the difficulty Leslie is to meet her, and whence cratic Southern States. These would
probable effect upon prosperity of which Governor Snflth would en they will motor to his home in Hart make 114 electoral votes more.
the policies advocated by the Dem counter in making good his assur ford, Conn.
Smith's maximum in the East, plus
ocratic party and its candidate, not ance that “under his leadership”
Friends of Miss Edith Maloney his maximum in the South, plus 46
ably of the probable lowering of there would be no “sudden and gave her a postcard shower Thurs in the West, would make 260 electoral
tariff duties under a Democratic ad drastic revolution” of tariff duties. day. She has so far,recovered as to votes. He would still need at least
ministration.
one more state. He might readily
With the tariff making committees attend school.
Unable to explain how they would of both house and senate controlled
Mr. and Mrs. F. I. Geyer, Mr. and get it among the border states, in
better the satisfactory conditions by Democrats who helped frame the Mrs H. J. Marshall and Miss Marion deed, if he should be going strong
now affecting most of the people. Underwood tariff and the Demo Orne were in Medomak Sunday, enough throughout the nation to win
Democratic orators, including Gov. cratic leaders of both houses opposed guests of Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Shu his maximum in the East, South and
Smith, have been limited to the con to adequate protection, he would man.
West, he would presumably get more
tention that they could administ"r probably he given the alternative of
D. G. Young has bought a motor than one of the border states. This
, the nation's affairs “just as well" as signing a bill similar to the Under boat of Rockland parties.
calculation, however, practically as
the Republicans have done. The in wood law. or of vetoing it and being
Mrs. Kiley Davis is at the home sumes a Democratic landslide. If
nate hesitancy nf the American peo repudiated by his party.
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lau- there is to be such a Democratic
ple about changing horses removes
landslide it is yet to develop. The
Any tariff changes made under a re.-ton Creamer.
any force such an argument might Hoover administration, on th*' other
Mr. and Mrs. Caleb Gilchrest have greater probability at this moment
have, it is pointed out.
hand, are certain to be in keeping returned home to Thomaston after is that Smith will certainly lose some
Mr. Hoover had already dealt fully^ with his views*
Republican Con spending a few weeks at R. O. El of the Eastern States and may lose
with the farm and labor issues, ana gresses have always concurred in the liot’s farm, where Mr. Gilchrest has one or more Southern ones.
in subsequent speeches will present tariff recommendations of Republi been employed at painting.
more fully the Republican program can presidents by substantial ma
Alphonso Hyler, who Is suffering
for industrial development, tariff jorities.
from shingles is boarding at L. B.
improvement and social betterment
Ulmer's.
Senator Curtis, making a dozen
Mrs. Helena Sallinen is recovering
A simple way Vo destroy ants on
speeches a day through the west, has litvns of small area is to spray with from a severely sprained leg, which
been an immeasurable help to the kerosene emulsion or with a very she Injured while tying her cow in
Republican ticket. Audiences fn the strong soap wash, prepared by dis the field.
smaller cities at which most of his solving any common laundry soap
THE NEW
W. H. Morse was at B. S. Geyer’s
in water at the rate of one-half or Wednesday on business.
801
and
801-A Receivers
The farmers who are digging their
one pound of soap-tn^ gallon of water.
l Now is the time to eliminate your
If the ant nests cttn’be found, boiling potatoes, report them as rotting badNew,
Amazing,
Complete
water or a small quantity of kero- ! ly.
I
■ Rheumatism
sene will sometimes kill the Insects
Eldrean Orff is having his buildTake Buxton’s Rheumatic Speciflo
The Ultimate in Radio
Be free from suffering before cold
n the nests.
These fluids cannot, ings pain'ed.
weather. For sale at all leading Drug
however,
be
applied
in
quantity
with
|
--------------------Stores. Let us send you a booklet.
CARROLL’S GARAGE
safety to the grass on lawns. In tills i WHEN IN NEW YORK—rtetnemher that
The Buxton Rheumatic Medicine Co.,
PHONE 151
THOMASTON
case the soap wart, should prove prefTo.T’Ew?
Abbot Village, Maine
97T&S109
10C-8-tf erable.
Agency, Broadway and 43 St.

"

Stewart-Warner
RADIO

I
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—Reconditioned to
Assure Thousands of
Miles of Dependable
Satisfactory Service Wj
Due to the great popularity of the Bigger and
Better Chevrolet in this community, we have
now in stock some reconditioned used cars that
represent exceptional values. These cars have
been thoroughly inspected by our expert me
chanics and cofnpletely reconditioned wherever
necessary. They are good for thousands of miles
of satisfactory service. And because they are sold
under the famous Chevrolet Red O.K. Tag system,
you can buy them with the utmost confidence,
assured of their dependability and quality. See
these cars today.

A few of our exceptional Used Car Values
“with an OK that counts”
1927 model

1923 model

CHEVROLET SEDAN

CHEVROLET COACH

To be sold for only

CHEVROLET COUPE

First class mechanical condition; duco paint;
many extras, and low mileage

$150

Perfect condition and looks like a new car;
can be bought at a big saving, with 12 months
to pay

$168 down payment

with easy payment plan

Balance 12 monthly payments

1927 model

’ CHEVROLET TOURING
1927 model, best of condition

$140 down payment
Balance 12 monthly payments

ESSEX COACH
Good running condition

CHEVROLET COACH

$80 down payment

Perfect condition. Good tires and paint;
many extras

Balance 12 monthly payments

$150 down payment

CHEVROLET SEDAN
1927 model, good condition with many extras

Balance easy terms

Chevrolet Half-Ton Truck

$200 down payment
Balance 12 monthly payments, with your old
car taken in as part payment

Completely overhauled and in perfect condi
tion. This is a late model truck and will
give many thousands of miles of service

FORD SEDAN

$120 down payment

$40 first payment

Balance easy payment plan

Balance on easy terms

For only $100.00

Chevrolet One-Ton Truck
Good running condition; good tires and very
low price.

SEA VIEW GARAGE, Inc.
689 Main Street

Rockland

Dependability, Satisfaction and Honest Value
NORTH HAVEN

EAST WASHINGTON

Kendall Hopkins spent the week
end ih Bass Harbor.
L. C. Foss raised several bushels j
of handsome red plums.
There is quite a demand here for
preserving plums and peaches.
Mr. and Mrs. James Titcomb have
returned to their home in Boston.
Mrs. W. L. Ladd and Miss Blanch
Cushing returned home from Boston
Saturday, motoring through via the
White Mountains.
Lloyd and Clara Whitmore and
Mr. and Mrs. H. N. Burgess are tour
ing Maine and New Hampshire.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Duncan and
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sampson re
turned home Fridat from a trip to
New York and iNew Jersey. They
visited the tower of the tallest build
ing in the world the Woolworth
building, in New York.
The North Haven Fuel Co. are re
moving their coal from the ruins of
the coal shed and wharf which col
lapsed recently.
Several from this place attended
the Union Fajr.
William Lobley has sold several
cows to parties from Eagle.
Bonny Quinn of Eagle was in town
Tuesday.
Ethel Whitmore is working in
Camden.
The Zimmerman house was closed
Sunday and the family left on their
yacht for Philadelphia.
Most of the summer homes are
now closed.
The Bar Harbor Nursery has a
crew of men beautifying the grounds
around the Morrow cottage.
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Beverage and
family visited relatives in Dover la t
week.
Mrs. Stanley who spent the sum
mer with Miss Blanch Cushing has
returned to her home in Boston.

Mrs. Josephine Finley, teacher, and
Burnell Overlook, who teaches in
Starks spent- the weekend at their I
home in this place returning to their
work Sunday.
Charles Overlook is doing car
penter work this week for Edward
Grinnell of Appleton.
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. 'Prescott at
tended the Franklin County fair at
Farmington last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Lisle Leonard and
little daughter Blanche were at Mrs.
Leonard’s former home in this place
ovei the weekend.
Mr. Williamson and son Paul of
the National Home Togus were at
C. E. Overlock’s last Saturday.
Everett Overlook has been driving
team for Charles Overlook this week,
and working on the State road for
Commissioner Sherman.
A E. Johnston of Kennebunk is at
hip home here for a short time.
Murdick Creamer of South Wash
ington bought a cow and two calves
of C. E. Overlock last week.

Truck Covers
WEATHER-PROOF
....

DUCK.

....

Made to Fit Your Truck and Give Your
Goods Protection

PROMPT SERVICE
PRICE RIGHT
Ask Us

Rockland Awning Co., Inc.
16 Willow St.

Rockland

Phone IO72-M or 862-R
Three Crow Brand products
have been manufactured in
Maine for over fifty years.

See JOHN M. RICHARDSON, Manager

j
I

THOMASTON
The Relief Corps will meet with
Mrs. Angie Morse Monday evening.
The State inspecting officer will make
her official visit at this meeting to
gether with the State president.
Miss Helen Studley entertained at
bridge Thursday evening, tho.se pres
ent being Mrs. Margaret Lakeman,
Mrs. Doris Walters, Mrs. Leila
Smalley, Mrs. Leah Davis. Miss Alcada Hall, Mrs. Emma Young and
Miss Gladys Doherty. Honors fell to
Mrs. Davis and Miss Doherty. A de
lightful evening was spent.
Edwin Keizer has resumed his work
with the Texas Company after a
week’s vacation which he spent in a
motor trip through Massachusetts,
New Hampshire and Vermont, stop- |
ping in Vermont to visit relatives. He
was accompanied by Miss Ethel
Sellers ot Belfast.
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Clark, Aaron
Clark Miss Ella McKeyes, Mrs. Abbie j
Clark and H. E. Keizer are on a motor
trip in Canada, to include a visit to
Quebec and Saint Anne de Bcaupre.
They will return next week.
Miss Sara Stone is visiting in Port
land for a week.
Miss Bertha Simmons of Water
ville is visiting Miss Edith Kellar.
At the Methodist Episcopal Church
at 10.30, sermon by the pastor; Sun
day school at noon; Epworth League
at 6 o’clock and evening service at 7.
Strangers in town are invited.
Miss Katherine Coleman of Port
land called upon her cousins Mrs.
Jennie Frye and Miss Agnes Hanley
this week.
Lorenzo Letten of Attleboro, Mass.,
who has been the guest of Mr. and
Mrs. George Ludwig returned home
Wednesday.
Miss Alida Hyler visited in Port
land Friday.
Miss Leila Smalley has supplied at
the telephone office this week.
Russell Gray returned Friday from
a business trip to Boston.
Amos D. Briggs of Hazardville.
Conn, was in town Friday looking over
the work being done on the £tate high
way.
Thomaston was well represented at
the Union Fair. There is general ap
proval of the changes which have
been made in the plan of the grounds.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Keene who
have spent the summer in town have
returned to Hyde Park, Mr. Keene
going by steamer Thursday night and
Mrs. Keene by train Friday morning.
Clarence Robinson and family who
have been visiting relatives in town
returned to New Jersey Friday.
Mrs. C. D. Hazleton (Adele Robin
son) of Freeport was in town Friday.
Mrs. Melita Castner who has been
visiting in Waldoboro has returned.
The Pythian Sisters met with Mrs.
Ada Chadwick Thursday and knotted
a quilt.
The pastor’s topic for rally Sunday
at 11 o’clock at the Baptist Church is
‘'Speak to the Children of Israel That
They Go Forward.”
The summer mail schedule Thom
aston to Monhegan closes today.
Rev. and Mrs. J. L. Pinkerton spent
Tuesday at East Livermore camp
ground returning Wednesday by way
of Brunswick. The occasion was a
field day, when people from surround
ing towns met to work in the interest
of the association and to have a good
time visiting and talking over plans
for next year’s campmeeting.
Mr. Bennett of Rockland who pur
chased the Gay house at Mill River is
brightening the interior with paper
and paint.
Henry B. Shaw who supplies the
dwellers on Monhegan with food stuffs
makes his final trip of the season
today.
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THOMAS
PIANO MAN
Camden, Me.

GETTING BUSY
Thomas Music House in Camden
again getting up steam about
Pianos, Player Pianos and Orthophonic Victrolas.
His annual sale of Cottage Rent
ed Pianos is now beginning.
Pianos just used in summer cot
tages a few weeks all thrown into
this great sale and he has no
rent—no big expense and buys for
spot cash and takes all discounts
—you should pay him a call for
he can save you more than $100
on a piano purchase. In fact, he
is selling a good, used upright
piano for one hundred dollars.
Big stock—busy time—now is the
time of times to get first choice.
Buy for your home—your child or
for a wedding gift, for remember
—a homo is not complete without
a piano, the premier instrument
of all time.

Phone 52, Camden
117-lt

ROCKPORT
Mrs. Edith Young and mother
Mrs. Robbins of Owl's Head were
guests of Mrs.* D. A. Whitmore
Thursday.
Lester Shibles of Orono was a re
cent guest of his father Edgar I*.
Shibles.
The Bridge Party given Thursday
atternoon at the attractive home of
Mr.*.. Herbert Mann on Central street
for the benefit of the Public Library
was a very enjoyable occasion and a
neat sum was added to the fund.^Mrs.
Mann who is a charming hostess was
assisted in entertaining by Mrs. Ern
est O. Patterson. Refreshments were
served.
A large party for the
Library building fund is soon to be
given at Hotel Rockport, the exact
ate to be announced later.
Mrs. Olive Walker is spending the
week in South Liberty where she is
the guest of Mrs. Ida Light.
Rev. Philip C. Hughey and child
ren of Boothbay were in town Thurs
day. Mr. Hughey begins his pastor
ate with the Baptist church, Sunday
Oct 7.
Mrs. Herbert Porter of Waldoboro
as in town Friday.
Mrs.
Beulah
Richardson
and
aughter Barbara and Mrs. Elmo
rozier
motored
to
Waterville
Thursday.
Mrs. Cora Paul has returned from
Camden where she has been -during
the summer and is occupying h?r
home on Commercial street.
Luther Smith of Rockland and
Earl Patterson of Camden were
guests of Theodore La Follev Thurs
day at 6 o’clock dinner at the home
of his aunt, Mrs. Ella Eaton. Thorn
dike homestead. The occasion was
Mr. LaFolley’s birthday, and was a
most delightful one.
The remains of (Charles Childs,
whose tragic death occurred Wed
nesday night were taken to Deer Isle
where funeral services will be held
today and where interment will be
made.
The subject of Rev. F. F. Fowle's
sermon at the Methodist church
Sunday morning will be “Steadfast
Unmovable and Abounding.”
The
evening subject wlil be “Beheaded
Temptations.”

Reward if
returned to AL. 8. NILES, 34 Grange St.
11P119

FOR SALE—Baby stroller, for sale cheap.
IRA CURTIS, 11 Frederick St. Tel. 1051-J.
”
ll'G-118 ’•*

Notices of Appointment

atrir charm.
rl
LOST—k of I’, watch

EARLY PULLETS
NEED ATTENTION

FOR SALE- Land apd buildings at south
LOST—Two boxes containing approximately
50 old-fashioned daguerreotypes and family western corner of Park St. and Broadway In
pictures, lent a few years since but not re quire evenings at 14 BROAD ST. Tel. 907-M.
116*118
turned. Information may be left at THE COU
RIER-GAZETTE OFrMJflr Reward for return.
FOR SALE—Household goods, including
_____________________« b___________ 115-117
piano. Inquire MRS. GEORGE STEVENS. 66
LOST—Between Walftoboro and Rockland a r ieasant St.
________________11«*119
black Great Pane with white star on chest and
FOR SALE—Fitted hard wood. $14 cord de
white feet: collar marked “Ellen 1’. Luquer.”
Reward. If found, wiw collect to ROUK- livered. Leave your order at 275 Main St.,
MEAOOW. BEDFORD HILLS, N. Y.
115-117 Rockland. K. SALMIS EX. West Rockport.

The bed was SO comfortable. I asked
my hostess about it and she said it was a

‘Df.ysoM

“Don't let your early laying pul
lets get run down iu the fall,” ad
vise poultryiucn of llie stale col
lege tit agriculture ut Ithaca- "Don't
try to get more than a do per cent
production, but keep the birds in
good healthy condition and feed
enough to keep them laying stead
ll.v.
“Pullets which coma into produc
tion early (in August or Septem
ber) have a tendency toward a pro
duction slump and a molt when the
short days nnd cool weather hit
them. It Is very Important to main
tain their weight; and adding milk,
wet mashes or providing artificial
lights at the proper time will help
out in the difficulty.
“Feed plenty of hard grain at
night. In the morning, feed in pro
portion to the way in which the
pullets are producing.
Probably
fifteen pounds for each hundred
pullets Is enough when they are
producing 50 per cent or more ami
the weather is cold.
One of the
main points to remember is that if
they eat more grain they cat less
mash, and It is the mash that
contains the animal protein ami
brings the eggs.
However, ton
much mash will cause a temporary
increase in egg yield, with a pos
sible dangerous loss in body weight
and later production.
'A pint of cod liver oil In every
hundred pounds of masli helps keep
the birds in good health during the
winter. Good health is one of the
big assets to any of the poultry
flock and that is why the cod liver
oil Is worth its trouble and cost.”

MATTRESS

WANTED Man for all/ound work THORN
DIKE HOTEL.
117 tf
“WANTED—tffrl or woman for general house
FOR SALE—Fifteen acres shore property
work MRS BENJAMIN MILLER, 26 Rankin situated at Arey's Harbor in Vinalhaven. Good
buildings.
Extra good place for lobster fisher
St Rockland.
117*119
man whose wife takes summer boarders; or
WANTED—A National organization will se would make nice summer home. Easy terms Io
lect a neat appearing young man with a ear, a reliable party. Address C. B. DAVIS, Vinal
nun l ied preferred, for local position. Must be haven, Me.
115-tf
reliable, ambitious and willing to work. Good
salary to start. L.. care UOl RIER-GAZETTE.
FOR
SALE- 'Five-tube
Browning-Drake
3
117*119 radio act, with tubes. TEL. 869-M.
115-117

one of those
ose happy and scientific conibinationa of closely coiled springs
and real felt guaranteeing years
of restful sleep.

piece fire set ; large sized Franklin fireplace
stove. 4-wheel. rubber tired pony wagon.
UARIjE BROS., Camden, Me. Tel. Lincoln
ville 18-11.
117*119
WANTED Experienced man wants chance
to pi« k apples. Large orchards. L. I’. N., 8
Water 8t.
—
117*119
WANTED I want a man 25-50. Big pay,
year around work, no lay-offs, no bosses.
Must he worker, have car. and call on farmers
In Knox County. References needed.. Pay
every day
Write at once. DURST AND
l IK-MAS. i». «k
Freeport, Ill.
117*lt
WANTED Girl for general housework iu
family or two. MRS. E. L. BROWN, .55 Sumiqcr St. Tel. 613 R
117-tf
WANTED—Reliable housekeeper between
25 and 56 years. Only those of good character
need apply. SYDNEY II. DAVIS, Port Ulvde.
BOX 161.
115*117
WANTED Girl to do several hours clerical
work at home, bills, etc. Address P. O. BOX
441.
116*118
WANTED Young Finnish woman desires
house work hv hour or day MRS. I. CARL
SON. 313 Park St. Tel. 587-J
116*118
WANTED Experienced stitchers. MODERN
116-118
PANTS CD., Rockland.
WANTED 'Man for steady year round job
to do general furnace setting and repairs.
Mpst he able to make pipe, elbows, angles nnd
understand thoroughly the work of the fur
nace business. Leave your name aud refer
ences at the office of THE COURIER. 115-tf
WANTED—Experienced knitters on hand
made dip nets, good twine, good pay. Apply to
28 THOMASTON ST. Tel 581 R
115-117
WANTED Family wSYShings and ironings.
Spreads, quilts and plIloWs a specialty. MRS.
E. U. ('iiAPLES, 16 Simmons St. Phone
181-4.
113-119

Chicken mites nnd bedbugs in
poultry houses can he cleaned out
by a thorough appUcatiou of car
bolineum painted on the roosts,
dropping boards and in the nests.
Gas
drippings,
obtained
from
around city gas plants, has also
proven valuable in getting rid of
uiites, according to Iowa State col
lege.
Mites do their work at night
sucking the blood from the poultry.
During the day they hide away in
small cracks and crevices of the
house.
In getting rid of mites it
is important that all equipment be
movable so that it can be cleaned
and treated for mites.
In using either carbolineum or
gas drippings it is important that
the chickens be kept out of the
house for 20 hours, as the fumes
are likely to injure the chickens’
eyes nnd may taint the eggs.

Miscellaneous

Profit on Goslings Is
Made During Holidays
The best profit ou market gos
lings (young geese) is inaUe on
those marketed at Christmas ami
New Years, as a general rule. Tur
keys have the call at Thanksgiving.
It will not do, however, to neglect
the young geese aud unless they
are kept growing at top speed they
will not be large enough to be most
profitable when they are wanted
for the holiday tables.
Sometimes we read that these
young geese will obtaiu all the food
they need in the fields and that
they will live and grow if they
have nothing but grass and what
ever else they can find among na
ture's stores.

FOR SALE Several pure bred Jersey Black
Giant cockerels, pri e $5 each. ALVIN L.
MANK. North Waldoboro, Me. Star Route.
115*117

Wanted

Clean Out Mites and
Bedbugs in Henhouse

I, ( harles L. Veazle, Register of Probate for
WARREN
the County of Knox, in the State of Maine,
hereby certify that in the following estates
the persons were appointed Administrator* or
Mrs. Mansfield Robinson left Tues
Executors and on the dates hereinafter in
GLENCOVE
day for -Canton where she will visit
dicated :
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Gregory and
her son Ray who is superintendent
WILLIAM A SEARLES late of Rockland
Mi. and Mrs. Karl Packard attend deceased.
Flies Carry Infection
of the Canton schools.
August 31. L*28. Kendrick F. Searles |
ed
the
anniversary
celebration
of
St
of
Rockland was appointed Admr. and quali
Hanson Ring of Matinicus has
Remember that flies carry tape
fied py filing bond on the same date.
been the guest of his sister Mrs. Nel George Grange last week.
worm eggs. The only place they
\ ERA M. M. CUSHMAN late of Friendship, I
Mrs. Burns spent the weekend in
son E Moore this week.
deceased, September 4. 1928. Albert P. Cush- con get the eggs is from the drop
Friendship.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Spear were
i iaii of Friendship was appointed Admr. and | pings of Infested birds.
It will
Howard Ellis and Miss Helen qualified by filing bond on September .», 1928. pay to clean the dropping hoards
visitors in Camden Sunday.
Smith
were
recent
guests
at
Karl
NELLIE
C.
WENTWORTH
late
of
Rockland,
frequently this summer. Keep the
Mrs. George Sherman and Ralph
deceased. August 21, 1928. George O Went
Packard's home.
Dean of Gardiner were guests Wed
worth of Rockland was appointed Exr. and I houses for the young stock as clean
Charlie
Hare
has
bought
Heman
nesday of Mrs. Isa Teague.
qualified by filing bond on September 5, 1928. | as possible so flies will not be at
Mrs. Amy Fuller has returned home Seavey’s house. Mr. Seavey movin
ABBIE A. FROST late of Rockland, de tracted. Do not let the young stock
to
Rankin
street,
Rockland.
ceased. September II. 1928. Walter O. Frost of I range after the old hens.
One
from Lancaster. N. H., where she has
Rockland was appointed Admr. and qualified I
The
ladles
of
Penobscot
View
cannot expect much profit from
been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
by filing bond on the same date.
Grange
are
very
busy
preparing
fo:
Fuller.
ALICE J. 1‘HILBROOK late of Owl's Head. I pullets which go into the laying
Mr. and Mrs. Earle Moore are re the 'Grange Fair to be held the las deceased. August 21. 1928. Susie M. Post of | house heavily Infested with worms
of
October.
Owl's Head was appointed Admx. and quali of any kind.
ceiving congratulations on the birth
Miss Mary Brackett has returned fied by filing bond on September 14, 1928.
of a son.
MATTIE .1. BURTON late of Cushing, de
to
Karl
Packard
’
s
after
being
em
'“The Call” is the subject for the
ceased. September 18. 1928. Oscar E. Burton |
Sap on Vitality
of Cushing was appointed Admr. without bond.
Wednesday evening service at the ployed in Camden.
Mrs. H. G. Calderwood and infant
Right now is an important time
GEORGE W. .MUGRIIMiE late of Rockland, I
Baptist Church Oet. 3.
September 18. 1928. Katherine H. In many respects with both old and
Ivy Chapter, O.E.S., is invited to son Arthur Franklin have returnc deceased.
Follett of Rockland, was appointed Admx. I young fowls.
Hot, sultry summer
meet with Forget-me-not Chapter, home from Knox Hospital.
without bond.
weather Is as much of a sap on
Clifford Lufkin is mourning the
South Thomaston next Monday eve
GEORGE M. ROBINSON late of Thomaston, I
ning and with Fond-du-lac Chapter, less of a lot of fine tools stolen from deceased, September 18, 1928. Helen P. Rob the vitality of fowls as It is on the
of Warren, was appointed Admx. with vitality of human beings anil ani
Washington, Wednesday evening the site of the house he Is building inson
out bond.
mals of ail sorts. And this is right
Those desiring transportation to for his brother. The sneak-thief also
JOSEPHINE C PINKHAM late of Rockland
at tlie time when the old fowls are
cither place may communicate with stripped an engine used to run
deceased, September 18, 1928, Cyrus S. Pink
ham of Rockland, was appointed Admr. and getting rendy to molt, while the
Mrs. Harold Drewett, telephone 3-11 cement mixture.
young stock must lie kept glow
Miss Wilma Carroll was a guest qualified by filing bond on the same date.
Maurice Wellman of West Warren
ing and in perfect condition so they
MELBOURNE A SPEAR late of Warren
called on Harry Spear in Camden Tuesday at the home of Mrs. Ray deceased,
September 18, 1928, J. Maynard will be ready for the early shows
mor.d Thompson in Rockland.
Sunday.
Brennan of Rockland, was appointed Adnir
or for profitable early winter lay
and qualified by filing bond on the same date
Mrs. Sarah Sidensparker spent
ing.
AROLINE BUNKER late of Thomaston, de
EAST LIBERTY
Thursday with Mrs. Sarah Russell
ceased. September 18, 1928. Isaac Bunker of
Mrs. Grace Spear who submitted
Ora Clark an<l daughter Beatrice Thomaston, was appointed Exr. without bond
Season for Guineas
to an operation upon one of her eyes are working in the corn canning tac
MARCELLUS E. HART late of Appleton, de
Tuesday at a Waterville hospital is torv at Liberty.
ceased, September 18, 1928 George E. and
The best season for raising young
reported to be making good recovery
George McLain fell from a ladder Leroy M. Hart, both of Appleton, were ap guineas Is the hottest part of the sum
pointed Exrs. without bond.
Mrs. Chloe Mills of South Union in his barn recently and injured th
mer. As the guinea is a native of a
AGNES M. WATTS late of St. George, de
is caring for Mrs. Edna Moore.
ligaments in his right heel so that ceased, September 18, 1928, Albert B. Watts warm country, tlie young cannot
Miss Rose Spear spent Sunday in he is obliged to use a crutch in get of St. George, was appointed Exr. without bear much cold or rain, and it takes
bond.
Camden visiting Mr. and Mrs. Harry ting around.
very careful work to grow young
ALICE G. LANE late of Vinalhaven. de
Spear.
F. S. Emerson who has been vis ceased.
September 18, 1928, Lillian M. Libby guineas during a cold season. The
Employees of Georges River Mill iting relatives in Waldoboro and vl of Vinalhaven, was appointed Admx. and chicken hen makes a good foster
qualified by filing bond on the same date
were unfortunate in having a rainy clr.ity has returned home.
mother for the young guineas and
day Wednesday as they had been
ADA HAMILTON TREMAINE late of Ro« k
Mi. and Mrs. W. G. Baker
a good-sized lien can cover from 18
port,
deceased,
September
18.
1928,
Rliode
given that day off to attend Union Framingham. Mass., have been vis
Island Hospital Trust < ompany of Providence, to 20 egoAfter tlie young guineas
fair.
iting at George McLain’s.
R. I., was appointed Exr. and qualified by fil are hatched, they should ha kept In
-Jlrs. Jane Murray of Portland is ing bond tSeptember 21 Ilian, z. m. Dwinai | a closed coop until they iearu the
of Camden, Agent in Maine.
mother's call.
visiting her brother L. F. Clark.
UNION
WILLIAM S. JOHNSTON late of Washing
Ralph Adams and wife of Ogdens ton,
deceased, May 28, 1928. Veda M. Johns
Fattening Broilers
A special meeting of Cooper Relief I burg. N- Y - visited relatives here re ton of Washington was appointed Admx. and
qualified by filing bond August 21, 1928.
is is called for next Wednesday I ceiltly. On their return to 1
Corps
Attest :—
Some producers muke a practice
they
were
accompanied
by
thei
117 S-123 CHARLES L. VEAZIE, Register.
at 2.30 o’clock for inspection by Mrs.
of fattening broilers for a few days
117-S-123 before sending them to market
Nellie Gamage, state inspecting offi grandfather. E. S. Adams
Ernest
Adams
passed
a
very
en
ill
the
District
Court
of
thu
United
Status
tor
cer and Mrs. Rose Minott, state
Where this is m-ncliced. the birds
the District of .Maine.
picsident. A full attendance is de joyable week at the Exposition
In the matter of Lee Ruth Cohen, doing busi are kept confined in tlie brooder
Springfield.
Mass.,
having
earned
his
sired. Sandwiches, cake, and cocoa
ness as Rockland Syndicate, Bankrupt, in house or are put into batteries, such
will he served at close of the meet trip by being ehampion in potato Bankruptcy.
as are used for fattening larger
To the creditors of Lee Ruth Cohen of Rock
raising
in
the
4-H
club.
ing.
birds, nnd fattened on a wet mash.
land. Maine, bankrupt:
Clarence
M.
Howes
who
Is
admin
Mrs. Sophia Shepard was the
Notice is hereby given that on the 23th day Usually the regular masli will lie
of September. 1928, the said Lee Ruth C'ohen used. It being mixed with sour milk
weekend guest last week of Mrs. Jen istrator of the late John Sukefor
was duly ..iljutlic.Ttctl banki'ipt : and tlie first
estate
is
selling
off
the
farm
machin

nie Mitchell of Nahant, Mahx.. at
meeting of her creditors will be held at the to a consistency of pancake hatter
her summer camp The Pines, West ery and household goods preparatory Knox County Court House in Rockland in said and fed three times daily. Young
to
disposing
of
the
farm.
district on the lltli day of October, 192H, at birds should not be fed long ou
Rockport.
The two friends very
ten o’clock in tlie forenoon, at which time
much enjoyed living over in memory
creditors may attend, prove their claims, ap
The Carr bowling alleys will open point a trustee, examine the bankrupt and
their girlhood days, even to singing
The bathing girl, without dismay,
Tuesday night at 7.30.
Manager transact such other business as may properly
the songs of long ago.
saw her water-wings float far away,
Cart has decided to split the $00 it ceme before said meeting.
FREMONT J C. LITTLE,
she simply smiled and said with
would have cost to get "Lefty”
BOWDOIN STAR OUT
Referee in Bankruptcy.
Augusta. Maine. Sept. 26, 1928.
117 poise: "Oh, well, you know buoys will
Mitchell here between 12 local teams.
be buoys.
The first two of these will roll for

This famous Range Burner has been proven by time the best the
market affords. The price is right—ask us.
Also Agents for
“SWORD FURNACE BURNER”

A. S. SIMMONS
WARREN. MAINE
Drop Me a Card and I Will Call
108«S117

--

Boatmens’ Headquarters
Largest stock of marine supplies in Eastern Maine.
marine supplies; marine motors always in stock.

men and blacksmith shop.

All kinds

Capable repair

Let us make you a flat price on your

new motor and installing same.

MARINE MOTORS
GRAY, UNIVERSAL, BRIDGEPORT. RED WING, STERLING,
HARTFORD and JOHNSON OUTBOARDS

We carry parts for Gray, Universal, Hartford and Johneons
Mail Orders Filled Promptly

Marine Supply Co.
CAMDEN, MAINE
Next Wharf To Yacht Club

Tel. 78
27Stf

HAMBONE’S MEDITATIONS
rMISS LUCY.WANTER KNOW

FOR RENT
• • • •
•

IS AH EVUH SEED A HANT

in

de

But AH

AIN’

HARRY BERMAN
TENEMENT

BIN ROUN'

NO

First Class Condition

same

TWICET _

NEVUH

place

I

HANTED PLACE TWICET;

23 Maple Street
TEL. 426-M

ROCKLAND
lOS-tf

H. M. de ROCHEMONT

106 Pleasant Street
Rockland
Telephone 244-W

FOR SALE—Nice Brunswick exting apples,
re (land luscious. At J. L. LESFEST'S farm.
Union, Me.
_________ 11 .»♦ 117

FOR SALE Golden Bantam corn. A whole
acre just filling out. J. L. LESFEST'S farm.
Union. Me.
FOR SALE -The Luce Estate, Main St.,
Thomaston : 20 rooms, all modern. 2 bathrooms.
1 double garage. 1 single garage. Large lot
of land, Including house lots on Erin St. ;
apple trees and small fruits. Ideal for hotel
ar.d road house, hospital or apartments. Also
household furniture, carpenter's tools, dental
equipment and musical instruments. Inquire
6 ERIN ST., Thomaston or Tel. 104-11. 115 117

FOR SALE—At a bargain pony rig wagon,
harness and saddle. DR. C. F. FRENCH. Tel.
1WX-W
115-tf
FOR SALE Ripe tomatoes for canning. $1 a
bu
Off shape but all round. Will deliver
Tuesday. Thursday or Saturday mornings.
SAGE
(.HATER, 116 Elm St., Camden.
Phone 274.
116*118
FOR SALE Scallop boat Dirlgo. a fine trade,
38 feet long. 2 engines, 2 scallop drags, 1
flounder drag, a strong able boat. PENOB
SCOT FISH CO.. Rockland.
116-117
FOR SALE—For the next 36 days every
person that comes to ray vinegar plant. Sim
onton farm. West Rockport, can have my full
strength vinegar at 29 cento a gallon. JAIMES
H. SIMONTOON.
112-tf
FOR SALE—House lots with g.iflcn >|..ic
on North Main St. and some on Maverick St.
L. A. THURSTON, Rockland. Tel. 1159.
111-tf
FOR SALE OR TO LET—Modern 6 room
house on Broadway. First class condition.
Available Sept. 15. So garage. MRS. F. W.
POWERS. Phone 74.
108-tf
FOR SALE Mill slabs. 4 foot long. $6.50;
sfbve length, $8 : also apple barrels and lum
ber. L. A. PACKARD, R F. D.. Thomaston.
92-tf
FOR SALE
New 5 room house at South End, all modern
with garage.
Six-room house, all modern, on Broadway,
also a 5-room modern house on the same
street.
Desirable houses In all parts of the city.
Good building lots in any location desired.
Some especially good trades in the three lots
on Willow street near Broadway. Sew homes
under construction.

FOR SALE

Thirty thousand feet extra quality pine
boards in 2.606 ft. lots, planed, $34.50 per
thousand.
Dump body for Ford or Chevrolet truck, hard
wood, steel lined, $25.
Eiglity thousand spruce staves 29 In. long. %
in bilge, 7-16 In. thick. Write for special price.
Three and five gallon Ice cream cans and
tubs, like new at a sacrifice.
One large refrigerator, 5 ft. 10 In. high. $25.
Wood sawing outfit, complete. 6 h. p. engine,
cost $366, price now $150 (portable).
Two Ford racers, good condition, $36 each.
Closed cab, fits Ford or Chevrolet truck, $13.
1924 Chevrolet Coupe body, $15.
Canoe house, suitable for large clnoe. $16.
iHouse lot on Thomas St., ’,4 acre, $165.
(Inc pair 7 ft. 5 in. oxen. $356.
One 4-horse power marine engine like new,
$36.
Hand feed cutter for stock and poultry. $10.
CARLE BROS.
Camden.
Tel. Lincolnville 18-11
117*119

PRINTED BUTTER
PAPER PRICES
REGULATION SIZE WITH
NAME AND ADDRESS OF
MAKER AND NET WEIGHT. IN
ACCORDANCE WITH FEDERAL
LAW

$4.50 per 1000 Sheets
For Pound Size
Pottage 15 C«nxa Additional

' $2.75 per 500 Sheets
Poetege 10 Cents Additional
For each additional 1000 sheets
ordered at same time, add to the
gprice of first 1000. 14.00 and «•
cents postage for each 1000.

$4.00 per 1000 Sheets

Now is the Time

For Half Pound Site
Pottage 10 Cents Additional

To Have Your

Water Pipes Relaid
AND WIRED OUT

L. W. McCartney

FOR SALE—Parlor stove in good condition.
Applv 86 SUMMER ST. or Tel. 143 .M
K
115-117

TO LET Four room furnished apartment,
use of bath room shared with another family:
electric lights. For further information applv
42 BEECH ST.
117-122
TO LET—Two rooms, mostly furnished : gas,
electric lights. Hush closet. Inquire at DOR
MAN’S SHOE STORK. Tel. 259-.1.
117-119
TO LET—Modern seven room apartment
with bath. Apply to V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park'
St.
116*118
TO LET—Furnished heated room in private
family. 166 UNION ST. Tel. 84-.I 116-118
TO LET A warm, clean tenement, for small
family. MABEL S. RAWLEY, 130 Main St.
Tel. 383-J.
115-tf
TO LET—Furnished house for rent at
Martinsville. Me., the Ogier Place. Inquire of
H. E. MASON, 15 Prospect St., North Leo
minster, Mafia.
*
115-lli
TO LET—Three room furnished apartment,
rent reasonable. Adults only. MRS, E. E.
STROl T. 45 Crescent SI.
115-11
TO LET—Modern 12 room tenement on Main
St. Inquire D RUBENSTEIN.
116-tf
TO LET Four room apartment, heated, ail
modern improvements. Inquire 130 UNION
ST. Tel. 158.
116-tf
TO LET—Five room house with new double
garage: near car line. Inquire at DORMAN’S
SHOE STORE. Tel. 25U-J.
114 tf
TO LET— Furnished apartment of 3 rooms,
toilet, shed, cellar and piazza, with electricity,
gas and hot water. 12 KNOX ST. Tel. 578-W.
113-tf
TO LFT House at 10 LAUREL ST.
113-tf
TO LET—Modern apartments. Best location.
APPLY CUTLER-COOK CO.
105-tf
TO LET Three furnished rooms for light
housekeeping, modern. Adults only. MILTON
(.RIFFIN, 25 Ocean St. Tel. 373 M
112 tf
TO LET—Furnished or unfurnished apart
ment at 85 Masoplc St. TEL. 989 .M 112-117
TO LET—Furnished apartment of live rooms,
all modern conveniences. Inquire at THE
ELMS.
169-tf
TO LET Five room furnished apartment
with garage. ALICE FULLER, 25 Linden St.
108-tf
TO LET—Five room fiat with modern im
provements, also garage. 10 PLEASANT ST.
107-tf

SEWER PIPES REPAIRED

Copyright. 19^1 by McClure Newspaper Syndicate.

FOR SALE—Four months’ okl fox hound
pups. A. P. OUSHEE. Appleton. Me. 115*117

SPEAR S CIDER MILL. West Warren, will
be pinning Oct. 6 and TYiesday and Saturday
thereafter.
•
117*119
STATE ROAD FARM—$400 secures 20 acres
on State road, beautiful river view, mile 2
villages: 3 poultry houses, has carried 1500
money-making hens, splendid for gas station
and road stand: page 22 Strout’s illustrated
catalog of 100 pages shows details and picture
of attractive 16 room home: price only $1466
with furniture, fruit and crops included : $466
c.’sii. Writi1 today foj Crw com 8TBQUT
AGENCY. 813-DG Old" South Bldg.. Boston.
Mass
117-lt
RtBUILT Hamilton. Elgin and Waltham
watches at LEON J. WHITE'S jewelry store.
Guaranteed for one year. $6 and up. 30-S-tf
T. J. FOLEY
Real Estate and Insurance
TYPEWRITER SALE. REBUILT AND USED Tel. 772-M.
Rockland. Me.
C. Smith. Underwood No. 5, Royal. Coronn
116 tf
Portable $22 56 to $45.60. Guaranteed. Ma
PINE CONES—Large size and fragrant,
chines rented also. N«'tv Typewriters. L. C.
SMITH de (ORONA TYPEWRITERS, INC. from New Hampshire woods, picked and sent
fresh after receipt of order. A two-bushel
166 Exchange St., Portland, Me.
115-11
sent parcel postage prepaid to any part
SEVEN POUNDS CLIPPINGS tor patch- bag
of U. S. only $1. Send to DOUGLAS PHILwork. Extraordinary value! Send no money, BROOK,
Phlibrook Faitu, Shelburne, X. H.
pay postman $1 plus postage. Satisfaction
fcl*«f
guaranteetL ot- money refunded. 8AFTLER
MEG. CO.. Dept. 6, Whitman, Mass.
114*119
FOR SALE—300 cords finest fitted and
VIRGIN WOOL—Yarn for sjale by manufac- chunk hard wood. Will deliver free anywhere
Knox County, In amounts of one cord of
’iiitr at bargain. Samples free. H. A. BART In
(nore if ordered Immediately. Now is the
LETT. Harmony. Maine.
162 117
proper time to lay Lu your winter supply.
PAINTING. PAPER HANGING. MASON Call Rockland 67 M or write R. P. CONANT
work of all kinds. A. W. GRAY, Contractor. A SON. South Hope.
________ IM-tf
S Adams St. Tel. 194-4.
105-tf
FOR SALE—A few bushels fancy Cobbler
ROCK AND CEMENT WORK, cellar walla potatoes. Best for Immediate use or winter.
built and repaired ; all kinds of lawn work, Price $1 per bushel, subject to change with
bv the dav or contract BENJAMIN KNOWL out notice. Call Rockland 67-M- R. P.
TON. 54 Brewster St. Tel. 467 M.
16 . tf CONANT & SON. South Hope. Me.
103 tf
FARMS. C0UN1RY HOMES, COTTAGES
FOR SALE—Cedar boat boards, all thick
and estates: up-to-date property, In the gar nesses. Small lots five cents foot planed two
den spot of Maine Penobscot Bay. Write Sides, large orders cheaper. Lobster traps,
us what you want. ORRIN J. DICKEY. Bel- buoys, oak laths. Also other boat lumber.
f, ■ 't.
lfS tf JOEL P WOOD. Belfast. Tel. 177-14 105-tf
FOR SALE Soft wood slabs. 4-ft. length
LADIES -Reliable stopk of hair goods ai
he Rockland Hair Stnrp. 236 Main St. Mail or fitted to order. Furnace wood a specialty.
orders solicited. HELEN (’. RHODES. 105-tf HAROLD PEASE, Warren. Me. Tel. 10-21.
94*105-tf
REFINISHING CARS by spray system, any
FOR SALE—Dodge sedan. Inquire ROCK
color: storage. J A STEVENS A 80S Me
Loud St Tel. 241 Wor 12-M.
105-tf LAND COAL COMPANY.
105-tf
FARM CATALOGUE OF SPRING bargains,
FOR SALE—Soft wood slabs 4 ft. long $6
^mail and large, summer homes and resi per cord, stove length $8. $1 less In Thomas
dences. mountain, river or lake. Copy free. ton. Also laths $6.50 and $7.00 per M. L. C.
ORRIN J DICKEY. Belfast. Me.
105-tf PACKARD. Warren, Me.
105-tf
FOR SALE—A* very fine canvas covered,
WANTED—Kitchen girl at WINDSOR HO
TEL.
94-tf square stern, Oldtown canoe. Perfect condi
WANTED—Your summer cottage adver tion. used very little, almost new. Copper
tised In this column. If for rent or sale. Try spousons. Inquire ERNEST C. DAVIS. 105-tf
It and notice the many replies you get.
FOR SALE—Cord and fitted wood: fitted soft
62-tf
wood slabs $8 : also lumber. T. J. CARROLL,
P. O. Thomaston. Tel. 263-21 Rockland.
105-tf
To Let

PLUMBING, HEATING

Bob Thayer, star halfback of the
WHEN IN NEW YORK-Remember that I
Bo-wdoin football squad was stricken $10 Tuesday night the others as tliey
And when a nominee accepts he up
WHEN IN NEW YORK—Remember that
Friday at practice and taken to Port choose. The public is invited to in you can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette, | and accepts without reservations.— you can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette,
land where he was operated upon spect the plant and try out tlie al with the home news, at Hotallng’s News Dallas News.
with the home news, at Hotallng’s News
Agency. Broadway aud 43 St.
leys,—adv.
Ageucy. Broadway aud 43 St.

for an acute attack of appendicitis.

Lost and Found

FOR SALE Two Beagles, good drivers, and
guns. Ford touring in good condition. Will «
trade for incubators. C. G. ERICKSON._ Box —
98. U. D. I. U'arret), Me.
117-119

STATE OF MAINE

To all persons interested iu cither of the
states hereinafter named:
At a Probate Court held at Rockland, iu and
for the County of Knox, on the 18th day of
September in the year of our Lord one thound nine hundred and twenty-eight and by
djournment from day to day from the ISth
of said September the following nutters
having been presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter indicated it is hereby Ordered :
That notice thereof be given to all persons
interested, by causing a copy of this order to
published three weeks successivelv in The
ourier-Gazette. a newspaper published at
Rockland in said County that thev may ap
pear at a Probate Court to be held at said
Rockland on the 16th day of October A. I).
19 2S at nine o’clock in the forenoon, and be
heard thereon if they see cause.
HIRAM SMALL late of Owl's Head, dr
ased. Will and Petition for Probate thereof
asking that Letters Testamentary be issued to
Edna M Small of Owl’s Hod. she being the
Executrix named in said will and first giving
bond.
FMMANFTTK A. BRAGG late of Rockland,
deceased. Will and Petition for Probate
thereof asking that Letters Testamentary be
issued to Nettie Crockett Wotton of Rockland,
ah' being the Executrix named in said will
it bout bond.
ARTHUR L. PIERCE late of Vinalhaven.
deceased, Will and Petition for Probate thereasking that (setters Testamentary be issued
Florence C. Pierce of Vinalhaven. she bciug
the Executrix named in said will without bond.
MARIA O. HILL late of Boston, Mass., de
ceased. Exemplified copy of the Will and
Petition for Probate together with a Petition
for Probate of Foreign Will asking that
e copy of said will may be allowed, filed
and recorded in the Probate Court of Knox
County and that Letters Testamentary be
issued to Elizabetii H Spalding of Stoneham,
she being the Executrix named in said
ill without bond.
MARY S. OLNEY late of City of New York,
deceased. Exemplified copy of tlie Will and
'etition for Probate together with a Petition
for Probate of Foreign Will asking that
the copy of said will mav be allowed, filed
and recorded in the Probate Court of
Knox County and that Letter? Testamentary
be issued to Peter B Olney. Jr.. of Yorktown.
Y. and Sigpurue* B Olney of Hewlett. L. 1
Y.. they being the Executors named In said
will without bond.
AUGUSTA M WRIGHT late of Rockland,
deceased, Pet ill nt) for Administration d. b. n.
t. a. asking that William D Hall of Castlpe
some other suitable person may be appointed
Admr. d b n. c. t a with bond.
ESTATH OF CHARLES GILUHREST Ute
Rockland, deceased. Petition for Adminis
tration asking that Henry L. Ewell of St.
trge or some other suitable person bp ap
pointed Admr. with bond.
ESTATE OF EUGENIA H CLARK latg of I
malhaven. deceased. Petition for AdnjinLtr;.;;on asking that Sxlvla L. M< Ea« hern of|
'reenville Junction, or some other suitable |
rson he appointed Adnix. without bond.
ESTATE OF ANNIE S START late of Cam- I
den. deceased. Petition for Administration
sking th.it Jessie S. Elwell of Camden or some |
tiler suitable person 1-e appointed Admx.
"'ithout bond.
ESTATE OF EDWARD M. TOLMAN of I
ickland. Petition for License to sell real I
estate filed by Austin J. Moody of Rockland,
guardian, asking that he may be licensed to I
ell at private sale certain real estate belong
ing to said ward situated iu Rockland and
described in said petition.
ESTATE OF ISABEL J BUTLER late of I
ew Aork City. Petition to determine inherit- I
tax filed by Peter B Olney, Jr., Executor I
Iso first and final Account filed for allowance.
ESTATE OF WILLIAM A. SEARLES late I
ot Rockland, first and final account filed for
■db-uiiu. fcj Kendri. k F S. tries Admr.
ESTATE OF MARY J WATTS of Warren. I
first and final account filed for allowance by
1 b I R Page. Guardian.
ESTATE OF MARY E. COX late of Thom
aston. first and final account filed for allow
ance by Samuel W. Lewis. Exr.
ESTATE OF MARY A WINCH EXBACH. I
late of Rockland, first and final account filed
for allowance by Frank T. Winchenbach I
Admr.
ESTATE OF HOWARD W THURSTON Ute
or Appleton, first and final account filed for
allowance by Robert P Thuraton. Admr
ESTATE Oh LIZZIE TAYLOR late of Appleton. first and final account filed for allowance I
by Maynard M. Brown. Admr.
ESTATE OF O H TRIPP Ute of Rockland.’
hru aud final account filed bv Enatn otto
txr.
ESTATE OF NELLIE C. WENTWORTH Ute
of Rockland, first and final account filed for
allowance by George O. Wentworth. Exr.
ESTATE OF SARAH R. CUSHING late of I
North Haven, Petition to determine inherit
ance tax filed by Frank II. Ingraham, Exr.
Witness. EDWARD K GOULD. Esquire.
Judge of rrobate Court, for Knox County I
Maine.
1
Attest :—
L-S-123 CHARLES L. VEAZIE, Register.

For Sale

In Everybody's Column

Probate Notices

Piping Inside and Out—Digging
Included. Call—

Plumbing and Heating
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
Telephone 1005-M
142-every Sat-tf

S. E. EATON
Telephone 534-J

117*lt

$2.50 per 500 Sheets
Postage 10 Cents Additional
For each additional 1000 onsets
ordered at same time, add to the
price of first 1000, $3 50 and 10
cents postage for each 1000.

THE
COURIER.
GAZETTE
Rockland, Maine

Every-Other-Day

j|g« SOCIETY
lu addition to personal Botes recording de
partures and arrivals, this deparuaent espe
cially desires Information of social happeamgs, parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by
mail or telephone will be gladly received.
TELEPHONE ................................................ 77«

Miss Winifred Coughlin leaves towhere sbe will
| resume her duties as assistant in the
Brooklyn Public Library.

I morrow for New’ York

<

Rev. Walter S. Rounds arrived
home Thursday from a two weeks’
visit in Boston and vicinity and will
occupy the pulpit of the Congrega
tional church tomorrow morning.
Mrs. Frank L. Green and daugh
ter Evelyn are in Boston.
Miss Thelma Littlefield is spend
ing the weekend in Freeport as guest
of her sister, Miss Melva Littlefield,
who is teaching English In the de
partmental work of the Freeport
schools.

Miss Carrie Pendleton who has
been spending the summer at VinalfO'.a ven was the guest Wednesday of
ll Mrs. Orrin Smith, Ocean avenue, en
route to her home in Brookline, Mass.

Mrs. H. G. Ballou who has been
making an extended visit with her
mother Mrs. Adelaide Butman, North
Main street, returns to her home in
Boston Monday.
Miss Virginia Egan leaves today
for Winchester, Mass., where she will
attend High School.

WHY SHE’S FOR HOOVER

Fuller - Cobb-Davi s
We have arranged a special showing of matrons’ and
debutante

FELT HATS
Especially interesting are the large head size models,
which are designed to fill the present day demand for
h>ts that are modern and stylish without the cumber
some effect given by the usual large head size model

After a large audience had listened 1 show the world that the solid dry
to Mary Harris Armor in the First South is not to be coerced or bam
boozled into voting for unrighteous
Baptist Church last night, it no i
men or measures, and if Georgia goes
longer wondered that this brilliant for Hoover it will be a glorious new'
disciple of prohibition was called ‘Declaration of Independence’ that
“The Georgia Cyclone.’
wijl redound to the credit of our
Miss Alena Young, president of the [ State and the glory of God. It will

Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Bird have re
turned from a motor trip to Bar Har
bor, Bluehill, Lakewood and other
Maine points.

There’s big demand for these sturdy furnaces

Mrs. Willis H. Anderson and in
fant daughter have heft Britt’s Ma
ternity Hospital and are at home,
150 Union street.

Lady Knox Chapter, D.A.R., will
meet at the home of Mrs. Hester
Chase. 45 Talbot avenue, Monday
afternoon at 2.30 o’clock.

George Wood of the Tydol Gasoline
Co., is in Boston on a business trip.

NEXT YEAR’S COLORS

Because of EASTERN’S big way of doing things

As They Will Be Seen On
the Automobile Number
Plates.
Thirty-nine states will change the
color combination for automobile li
cense plates in 1929 and 23 different
motifs' will be used, according to a
survey by the American Motorist, of
ficial publication of the American
Automobile Association.
There is a decided trend toward
darker colors, it is revealed, and the
“brunette” in license plates lias
gained a small lead over the
“blonde.” Although varied hues will
be represented in the color schemes,
nine states and the District of Co
lumbia will retain last year’s color
combinations, reversing them as to
background and lettering.
No single color motif can be said
to prevail, although six states and
the District of Columbia will use
yellow’ letters and numerals on a
black background. This color scheme
will therefore predominate in 1929.
taking rank over the black on white
motif which was used in five states
in 1928.
Second honor will go to the orange
on black combination which will be
ured in five states, as compared to
four last year, says the *A.A.A. publi
cation. Four states will use a com
bination of white on black and the
same number have adopted white on
gr< en.
Betw’ixt and between will he found
the color schemes of sister states
with TuIndian red on cream yellow
black on aluminum and a variety of
other hues represented in the identi
fication of tlie units in the nation’s
transportation system on rubber
| tires.
Maine’s color in 1929 wiil be white
j
I on dark blue.

CAMDEN

The officers of Maiden Cliff Re
bekah Lodge will be privately in
stalled by District Deputy President
Mrs. Helen M. Clark of Rockland,
on Wednesday evening at 7.30 o’clock
at Odd Fellows hall. A program will
follow the installation ceremonies,
after which refreshments will be
nCakes and punch were served.
served. All Rebekahs are cordially
The Garland Class of the M. E.
_ Mrs. Minnie J. Shibles of Port church will meet with Mrs. Emily urged to attend.
The first meeting of the Friendsland is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. G. Kennedy
13 Maple street next in-Council for the season of 1928-29
B. Rollins, Cedar street.
Wednesday.
will be held with Mrs. Ernest A.
Robbins at Vndercliffc, ^Tuesday aft
Miss Corice Thomas. Miss Doro
A meeting of the apron table com
thy Snow and Miss Anna Richard mittee of the Universalist fair will ernoon at 2.30.
The PMlathea class will meet at
son leave tomorrow’ in Miss Thomas’ be held with Mrs. E. F. Berry, 25
the Baptist church parlors this aft
car on a motor trip to Quebec and Grove street, Monday at 2.30.
ernoon.
Montreal where tliey will spend a
Miss Teresa F. Arau is a patient
week, going thence to Lynn. Mass.,
Mrs. E. C. Moran, Jr., is receiving
to be guests for a week of Mr. and treatment at Dr. Leightons private at Camden Community Hospital.
The ladies of the Eastern Star W’ill
Mrs. Harry Dunn.
hospital in Portland.
serve a supper Tuesday evening at
6 oclock to the members of the vari
Mi. and Mrs. A* B. Allen and Mrs.
Nathan Flanders is visiting at his ous Commanderies attending the
Mabel Thorndike left Thursday for a old home in Waldoboro.
school of instruction for Knights
motor trip through Canada.
Templar at the asylum of Camden
Mrs. W. O. Cummings who lias Conimandery.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Bird are leav bten at Knox Hospital for a surgical
The ladies of the Methodist church
ing today for New York where Mr. operation returned to her home on
will hold a food sale at 10 o’clock
Bird will resume his position with Broadway yesterday.
Among tlie today at the store of Carleton, French
Bond <fc Goodwin. Mrs. Bird returning many remembrances sent Mrs. Cum
& Co.
home after a brief stay.
mings during her illness was a “sun
The ladies’ auxiliary of Canton
shine basket” from the Court street Molineaux will hold their regular
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Glover have neighbors.
meeting Monday evening when im
returned from a week’s visit at Paris
portant business is to be transacted.
Hill.
Edwin Whalen left Monday for
Refreshments will be served.
Rockford, IU., where he will be the
The E. Preston Wysongs have re
Mr. and Mrs. Alan McAlary have guest of Dr. and Mrs. H. P. Wifee for
turned to their home in Port Wash
returned from a two weeks’ motor several weeks.
ington, L. I., after spending the sum
trip through Maine.
mer in Camden.
Rev. Walter "S. Rounds has re
Thp ladies’ circle o^the Congrega
Mrs. Francis Lournine who has turned from a vacation spent in Bos
beer, at the Knox Hospital two weeks ton. He wiil preach at the usual tional society meets in the chapel
Wednesday.
|for treatment returned to her home, hour Sunday morning.
Sunday will be observed as “Wes
\23 Water street. Thursday.
ley Foundation Day” at the Monu
M
-----Mr.
and
Mrs.
E.
C.
Moran,
Sr.,
who
■ The Misses Erskine gave a sewing
have been at their Ingraham Hill cot ment Square Methodist church. Mrs.
party and tea Thursday afternoon at tage for the summer season, have Alaric Stone of Boston will be the
soloist at the morning service. At
their home on Beech street, with Miss reopened their Beech street home.
the union service to be held at this
Harriet Bird of Portland as honor
guest.
Mrs. Marv Ha ris Armor, who fired church in the evening. Rev. William
last night's audience wifli her dyna A. Marzloff. D.D., of Boston will de
Miss W’inola Richan and Miss mic address on prohibition, was the liver an address, and Mrs. Mabel
Helen Leach who have been occupy guest during her Rockland visit of Minard of East Orange. N. J., former
ly of Camden, will be the solcrtst.
ing the Waldron cottage at Spruce Mr. and Mrs. E M. Lawrence.
The next meeting of the Rotary
Head reutrn to their respective
homes today.
The High School faculty and Club will be held Tuesday evening
guests to the number of about 30 it 7.30 o’clock at the Y.M.C.A. and
Mrs. Nora Cooper will entertain celebrated the auspicious opening of supper will be furnished by the Ro
( the Chapin Class Tuesday evening at the school year by a pretty party at tary Anns.
“Our Manner of Life” will be the
her home, 149 Limerock street.
the Copper Kettle porch Thursday
evening. Quantities of scarlet glad subject of Rev. Ernest M. Holman’s
Miss Alice Pendleton .who has ioli furnished decoration, and cards address at the Baptist church Sunday
been at The Laurie for several days and dancing filled a happy evening. morning. Special music.
The next meeting of the Meguntireturns to her home in Isiesboro to Light refreshments were served. The
day.
punch was variously known as cook Grange will be held Wednesday
“creme de menthe’’ or “absinthe.’ It evening.
Rev. William A. Marzloff, D.D., will
Well baby conference at the Red was however a strictly prohibition
Cross rooms, 497 Main street. Mon concoction, the recipe Tor which may occupy the pulpit of the First Con
day. from 2 to 3 p. m. Babies to be be obtained from the botany depart gregational church Siyiday morning.
Pedro Fernandez of New York is
weighed and measured.
ment of the High School. Particular
mention should be made of tlie music the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Frank H.
Capt. Lewis L .Callahan of the given by five pieces from the R.H.S. Wilbur.
Mrs. Robert Jamieson and Mrs.
Steamship Hoxbar is spending hi? oichestra—Clifford’
Ladd.
leader,
vacation with his family in this city, drums; Albert Dodge, piano; Ted I>eo F. Strong returned on the boat
I and in Vinalhaven. He reports a Lawrence, banjo; Maynard Wiggin yesterday morning from a short stay
in Boston.
| very rough trip from the Carribeans and Dorothy Feeney, saxophones.
Mr. and Mrs .Whitney Lowe of
in the wake of the recent hurricane.
Off ilatteras a 10,000-ton steamer was
The New’ York demonstrators will Deer Isle are spending a few days
“I picked up and towed to port. The be at the Ideal Beauty Shop. 507 in town.
Mr. and Mrs. Allie O. Pillsbury will
I New York newspa;
lapers carried an ex- Main street, Monday and Tuesday.
, Ltended account of this salvage oper- Oct. 1 and 2, demonstrating the entertain the Sans Souci Club to
1 |*»lion.
Bonat method of permanent waving. night at dinner and auction.
Arthur D’Keefe arrived on the boat
Special price $10. Guaranteed to be
!
looked food sale Saturday after- easily cared for at home. 'Phone for yesterday morning from a short stay
in Boston.
1 noon Sept. 29 at Fuller-Cobb-Davis appointments now.—adv.
Harry Hatch of Salem, Mass., is
5 store for benefit of the Eastern
Eighteen 10-cent Christmas cards, visiting his sister Mrs. J. W. Man
1 Maine Festival endowment 116-117
fund.
boxed $1. Knox Cook Store. 117-145 chester.

J

MEETING THE DEMAND for POWERFUL
HEATERS AT POPULAR PRICES
fuel than consumed in a one room stove.

The social festivities of the Tali
season at the Country Club will have
Capt. and Mrs. Henry R. Huntley an auspicious beginning next Thurs
. will observe their 57th wedding anni day. Supper will be served at 6.30,
versary Sunday. Mrs. Huntley still to be followed by bridge.
attends to her housework with ac
Charles T. Smalley lias returned
customed vigor, while Capt. Huntley from
a business trip to Bradford,
devotes the day tp eating, smoking,
Vt., accompanied by Mrs. ‘Smalley.
reading and sleeping with marked
Returning through the White Moun
regularity.
tains, Thursday, the>’ witnessed the
Mrs. Mary Gross entertained tlie novelty of a September snowstorm.
Jolly Six Club at her home Thursday The road througli Franconia Notch
had a covering of wet snow, while it
afternoon.
w as reported that six inches had fal
len on the peaks of the Presidential
Mr. and Mrs. G. B. Rollins enter- Range. Their tops were heavy with
| tained at bridge Thursday evening at snow and presented an unusual pic
their home on Cedar street to ob- ture. surmounting as they did a riot
i serve the birthday of Ralph Doherty. of autumn foliage.

1

THIS TIME WITH

that heat efficiently an entire house on no more

Tlie first regular business meet
Mrs. Hattie Orbeton is visiting her
ing of the Women’s Association of
son Maurice in Bangor over the
ft he Congregational Church will be
weekend.
held Wednesday at 3 o’clock in tlie
church vestry. Plans for the year
Mr. and Mrs. Haorld A. Swett of
are to be considered.
Portland and Mrs. John Ware of
Frank P. Healey. Raymond Healey, Waterville are weekend guests of Mr.
and Mrs. E. S. May.
wife and son Billy motored to Surry
last Sunday to visit Mrs. Nellie
Harry Cohen, proprietor of Knox
Daggett.
Book Store, Joins a party of friends
Mrs. J. M. Baldrige, who has been the first of the week for a vacation
spending the season at her War- trip into Canada.

I

LEADS AGAIN!

Magee Parlor Furnaces

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

The Sunshine Society will meet
Mrs. B. B. Reed is visiting her
with Mrs. Minnie Miles Monday aft
I daughter, Mrs. Hazel McNamara in ernoon for the annual meeting, with
Bangor.
election of officers.

tenton Park home, returns to Boston
Sunday.

ASTERN

Mrs. Mary Armro “The Georgia Cyclone” Brings a Stirring
Message From the Southland On Prohibition

$2.95

Miss Minnie Smith is in Vinalha
ven the guest of friends.
Mrs. F. H. Stiles of Arlington.
Mass., Miss Winick of Boston and
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Newbert were
Mr. Bond of Portland were visitors
in Belfast Monday attending the
in the city Thursday.
Masonic school of instruction.

Mrs. Susie Ludwig who Is having
her vacation from Fuller-Cobb-Davis
store, left yesterday on a motor trip
with her son, Roger Ludwig to Bos
ton where they will visit Howard
Ludwig of Gloucester, Mass. They
will return by way of the White
Mountains.
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the Magee Sales Company of Boston have closed

with us for the exclusive selling of Magee Parlor
Furnaces for our territory.

Due also to the EASTERN'S Big way of doing
things the Magee Sales Company quoted us
prices on the products of their 73 years' old busi

MAGEE A NO. 1 HEATER

ness house which prices arc phenomenal.

WARRANTED BY MAGEE—GUARANTEED BY EASTERN

Special Introductory Offer
EASTERN FURNITURE CO.

’5
Mary Harris Armor,

Knox County W.C.T.U. presided, and
Introduced Mayor Carver as an offi
cial who is “interested in everything
for the city’s betterment and willing
to co-operate.” Mayor Carver in
presenting the speaker of the eve
ning said, naively, that she was so
well known all over the country that
nothing he could say would intro
duce her as well as she would in
troduce herself.”
“Prohibition brought America a
new day of health, wealth, happiness
and I may add, holiness." said Mrs.
A: mor.
She attacked anti-prohibitionists
on every side and held that party
loyalty should not restrain a man or
woman from voting for th? man who
would do right by the people. Nor
should any man’s thirst make him
vote for a wet President.
♦ ♦ * *

If Smith is elected President, she
said the country will agafti be con
trolled by the saloon and the brew
ery. At a meeting of the A.A.P.A.
(Appeal for Anti-prohibition Asso
ciation) at which she was present
unbeknown to Mie party leaders. Mrs.
Armor herself heard a prominent
leader say that the 18th amendment
will be repealed. But first we must
have a wet President, then a wet
Congress and finally a wet country.
“It is easy to fight a lie that is an
open lie, but one that is mixed with
truth is more difficult,” said Mrs.
Armor. People of the country have
been told things about this campaign
she claims, that are so distorted that
they are unrecognizable.
When she mentioned how’ the peo
ple have been deceived in many
things about the campaign, she quot
ed a man who said, “I believe that
Smith will enforce the prohibition
law.”
“Yes.” said Mrs. Armor. “ the way
a cat will take care of your canary.”
“Every decent Democrat in Maine
should be aroused and vote for
Hoover if he wants to save his party.
It is the only way. And for every
wet Republican, there Will be at
least twb*dry Democrats,” she de
clared.
When Mrs. Armor returned from
Europe this summer, she expected to
be ostracized for going home to
Georgia to vote for Hoover, but she
was summoned by wire while in
New York to speak before a Hoover
rally of more than 6.000 people—in
Atlanta, Georgia, mind you. “There
is no longer a ‘solid South.’ It is a
thing of tlie past.
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

“I am for Hoover first.’’ said Mrs
Armor, “because 1 consider him the
man of the hour, clean, able, broad
minded, thoroughly informed on
world, as well as national problems,
and with the will and the brain to
grapple with big problems and mas
ter them. He is the great citizen of
America today, and if the fetish of
‘party’ could be removed and for
gotten; if each nominee stood solely
on his merits therr Is hardly a right
eous man or woman in American who
would not vote for Hoover.
“Then 1 am for Hoover ‘because
lie is personally and politically dry.
And Al. Smith is personally and poli
tically wet. There was never an
election when more was at stake
than is at stake on the 6th of Novem
ber, 1928. I verily believe that if Al.
Smith is elected the 18th amendment
wdU he repealed in 1ft years. Once
gone it is gone forever, and every
person who votes for Al. Smith, if lie
should be elected and our law even
tually lost, will be guilty before God
of a great betrayal. 1 do not believe
that Smith will be elected, but for
the honor of the State I love and am
willing to die for, if need be, I want
to see Georgia vote for Hoover.
“As I see it this Is our last chance
to save the Democratic party from
disaster and ruin.
If the South
speaks against rum and Tammany
domination in thunder tones at the

“the Georgia Cyclone’’

ballpt box Nov. 6 by rolling lip a tre
ir.endous ‘vote for Hoover we wil
save the Democratic party from
hopeless future divisions and put the
fear of God into the Tammany bosses
whose mol to is ‘Rule or Ruin.’
“1 want to see Hoover elected and
I want to see Georgia go for lloov
because it will be a triumph of the
people over the p liticians. The poll
tieians have betrayed the Christian
mi nhood and womanhood of th
SoufliC We had spoken in no uncer
tain terms and through every pos
slble 'medium and warned our poli
tlca’ leaders that if they nominated
a wet man we would smash him.
They ignored our wishes and our
warnings, and the people of Georgia
(and some of the other Southern
States) will, I trust show these time
serving politicians on Nov. 6 that we
believe in ‘a Government of the peo
ple by the people for the people’ and
not iff a government ‘of the people bv
the politicians for the politicians.’
Finally I am for Hoover because
thf only way to beat Al. Smith who
is the living embodiment of political
unwisdom and the deadliest foe of
prohibition and all moral laws in our
nation today, is to elect—Herbert
Hoover.”

Excellent music was furnished by
a male quartet comprising S. Con
stantine, Carl Cassens, Hiram Crie
and Carroll Boardman.
Mrs. E. M. Lawrence made a stirring
appeal for funds to carry on the
W.C.T.U. program of educating the
public to the true issues oT'the Pres
idential campaign, and the response
was unexpectedly generous.
There followed a pleasant infor
mal reception to which everybody in
the audience was invited. In the re
ceiving line were Mrs. Hope Brew
ster. Miss Alena Young, Mrs. Mary
Harris Armor, Miss Clara M. Farwel’ Mrs. Myra Hodgdon. Mrs. Clara
Emery, Miss Annie Frye and Mrs.
E. M. Lawrence, all loyal W.C.T.U.
workers.
The reception arrangements were
capably attended to by Mrs. William
Brown, assisted by Mrs . Frank
Sherer,. Mrs. William Fifield. Miss
Mabel Seavey, Mrs. Hiram Dun ton
and Mrs. William Gregory.
The Carr bowling alleys will open
Tuesday night at 7.3ft.
Manager
Carr has decided to split the $60 it
would have cost to get “Lefty”
Mitchell here between 12 local teams.
The ffrst two of these will roll for
$10 Tuesday night the others as they
choose. The public is invited to in
spect the plant and try out the al
leys.—adv.

.00
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Rockland Maine,
Gentlemen: —

Kindly enter wiy order for one Parlor Furnace. En
closed is a $5.00 deposit which with this coupon you will
credit me with a ten dollar bill on account. Please mako

Free

delivery on

12th Anniversary
Gift

NAME .......

ADDRESS

COMPANYW
279-283 MAIN ST.

Rockland, Maine

EASTERN LEADS AGAIN

For the past three months the
Eastern Furniture Company
of
Rotkland and Bangor has been
studying the market for something
which will hold them in their envi
able position with the buying public.
As the winter season is fast ap
proaching the latchstring was pulled
on the .Magee parlor furnaces. 'Beraust. of the big way Eastern has of
buying and doing things the Magee
Sales Company of Boston was very
quick in recognizing an opportunity
to get in right with one of the larg
est retail stores in New England.
They have granted to the Eastern
Furniture Company an exclusive
selling franchise of the new and effi
cient Magee Parlor furnace.
When an old furnace house with
seventy-three years of experience
behind them closes a deal of this
magnitude somebody benefits. East
ern’s* policy has always been such as
to pass their wonderful values and
savings on to the buying public.
Not only have they quoted these

<(

at very low prices but they are* of
fering them under their liberal time
psyment plan. As a special intro
ductory offer they are publishing a
coupon in another section of this
paper which will be taken as a five
dollar payment during their great
Anniversary Sale.—adv.
ROCKPORT MAN LOSES

A rescript from the Law Court was
received Thursday at the office of
the clerk of the Courts in Waldo
County in the case of John F. Carey
of Rockport vs. Charles R. Penney
of Fairfield.
The ease was tried
at the September term of 1927 and
was to recover $650 due him on the
Penney farm in Montville, which he
bought of the defendant’s agent in
Belfast.
The jury found for the
plaintiff for $516.66. It was taken to
the IjHW’ Court on exceptions. The
rescript received sustains the excep
tions. The case will probably be
heard again.

ALL AFTER IT NOW ”

FREE DELIVERY

One of the Publix Theatres
TODAY

Reginald Denny
IN

“Good Morning Judge”
AND

“Stage Kisses”
WITH

Helene Chadwick
MONDAY-TUESDAY

Most
Popular
Screen
Lovers

THE DEMAND IS GENERAL FOR

An Old Family
Doctor’s Favorite
Prescription.

Ballard’s Golden Oil
A Specific for Croup. Coughs, Colds.
Chills and Spring-time Ills end Alla. A
Standard
Household Remedy.
Should
Be in Every Home. Safe for Children.
Not Expensive.

V7'

114-S

ONE OF THE PUBLIX THEATRES

MONDAY-TUESDAY

ESTHER
3 DAYS STARTING
THURSDAY, OCT. 3

MAE
EDWARDS
PLAYERS
OPENING PLAY

“WHAT JANE
BROUGHT HOME”
EXTRA

Mae Edwards
Novelty Orchestra
IN LATEST SONG HITS

RALSTON
IN

“The Sawdust Paradise”
WITH

HOBART BOSWORTH
A

Paramount Picture

sparkling Ewther in a brand new
type of role for her. From the
slinking side-shows of life to a
glorious regeneration.

ALSO

CIRCUS BLUES’
DOROTHY DEVORE

aFR€D NI6LO
PRODUCTION
<*»•
Txstkerface't, Bbnaett Orcy
UNITED ARTI7TS PICTURE

I

Every-Othcr-Day
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THE REALM OF MUSIC
Gladys St, Clair Morgan

THE NEW “WHO’S WHO”

BAXTER'S

Nearly 4000 Names Added
To the List of Country s
Notables.

FINEST
PEAS

1

Six Sizes—See Label

In the effort to create out of the modal and devout, yet full of anima
house at Farmington in which Lillian tion and life. This anthem is a fore
Xordica was born a memorial to that runner of a series jointly composed
noted Maine singer, an illustrated by the t\v< brothers, which will form
M ry of which appeared in Tuesday’s ' one of the mo*! not ibie additions to
is‘ue of this paper, widespread inter church mu sic that has been produced
est is being aroused and many anec in AinerScj
****
dotes of her life are being brought for
ward. In response to the query thatjj Then th • is “Recreative Dances”
l.as been made more than once re by F innv !. Bickley, who out of a sucgarding her married life, here is one: !ce.- sl’ul r.n< vnried experience as phyOn the threshold of her first success sica’ director. has arranged these
a~. an operatic singer there came a dances to be used by regular teachers
break and far two years she left the in the schools or on playgrounds. as
operatic stage. She had made her well as by the physical director. The
debut at the Paris Opera as “Ophelia” | nws’c selected is accompanied bv
in Ambroise Thomas’ ‘•Hamlet’ and j clear and simple directions and also
ung out the engagement successfully by illustrations which show the ex
performance.
The hook
when she married Frederick Gower,
an American. Her chief desire in contains 50 dances, classified in three
making this marriage seems to have convenient groups.

been to provide a home in which her
mother might be sheltered. Mr.
Gower required in return that Mine.
Xordica forsake the stage. Her share
of the contract was held, his quickly
broken. Mme. Xordica pronounced
him mad; his eccentricities could not
well have been otherwise explained.
Putting new garments on the open
grate fire, he would gleefully watch
them burn, meeting her remonstran
ces with “I have paid for them.” He
also had a passion for burning her
music, and in the presence of guests
would insist on her singing the arias
whose notes he had destroyed. In
reality he hated to have her sing at
all, often asserting “If you only knew
how like a monkey it made you look,
you would never sing.” After two
years of this she left him and proceed ed to get a divorce.
* • ♦ *
Mine. Schumann-Heink has often
said: "In the days of Nordica’s sing
ing of Italian and coloratura roles, her
velvety tones were better than those
of any singer among them all. What
a wonderful voice it was! When will
there he such another! Her high C in
Verdi’s ‘Requiem,’ spun out like a
thread of golden light, was some
thing that will linger in my memory
eternally.”

J

CORN
Golden Bantam—Crosby

BEANS
Stringless—Golden Wax—Shell

SUCCOTASH
Are Economical to Buy
By the Case

Especially so !
With a supply of these vegetables,
Fresh from Maine Gardens

And another is “Project Lessons in
Pi«-hestration” by Prof. Arthur E.
Iteacox. which is a practical hook on
( •a hestration for class use. The les
sens are short, and the basic idea of
the hook is to provide a series of in
teresting lesson-problems in orches
tration.
Controversial
matter is
avoided, and the directions through
out are simple The student is led hv
logical steps from the simple
the
more complex. As the hook is the
outcome of class room teaching its
contents from cover to cover are made
up of tested material and tested pro
cedure. Hence it is of a thoroughly
practical nature.

you can tastily care for the expect

ed or unexpected guests

BUY A CASE—TODAY

Assorted—from the nearby
BAXTER’S FINEST Dealer

4728

FISH AND GAME LAWS
Legislature Will Have Plenty
To Talk About When

i
■

Three thousand, eight hundred an 1
thirty-one persons make their debut
in the ranks of eminent people in the
1928-’29 edition of “Who’s Who in
America.’’
There are a total of
28.805 biographies in the volume, a
nei increase of 1,890 over the preced
ing edition, 2.041 of the old ones being eliminated because of death or
for other reasons.
Some of those who make their de
but in this edition of the contempo
rary Valhalla are Charles Augustus
Lindbergh, Mayor James J. Walker,
Walter P. Chrysler, Ernst Lubitsch.
Colleen Moore and Clarence D.
Chamberlin.
Sports, the films, aviation, the au
tomobile and some other swiftly de
veloping industries have given Al
bert Nelson Marquis, the editor, and
his staff, a great deal of perplexity
because of the rapid waning of old
names and the swift oncoming of
new ones. The fact that Mr. Chrys
ler, one of the biggest factors in the
automobile industry, makes his first
appearance in “Who’s Who” this year
is testimony to the fact that it {s
easy for big industrialists to slip
through the biographical mesh, al
though it is adjusted to capture
nearly everybody who ever published
a book or has been active to any ex
tent in academic affairs.

Aviation developed a litt1eftoo rap
idly in the last two years to be
represented by a sweeping gallery
in “Who’s Who." Clarence Cham
berlin is in, hut his passenger,
Charles A. 'Levine, is out. Ruth El
der receives no mention. Charles L.
Lawrence, who invented the windcooled motor which made the transAtlantic flights possible, failed to
make this 2.300-page hall of fame.
"Who's Who," which always has
maintained that sporting fame was
not real eminence, shows no great
signs of weakening this year. Among
the new names are Glenn Scobey
Warner and Robert Carl Zuppke,
football coaches, who apparently are
considered educators, while "Red"
Grunge and the Four Horsemen and
other famous stars are out. Warner
and Zuppke are not necessarily ad
mitted in connection with their
football achievements at all, as
Zuppke's claims to fame include
after-dinner speaker" and "ama
teur artist." while Warner's dignities
are listed in one massy line as
Methodist, Mason, Knight Templar,
Shriner and Rotarlan."
True eminence is denied to all en
gaged in baseball. John J. McGraw
himself, the Master Mind, is banned
with the rest. The fact that Babe
Ruth is an author, an essayist and
tlie composer of more than a thou
sand precepts on clean living, do“s
not alter the fact that he is the
champion home-run hitter of all
time: and this fact prevents him
from becoming a comrade of the legi
timately famous. The Rev. William
A. Sunday Is admitted to the volume
in spite of the fact, which is ginger
iy stated, that he once engaged in
professional baseball.
The names in 'Who’s Who in
America'" says the title page of the
volume, “are selected not as the best,
but as an attempt to choose the best
known men and women in the eoun
try in all lines of useful and reput
able achievements."

The Harvard Male Quartet. Herbert
They Come Up.
S. Kennedy and E. J. Hill, tenor;
Howard R. Stevens and Henry L.
Reorganization of the entire Fish
Eustis, bass, all of Portland, will sing nnd Game Department and re-codiat the Aroostook County festival to
he given in Caribou Oct. 12, under fieatlon of the State Fish and Game
direction of Dr. William Rogers Laws will be a live issue at the next
Miss Katherine Hatch, session of tlie Legislature.
J Chapman,
’cellist, also of Portland, will he an
For more than !t year a controassisting artist. Dr. Chapman is very versy has been going on in the Fish
enthusiastic over the Aroostook and Game Department. Attempts at
singers and states that this year’s radical changes in the conduct of
festival will undoubtedly be the most the department were made which re
successful of any. Mrs. Gertrude S. sulted in the placing on the inactive
Davis of Portland will be the official list of Deputy Warden Robert F.
accompanist. The program will con Maxey and his final withdrawal
Frequent stays abroad had no re sist of New York artists, to he an from the service, the taking of a va
laxing effect upon either Mme. Xor- nounced, and a large chorus.
cation of several months by Com
****
dica’s love or patriotism for her na
missioner Willis E. Parsons, who has
tive land: always she remained
A very interesting editorial in the since resumed his duties, and the
staunch American. At the time of Christian Science Monitor following placing of the warden service for a
Queen Victoria’s Diamond Jubilee, the announcement of Edward John time under the direction of Neil E.
she exclaimed impetuously to a well son’s notable gift to Guelph, On Violette, the State Forest Commis
known American lecturer who was to tario, says:
sioner,
give an address on American song
“Public school music takes on a
The warden service now is hack
Composers: “I am going to sing the new relationship from being fostered under the Fish and Game Depart
program of songs as illustration for in Guelph. Ontario, by the tenor, Ed ment but controversy is still going
you,” and she did out of patriotic in ward Johnson. Modern pedagogic on regarding its administration.
terest. The afternoon marked her method, as applied to music, finds
Sportsmen differ in matters of de
fust appearance after a long absence fresh warrant in being commended to tail as to what ought to be done to
from London: the audience was con the Guelph Board of Education by Mr. improve conditions and the discus
sequently brilliant. Her songs were Johnson in a letter which he wrote, sions have been so sharp that in
by MacDowell, Chadwick. Beach. offering an annual fund for an intro
one instances they have disrupted
Foote and the older of our composers. ductory period. The standards set up existing fish and game associations
Prior to that American songs were and the mechanisms devised by school and caused the formation of new
little known in London: today their music supervisors in recent decades
ones.
omission from any vocal recital proume an unusual dignity, now that
Considerable sentiment exists in
gram there is a rarity. The initiative ia nian who interprets Verdi. Gounod, favor of the inauguration of the soof Mme. Xordica that afternoon went Puccini and Debussy on the stage ap
called Pennsylvania system, which
far toward establishing enduring in proves them for use in his native city,
would place the department under
terest in t^eir beauty.
and puts down $5,000 a year for live the control of a regional board of six
»** *
years to show he means what he says: or eight sports experts taken from
If two things have hitherto been
Describing an api>earance of Xor
private life.
dica with Jean de Reske in “Lohen poles apart that ought, in reason, to
Those who oppose this system, as
grin.” at the end of one of the acts the stand together, they are music of the it has been advocated by its Maine
scene was sensation&l. Xot content pupil in class and music of the opera exponents, declare that it is not the
with simply bringing the pair out. singer in the theatre. By the bene Pennsylvania system at all but really
both had to parade the full breadth of faction of Mr. Johnson, they become one which was in vogue in Maine
the stage before the curtain. Grandly at last connected. The do, re. mi of prior to 1917 and that Pennsylvania
de Reske led her and grandly she the Canadian school-room and the bel
really adopted it from Maine. For a
Prize fighting is not included
walked beside him. Speaking of that canto -of the Italian vocal studio merge
long period prior to 1917, the State among the useful and reputable arts.
moment later, Mme. Xordica laugh into one expression. The first belongs Fish and Game Department was Gene Tunney may be good enough
ingly said: "If there is one thing that to art no less certainly than the seehandled by a commission of three for “The Social Register" but not for
I have it is a tread!" This was abso i c<L
Who's Who." He is among the
“Mr. Johnson, when offering to sup members appointed by the Governor
lutely true. It was regal, it was
pointed omissions. Whether h-cause
gracious. Born with the Xew Eng port a music department of modern and representing different sections of
he associates with Tunney or for
land angularity which has made other organization in the schools of Guelph, the State, instead of the single com
prima donnas from that section indicated a hope that the idea would missioner who now handles the work. some other reason, Thorton Wilder
The advocates of the Pennsylvania author of “The Bridge of San Luis
chronically clumsy, Xordica had spread throughout the Dominion
making song a national avocation system are more or less divided as Rey," is also omitted. Jack Demp
freed herself from it by training.
Mme. Xordica had inherited a Pil and a help toward international good to how the regional directors shall be sey, famous legitimate and film star,
grim courage. This was proved many will; and especially he noted a desire chosen. Some insist that in order to big business man, general writer
times. Once on her way to the Audi to have Canadian children know take the administration out of poli and author of four original and dif
tics they should be appointed by the ferent autobiographies, is omitted
torium Theatre to sing “Elsa” in music for its beauty.
“In that word ‘beauty.’ indeed, the Legislature rather than by the Gov on the pretext that he was once
"Lohengrin,” a telegram was handed
her announcing the death of her fav musical cause seems most often to ernor and Council. Others declare world's champion. Even James J.
orite niece, the only daughter of Mrs. find its justification, whether an that their appointment by the Legis Corbett, brilliant author of "The
George Walker, and gifted with a not elementary or a perfect kind of music lature would make them more sub Roar of the Crowd.” is barred from
able voice. It was said that never was is being discussed; whether the kind jeer to politicai whim than would ap this Westminster Abbey of the living
foi no reason except that thirty
a more finished, touching impersona that the supervisor, calling the boys pointment by the Governor, as mat
tion of “Elsa” given than Xordica and girls to attention, pitch-pipe at tors of legislation might become ti-'d six years ago he knocked out John
L. Sullivan. In spite of the fact that
gave that day. Xot a tear fell until lip. or that which the conductor, com up with these appointments.
The
Pennsylvania
system
he has been known for half a cen
alter the opera was ended; then she manding the instrumental virtuosi
tury as "Professor" and that he num
and the vocal stars, baton in hand, sttongly advocated by Mr. Maxey
went to bed ill for three days.
Even stronger titan the sentiment bered among his pupils such men as
On one occasion a torch held by a represents.
“Mr. Johnson, master of the tenor for a change in the administration Theodore Roosevelt and Elihu Root,
chorister in "Gotterdammerung” set
fire to the long flowing sleeve she role in ‘Pelleas and Melisande' sub of the department is that for the re the famous athlete and educator
wore. Continuing to sing the “Immo mits the gift in the interest, then, of codification of existing fish and William Muldoon, is not one of the
lation” without pause, she put out'the beauty. The Board of Education of game legislation.
28.805 to have biographies in “Who’s
Regulations at present are mad
Who."
Guelph is reported to have accepted
flames with her flare hands.
••«*
it in the name of one of the few things partly by the Legislature and partly
Tennis seems to be the only sport
A bundle of music from the Oliver which are perhaps better: ‘Pride of by the Commissioner of Inland Fish which is “useful and reputable.'
eries and Game. The latter has au William T. Tilden 2d is given a fairly
Ditson Company contains some inter home associations’.”
****
thority to promulgate after hearing long paragraph and is openly re
esting novelties. One particularly is
A book from Sir Harry Lauder was and enforce opening and closing ferred to as a tennis player. In the
an arrangement of Allred IL Gaul’s
cantata “The Holy City” for women's I inevitable. The only question was lt lcs as to fishing in certain waters pi reeding volume he was primarily
defined as an "author." Helen Wills
voices, arrangement by A. Stanley whether it would be as had as the The result of the present system ha
Osborne. A favorite and standard books usually perpetrated by men been that the sportsman who desires makes her debut in this volume and
work made available for women’s and women whose lame reflects the to keep within the law while engaged is called, without any quibbling or
choirs and choruses for church and footlights. The book is “Roamin’ in in hunting and fishing is obliged to disguise, "a tennis player." At the
flub work. The arrangement con the Gloamin’”, and a glance was carry with him and have ready foi same time the American interna
tional polo team is omitted in
serves the original harmony intact enough to dispel any foreboding as to instant reference a sizable book con
and tlie voice-leading as far as pos its worth. Here is genuine autohiog taining a digest of fish and game body
Gertrude Ederle and Mrs
raphy,
the
expression
in
print
of
a
laws
of
the
State
and
a
pamphlet
of
sible. The director, organist and so
Corson and al! channel swimmers
loists are to use the original edition.
real life by the man who lived it,
additional measures which have been are left out without ceremony .
Another is “Holiday Songs” for life seen whole, in due balance of joy promulgated by the Commissioner
♦ * ♦ *
High Schools and Choral Societies, by and sorrow, of labor and reward, of Even thus fortified, lie is quite likely
The
relation
of fame to the films
George W. Chadwick. The collection the soul wiihin and the world around to find that some new regulation has
is distinctly American in character, and last hut not least, of the here and been made by the department since proved a very difficult problem.
Conrad Nagel makes his initial ap
built for American children by a noted now and the hereafter that lies be tlie last pamphlet was issued.
American composer. They are for yond. In its humor, pathos, easy
“What is needed,” said a sports pearance In the fellowship of dis
Xew Year’s Day, Valentine Day, May anccdotage, its achieved description man, “is enactment by the Eegisla tinguished people: John Gilbert is
Day, Mother’s Day. Patriot's Day, tlie volume is a masterpiece of the ture alone of simple, understandable ignored. Clara Bow, who gets three
Fourth of July, Armistice Day, Christ enjoyable.
laws, capable of enforcement and dif or four thousand more letters a week
♦♦♦*
than anybody else in Hollywood, does
mas, etc. The volume sent me is for
ficult to evade.”
mixed voices, four-part, hut I assume
Graham McNamee, well known radio
“For instance in the matter of fish not rate a biography. King Vidor,
1'ioin the descriptive literature that announcer, will enter tlie concert field limits, tlie number rather than th who made “Tlie Big Parade" Is not
other arrangements can he procured.
among the 28,000 although Lubitsch
this season, with a coast-to-coast tour size should be taken into consider!
of 100 recitals, beginning in Los An tion. As it is now, while the fisher and Rex Ingram are both briefly hisThe Times announces a recital in geles. McNamee was formerly a man is attempting to get a mess of toried. There is a “Mrs. King Vidor
the Town Hall. Xew York City, on church singer and gave a recital at fish within the law, smaller ones ar —see Eleanor Boardman," but the
director is carried along as Mrs.
Oct. 3. by Sylvia Lent, violinist, who Aeolian Hall seven years ago.
destroyed.”
King Vidor’s husband. Irving Thalwas one of the soloists at the final
berg. who is seldom called anything
Frank Bibb concert in Camden where
An ensemble new to this country,
she astounded her hearer* by her tin Roth String Quartet, of Budapest, cnees of a string quartet of the first less than “the youthful genius of the
marvelous talent. A charming pic lias arrived for its Hist American sea rank whose performances were re films" is not mentioned, nor is his
ture of Miss Lent is also shown in the son. which will embrace four concerts ceived by a very critical audience with wife. Norma Shearer. If Lon Chaney
etich in New York. Washington. Bos unstinted enthusiasm. If the Roth is in tlie book, he is there in one of
Times.
* *♦♦
ton, Cambridge. Wellesley, Williams Quartet elects to continue performing his mystifying disguises.
On the other hand, Jackie Coogan
Glancing through Ditson’s monthly town and Pittsfleld, Mass. The tour in this country, it is certain to gain
music bulletin, several items of inter will be under the auspices of Mrs. an influential following. The organi is not only present in the 1928-1929
est catch my eye. Already Christ Elizabeth Sprague Coolidge. The zation was founded in Berlin in 1921 “Who's Who" but was also present
mas music is being exploited. A very members are Ferl Roth anil Jeno Tlie present members have rehearsed in the 1926-1927 one. He is prob
unusual offering in this line is the Antal, violinists. Ferenc Molnar, viola, together for three years and have al ably the youngest of the 28,000. It
ready gained an enviable reputation appears, however, that he is now
anthem “As Blooms the Rose” by H. and Albert Van Doom, 'cello.
Alexander Matthews and J. Sebas
The quartet made its bow to Ameri in Europe.”
fourteen and rapidly growing older.
tian Matthews. The Matth<? s broth ca at the last day of tlie Pittsfield An
Some of the others who are present
No man can evade being not only are Douglas Fairbanks. Mary Pickers, each famous for hi own style of niversary Festival on Sept. 21. the
composition have joined together to review reading: "A notable event in his brother's keeper but also his ford, Charlie Chaplin, Harold Lloyd.
that institution through brother's brother.—Rev. John Me Norma and Constance Talmadge and
jiroduce one of tin* most beautiful of the annals
Christmas anthems. The D eling is tlie introduction to American audi-' Dowell, D. D.
Torn Mix, who is described, among

of

To the People oS Maine:
The stockholders, directors, management, officials and
employees of the Maine Central Railroad take this oppor*

tunity of expressing to you, citizens of the Pine Tree State,
our sincere appreciation of your vote of confidence as
expressed in the excise tax referendum on September 10th.

The new excise tax law, passed by your overwhelming vote,
under present conditions permits us to share in the general

reduction of taxes as voted by the last Legislature.

Our railroad is tjhe principal beneficiary of your action

which, in the end, will not only be of benefit to us, but also

to everyone who ships or travels in Maine—as it will help us
to render more efficient transportation service in step with

modern methods.
(Hi

President.

Maine
CRentral

Maine Central Railroad
Maine’s Greatest Public Servant

ailroad

many other things, as a former* en
THE OFFICIAL VOTE
forcement agent.
Neither the one “Tex” nor the oth
er made “Who's Who” this year. C. In All of the Recent State
C. .Pyle, promoter of the great bun
Contests Except That of
ion derby, and Milton Crandall,
whose personal gift to the nation was
Governor.
nothing less than a whole summer
o? dance derbies, were likewise al
The official vote as cast in the re
lowed to wait until the next edition
at least before any favorable action cent September state election, with
can be taken on their credentials. • the exception of that for governor,
While all this is going on. “Fussy- ' which will be canvassed by the leg
foot” Johnson gets two-thirds of a islature, was made public at a ses
cciumn.
Nearly every one who has achieved sion of the governor and council
any note on the legitimate stage has Thursday.
Frederick Hale of Portland, Re
a biography. While the prestige of
the legitimate stage is considered publican. had a margin of 82.072
well-founded, that of vaudeville is votes over Herbert E. Holmes of
doubtful. Joe Frisco, Sophie Tucker. Lewiston. Democrat, in the contest
Ted Lewis and other headliners are for Vnned States Senator, the vote
in the discard. There is a Joe Cook, being as follows: Hale, 145,501;
but he is defined as the president of Holmes, 63,429.
Elbert D Hayford of Farmingthe Mississippi Normal College, at
dale. Republican candidate for state
Hattiesburg. Miss.
Dr. Le Roe Goddard Crandon, of auditor, polled' 140.767 votes as
Boston, has a sketch, hut his wife, against, 62,221 votes for John A. Mc
the famous “Marjorie,” concerning Donough of Lewiston.
The margin of Wallace H. White,
whom volumes of psychical research
controversy have been written, is Jr., of Lewiston Republican candi
emitted. The omission of Burt L. date for Congress in the Second Dis
Standish may cause some comment. trict over Albert Beliveau of Rum
Through mischance or excess of ford. his Democratic opponent, was
conservatism. Xathalia Crane, the 15,371. The official vote by counties
girl poet, is granted no place in the in the Second District was as fol
lows:
book.
White Beliveau
The lead-off man in the new vol County
11,489
8,878
ume is Dr. Charles Dettie Aaron, of Androscoggin ...........
4.040
1,193
Detroit, and the tail-ender is Galins Fianklin ...
5,729
2,717
Lawton Zwick. a judge of St. Joseph, Knox .........
Lincoln .....
1.282
4.022
Mo.
Oxford ......
7.906
4.180
1.165
Sagadahoc
3,605
LINCOLN COUNTY FAIR
The biggest little fair in Maine
opens Tuesday at Damariscotta with
a remarkably fine array of attrac
tions. Over $6,000 in awards will ba
made to the largest field of horses
in the history of the fair. George
Drew, a nationally famous balloonist
will do parachute jumps daily and
Keith’s vaudeville will he a special
added attraction. The Rockland City
Band will play at every session with
soloists and special repertoire. There
will be special pulling contests with
the new dynometer and the Fine
Tree State carnival shows will be
active on the midway. All things
considered it looks like the biggest
ever for Lincoln County Fair, Oct.
2-3-4.

Totals ....................... 36,791

BIRD’S ROOFS

SHINGLE DESICN

Roofing

Lay Bird’s Shingle Design Roofing right over your
old Roof!

19,420

White's plurality, 15,371.
The voters at the state election,
119,762 to 52.350. accepted the meas
lire passed at the last session of the
legislature to decrease the tax on
railroads. Knox County's vote was
4.295 yes, 1629 no.
SENATORIAL BALANCE SHEET

Senator Hale in the last election,
expended $2,608.00, according to a
statement filed by him at the De
partment of State Wednesday. It.
cost Herbert E. Holmes of Lewiston
over $4,000 to run as the Democratic
candidate for United States Sena
tor. His disbursements for which
he is obliged to make a return were
$1,302.68 and he expended approxi
mately $3,000 for traveling expenses
Republicans are saying that Al for which no account is required by
Smith lacks experience in national law to be kept.
affairs, which, of course, would not
seem to a Democrat nearly as serious
Successful men are not revolution
as a lack of votes.—Chicago Evening ists, and married men are not radi
Post.
cals.—Will Durant.

Maine
CRentral
ailroad

1.

Costs less than wooden shingles.

2.

Saves time — laid without ripping off old
shingles with consequent litter and dirt.

3.

Makes a permanent, double roof that keeps
out the cold of winter and the scorching heat
of summer.

4.

Is waterproof, spark-proof and handsome.
Comes with decorative red or green slate sur
facing.

Bird’s Shingle Design Roofing is made by Bird & Son, inc.
(Est. 1795), manufacturers of Art-Craft Roofing, Neponset
Twin Shingles, Paroid Roofing, Neponset Black Building
Paper and Neponset Board. There’s a Bird product for every
sort of building 1

We are headquarter, for Bird', roofing,,
building paper, and wall board.

W. H. GLOVER & CO.

k

CONTRACTORS
453 Main St.

Rockland

Tel. 14

OUR WANT ADS WORK WONDERS

